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Prologue
Lux

 

 

Most people walk out of prison and embrace the freedom
that welcomes them. They’re glad to leave behind
confinement, however short it may have been. They take in a
deep breath, maybe pausing for a moment to take everything
all in around them: the air, the space, the wind on their face.
They are filled with a sense of relief and righteousness. 

Fuck that.

When I walk out of that hellhole, I’m not greeted by a sense
of freedom. No, what meets me is the harsh reminder that my
family won’t forget my misconduct that easily. What
welcomes me is the face of my older brother Kingston,
shielding his eyes from the blazing Californian sun with Ray
Ban sunglasses as he awaits me outside the prison. He‘s
leaning with his back resting up against a black Camaro, his
arms crossed in front of his chest and looking at me with one
eyebrow raised. That eyebrow says it all. Sure, he may have
bailed me out, but he’s not going to forget this.

I walk toward him, reciprocating his judgmental look with a
stoic expression. Our eyes freeze on one another for a
moment, neither one of us changing our expression, fighting
each other in a nonverbal dispute. It’s been almost a year since
we’ve seen each other. We were never that close even though
we’re brothers, and I can’t say that I missed him. He’s the
older one, the golden boy in whom my parents place all their
hope. He’s the heir, the man who will one day lead our
family’s empire - while I’m just the second son who can’t do
anything right, or rather, the one who won’t do anything right.
We both share the same level of repulsion against our family’s
world, but he’s still better at playing by the rules than I am.

I hate rules, especially the ones laid out by my family and
their surroundings.



“Get in the car,” he snaps, leaving me no choice but to
follow his command. “I’ll take you home.”

He straightens up off the car and walks around to the
driver’s side, while I flip open the door and get in on the
passenger side.

“I could’ve gotten my own car, you know,” I tell him, once
we’re inside the car and the doors are closed. “You didn’t have
to fly across the country to babysit me.”

Kingston huffs as he steers the car away from the curb,
leaving the prison behind.

“You’re welcome,” he says, ignoring my remark and in
essence reminding me that I owe him.

“You didn’t have to do this,” I say. “I could’ve-”

“Oh, yes, I had to do this,” he interrupts me. “My brother is
not going to spend time in prison.”

He looks over to me, that eyebrow raised again. “Imagine if
they knew. This is the best way to prevent that from
happening.”

So, he actually didn’t tell our parents about this. After what
he did last year, I figured he wouldn’t miss out on this chance
to cast a poor light on me to divert attention from his own shit.
He was supposed to marry that annoying but reputable shrew,
but then he called the whole thing off at the engagement party
because some nerdy no-name girl caught his eye. I was almost
impressed. Our father’s idea of having a ‘real man’ take over
the family business is so ridiculous. I couldn’t believe
Kingston would actually go along with that bullshit and let
himself be tied down to some idiotic Upper East Side bitch,
and when I heard that he ended it, I thought he had returned to
his senses.

Until I heard the reason for his last minute retreat.

He’d fallen in love. Or so he claimed. What an idiot. He’d
gone from the pot to the frying pan. From being smoked to
smothered.



At first, I thought he had just done it to piss off our father,
but then he kept dragging this girl along everywhere and
introducing her to everyone and their mother. He was putting
every ounce of effort possible into making our parents like her.
It was fucking pathetic. My mother was enamored with the
girl, and according to her, even my father was beginning to
like her, especially when she became my brother’s fiancée.
She may not have been the proper choice as far as our parents
were concerned, but she was going to be my brother‘s wife
nonetheless, and him landing a wife was what mattered most
to them in the end.

They’ve always worried about silly shit like that. Getting
settled down, following in the family‘s footsteps, doing the
right and proper thing. Neither Kingston or I ever followed
protocol exactly as they wished, but the pressure was higher
on him. He’s the important one, not me. If they found out
about me getting locked up for illegal hacking activities, it
would at least remind them that they have a second son - that
other kid they like to forget about.

I shake my head. “Whatever. I don’t care if they know.”

“For fuck’s sake, Lux,” Kingston yells. “I know you like to
see yourself as the black sheep of the family, the bad boy, but
it’s getting old. You’re twenty-five years old, it’s time for you
to grow the fuck up!”

I turn to my brother, casting him a disgusted look.

“Holy shit, you sound just like Dad,” I say. “What
happened to you, man?”

“Nothing happened to me,” Kingston insists. “I’m just tired
of your shit. And you’re right, I shouldn’t have to babysit you.
I don’t have time for this.”

“Then don’t!” I bark at him. “I don’t need you here! Go
home to your fucking nerd girl and play house and-”

Kingston stops the car so suddenly that both of us are
yanked up harshly into our seat belts. We’re on a deserted road
in the middle of nowhere, so we don’t run the danger of



anyone else ramming into us, but I still turn to him with an
exasperated look on my face.

“Dude, what the-?”

“Shut up!” he yells at me. “Just shut the fuck up, Lux! I
don’t need this bullshit. You’re right, I should have let you rot
behind bars and tell our parents about the shit you’ve been up
to since you moved here. But unlike you, I have an ounce of
responsibility inside me, and I know that you don’t need any
more people breathing down your neck with the same crap
we’ve heard all our lives. I know it sucks, I hate it as much as
you do.”

He pauses, swallowing a deep breath before he continues.

“But you’re my fucking brother,” he says, lowering his
voice. “I can’t just watch you ruin your life. I just… can’t.
Fuck, Lux, you’re the smart one. You are fucking brilliant, we
both know that. You graduated college summa cum laude, and
it came fucking easy to you because you’re just so damn
smart. Other people would kill for that damn brain of yours.”

He pauses again, shaking his head and starting to laugh,
almost as much to himself as to both of us.

“I mean, damn it, even that cracking business of yours, I
don’t want to applaud you for it, but that was fucking genius,”
he continues, now looking at me. “I just don’t get it. Why
don’t you put that brain to better and more lucrative use?”

I huff at him. “Who says this wasn’t lucrative?”

“Long term,” he says. “Legit, legal. A real business, no
shitting people in the dark.”

I cast him a dark smirk. “This was more fun.”

He raises both of his eyebrows this time, again shaking his
head. Despite sharing my repulsion against our parents’ strict
upbringing, Kingston has always been the reasonable one. I
guess he kind of had to be, as the oldest.

“Was it fun when they arrested you?” he asks. “Was it fun
being in prison with all those other idiots? Because I can tell



you one thing: this is the first and last time I’m bailing you
out. If this happens again, you’re on your own.”

I nod. “I got that.”

We’re getting closer to my neighborhood. When I see the
first familiar intersections, streets, and stores, I can finally feel
it, that sense of relief and freedom. I’ve only been locked up
for a couple of weeks, but it was long enough to make me miss
this place, my home.

I have only been back to New York for the holidays since
I’ve moved here, and I can’t say that I miss it. In a way, I’ve
always been a West Coast man, I was just born on the wrong
side of the country.

“How long are you staying?” I ask my brother, as we stop
for a red light.

“I’m flying out tomorrow,” he says. “No reason for me to
hang around, right? You don’t need a babysitter.”

I breathe out in frustration. “You don’t have to worry about
me.”

“I do,” he objects. “Obviously, I do, or I wouldn’t have
come out here. But like I said, I don’t have time for this, and I
trust that you’re capable of coming up with a better plan than
cracking. Right?”

He looks at me for confirmation, and I grant him a nod. I
have no real desire to get in trouble with the law again, at least
not like this.

“Besides,” he adds. “I’d much rather be home right now.”

“Because of the missus?” I ask him.

“Don’t call her that,” he snaps at me. “Her name is Elodie.”

“Elodie? That’s a weird name.”

He casts me a quick look from the side, raising one
eyebrow as a warning sign.

“She’s special,” he says. “Maybe you‘ll get lucky enough to
meet her one day.”



I laugh, shaking my head.

“So, you did get yourself chained down, just as our father
always wanted, huh,” I say. “Good boy.”

I expect him to be furious at my ridicule, hitting the brakes
and yelling at me again. But instead, Kingston just laughs and
shakes his head, as if he’s feeling sorry for me.

“No, I didn’t,” he says, smiling as he looks at the street
ahead of us. “I lucked out, big time. There are no chains
involved when you meet the right person, trust me. If
anything, it feels liberating.”

I furl my eyebrows, unsure what to think of his words.

“You sound like a fucking chick lit novel,” I say.

Kingston shrugs. “I don’t care. It may sound cheesy as
fuck, but it’s something you only understand when it finally
happens to you.”

I look at my older brother, the guy used to take me out to
party and pick up girls when I was still a teenager, the guy
who bragged about banging a new chick every week, each one
prettier than the last. And now that same guy is smiling like a
fucking idiot as he talks about getting married, tamed, and
caged for the rest of his life.

“How, though?” I wonder out loud. “How the hell did this
happen?”

He chuckles.

“It’s a long story,” he says. “You can buy me a drink
tonight and I’ll tell you.”

He turns onto the street I live on, still with that blissful
expression illuminating his face.

“I don’t get it,” I say. “How do you even know that it’s
different with this one? How do you not feel suffocated by
her? I can’t imagine confining myself like that… like, ever.”

Kingston stops the car in front of the underground parking
garage of my building and just looks at me as we wait for the
gate to open.



“Oh, you’ll know when it hits you,” he says.

“You’ll fucking know.”

 



Chapter I
Sara

 

~ six months later ~

 

 

“Don’t be such a goody-goody!” my friend Olivia
encourages me. Even though she’s yelling, I can barely hear
her voice over the loud beats of the club’s music.

I don’t go out often, but when Olivia asked me to join her
group of friends tonight, I couldn’t say no. It’s almost the end
of ballet season, and I have been looking forward to letting
loose and having a little more fun than I could during the last
few months.

However, we seem to have very different ideas of what
makes a great night out. While I came here to dance and
maybe have a drink or two, Olivia and her friends have a
different order of priorities. For them, drinking comes before
dancing.

I don’t want to be a spoil sport, but I know I’m a terrible
lightweight when it comes to alcohol. I’m not a regular
drinker, and my petite stature isn’t exactly conducive to
excessive consumption. I almost feel like I should have trained
for this.

So, when Olivia waves me over for yet another round of
shots, I try to ignore her and continue dancing, which she
doesn’t take so well.

“Come on!” she yells, waving at me. “Just one more!”

Even with her dark complexion, I can tell that her cheeks
are glowing from the many drinks she’s already had. She’s
better at all of this – better at drinking, better at partying – than
I am. I know there’s no way that I can keep up with her.



Still, I respond to her gesturing and make my way over to
her and the two other girls who came along with us tonight.
They’re both friends of Olivia‘s who work with her on stage.
Even though they’re very different from me, I’m glad they’re
here tonight – it means I can excuse myself whenever I feel
ready to go home without having to worry about leaving
Olivia all by herself at the club.

I’m not ready to leave yet, though.

Olivia beams at me, nodding encouragingly as she hands
me a little shot glass.

“What is it?” I ask her, smelling the contents as if the scent
could tell me anything other than it‘s some kind of strong
spirit.

“Yeah!” Olivia yells in response, revealing that she didn’t
understand my question.

She raises her little glass and the other two follow her lead,
casting expectant looks my way. I give in and clink glasses
with them, compliantly downing another shot of what turns
out to be vodka. I grimace as the disgusting taste takes over
my entire mouth, and the hot liquid travels down my throat.
This is so nasty, I will never understand why people would
drink pure vodka voluntarily. It goes well when mixed with
other stuff, but that’s only because the vodka taste is
completely lost then.

Why am I drinking this? I ask myself.

Because I don’t want to let Olivia down. Not again.

She’s yelps out with joy and wraps her arm around my
shoulders, jumping up and down, congratulating me on
finishing another shot. I jump with her, infatuated by her
happiness.

And this is where I should have stopped. This should have
been my last drink for the night.

But it wasn’t.

Instead, this was the shot that sent me over the edge and
caused me to lose all inhibitions. It’s never happened to me



before, believe it or not, but I’ve heard of it happening to other
people. It’s that point when the sweet and dizzying buzz from
the first few drinks turns into drunken levity.

It’s great at first. Warm giddiness takes over, making me
dance like I’ve never danced before. Reckless, wild without
abandon, completely exuberant. There’s no controlling my
movements, I just dance. It must be the first time that I’ve
been able to let go, not following the strict rules that usually
determine my every move. Ballet, as airy as it may seem,
doesn’t leave a lot of room for frolicking, and that’s part of
why I love it so much. On the other hand, it makes tonight’s
release all the more enjoyable.

I dance like I’ve never danced before.

Sadly, I also drink like I’ve never drank before.

It’s too late by the time I realize it. Olivia is a good friend
and forces me to switch to drinking water when she notices
that I can’t handle another drop. But as soon as she lets me out
of her sight, I’m back at the bar, leaning drunkenly against the
counter and yelling for another Vodka Cranberry. The bar is
crowded and loud, the party has reached its peak, and the
bartender is too busy to notice tiny little me, jumping and
stretching in an attempt to gain his attention. Once again, my
lack of height complicates things. While it comes in handy for
my profession, I curse my small stature every day on a regular
basis when it comes to the simple things.

“What drink?!” someone yells into my ear from the right.

I flinch, instinctively jumping away from the person. I turn
around to see who’s come this close to me without me even
realizing it.

Even through my blurred and shaky vision, I can tell this
guy is a God damn Adonis, bowing down to me while
supporting himself on the counter with a strong arm that‘s
covered in tattoos. His hazel eyes are the centerpiece of a face
so handsome that it almost hurts to look at him. His angular
jaw is shaved clean, with not even the slightest stubble in
sight, and his dark brown hair is shaved on one side, the other
swept aside in longish strands that fall into his face, partly



covering one of his eyes. His smile produces the sexiest
dimple on the left side of his face, the same side where his hair
is clean-shaven in a crew cut.

God, he’s sexy.

I stare up at him, dumbfounded and so dizzy that I fear I
might collapse in his arms.

He gets closer, so close that I can feel his breath on my
upper lip as he speaks.

“What drink?!” he repeats his question.

“Vodka!” I yell back. “Cranberry!”

“Vodka Cranberry,” he confirms, before he straightens up
and signals to the bartender.

He’s rather tall, towering at least one and a half heads
above me, and of course the bartender notices him
immediately. My eyes are glued to his muscular arms as he
leans over the counter to place his order. He’s wearing a shirt
that stretches across his undoubtedly muscular upper body, and
his sleeves are rolled up, revealing his almost entirely inked-
up lower arms. The view of this his ink sends odd shivers
ricocheting through my body.

The drinks arrive in no time, and the guy hands me my
Vodka Cranberry, while he holds what appears to be a Scotch.
He raises his glass for us to toast, and I can’t help but to stare
blankly at him, following his gesture and taking the first sip
from a drink I shouldn’t be drinking. My body has switched
into auto mode, while my brain is too busy trying to figure out
the situation. Sure, I’ve been hit on in a club before and I’ve
had guys buy drinks for me.

But never a guy like him. A guy who makes me so nervous
that I feel close to fainting in my buzzed stupor.

He beckons for me to follow him, and as I’ve lost any
control or will of my own, I do as he bids and follow him like
an obedient puppy through the crowd. He’s heading toward
one of the more secluded rooms in the back. I hang on to the
straw of my drink for dear life the entire time I‘m following
him.



Just before we exit the main area of the club, he takes a
surprise turn to the left and makes for the VIP area. My eyes
widen in surprise when we’re actually ushered inside. I find
myself in a darkened room, surrounded by a handful of people
quietly talking in separated booths around the room. It’s oddly
quiet in here once the door is closed behind us.

The Adonis guy makes sure that I’m still behind him before
he leads me farther inside, beckoning me to take a seat at one
of the few remaining empty booths in the far back.

My heart is racing, but at least the vertigo gets better once I
sit down on the leather cushions. There’s a little bowl with
nuts in front of us on the table, and I vow to eat some of them,
even though it’s hard for me to eat when I’m this nervous.

He sits down opposite me, swiveling his glass as he looks
at me. Awkward silence stretches between us, and I continue
to suck on my drink as if my life depends on it, knowing that
it’s probably not a good idea. But I can’t help it, he’s just too
damn handsome, and I’m confused about where I am.

Who is he? And why is he not saying anything?

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter II
Sara

 

 

The sound of my shrilling phone yanks me out of my
comatose sleep. The Dance of the Little Swans has never
sounded more cruel and invasive, and it is joined by a piercing
pain at the side of my head when I try to open my eyes and
reach in the direction of the music. Even in my miserable state,
I can picture the choreography in my head - cou de pied right
foot devant on count four, traveling right, change coupé back
and front, step right, cou de pied left. The steps are so deeply
ingrained, I can’t help it.

My hand blindly wanders to the side, hoping to find my
phone on the shabby little table next to my bed.

But the table is not there. My hand grasps nothingness.

And this is not my bed.
Where the hell am I?

I groan in misery, still unable to open my eyes and tortured
by the worst headache I’ve ever had in my entire life. I feel
like a mole that’s been hit over the head with a shovel - blind,
confused, and in terrible pain.

“Hello?” I croak. My throat is sore and feels as if I’ve been
screaming all night. Maybe I was?

Everything is hurting, and it’s so damn bright in here. Why
is it so bright? It feels as if I’m being hit by direct sunlight.
Aren’t my blinds down?

This is not your bedroom.
“Hello!?” I croak again, now sounding a little panicky.

My phone is still singing from somewhere to my right. The
little swans are still dancing… cou de pied, left right, right foot
devant, change coupé back and front.

“Hello?!”



The ring tone stops. Whoever was trying to call me has
given up on me. Instead, I can hear a door opening, and it’s
followed by steps coming from the same direction as my
phone’s ring tone. I try to open my eyes again, but am met
with a beam of sunlight and another sharp pain.

“Please,” I whimper to whoever just walked into the room.

I don’t even know what I’m begging for, but the person
does something incredibly helpful nonetheless: he or she
walks over to the source of the sunlight and closes the God
damn curtains.

I sigh with audible relief and try massaging my temples, as
if I could rub the pain away. Within seconds, the ache is
getting better, now that I’m surrounded by darkness. Those
must be some thick curtains, judging by the stark difference to
before.

The person who has joined me is walking around the bed
and sits down at the edge to my left.

“Drink this,” I hear a male voice say.

I’m confused. Who is this?

Now that I’m no longer blinded by the sun, I should be able
to open my eyes, but I don’t dare. As of right now, I can still
drift in infantile fantasy and uncertainty. As long as I don’t see
him, he doesn’t see me.

But curiosity gets the better of me, and when I finally open
my eyes and am able to see, I sort of wish I had just remained
asleep.

It’s the most beautiful man who has ever walked the Earth.
He looks immaculate, handsome brown hair, the edgy haircut
and that sharp jawline, as neat as a pin with his clean shave
and the black shirt with rolled-up sleeves, revealing muscular
arms that are almost completely covered in ink. There’s a
familiarity to him that I cannot quite place.

He’s holding a glass of water toward me, looking at me
with an expression that could be anything between annoyance
and absolute languor.



“Drink,” he repeats.

I slowly gather myself and push myself up into a sitting
position, but as I sit up, I realize I’m naked. The blanket falls
down, revealing my small breast. He chuckles when I hurry to
cross my arms in front of my chest to protect myself from his
view.

I stare at him, heat rushing to my face as I try to figure out
where I am. Who is he? Why does he look so familiar yet like
a stranger at the same time? I look around and take in the
room. It’s a spacious bedroom, that’s for sure. It’s also clearly
a man’s bedroom, with steel gray walls, dark hardwood floors,
and nothing but a dresser and a bed, both in white. Everything
looks extremely minimalistic and modern, but costly. The silk
linens I’m wrapped in are in a similar color as the walls; cold,
steel gray, but they feel softer than any I’ve ever touched
before.

I also notice a human-sized X on one of the walls opposite
the window. It’s black and has leather cuffs at each end, to tie
up wrists and ankles. A St. Andrews cross, if I’m not
mistaken.

Did we use this last night? I blush at the thought of it. No, I
would remember something like this, wouldn’t I?

My eyes wander back to him, narrowing as I try to place
him and this room.

“Who… where am – ?”

“Drink this,” he repeats, holding the glass closer to me,
practically forcing me to take it.

I gather up the blanket to cover my boobs and hold it in
place while taking the water he’s offering. I’m hung over, and
I know that dehydration is causing my terrible headache. The
water is cool and has a soothing effect, not only on my water
imbalance, but on my sore throat, as well. I finish drinking it
in one big gulp and hand him back the glass.

“Good girl,” he says, as he sets it down.

I tuck at the blanket again, pulling it so high that it almost
reaches my chin.



He watches me and shakes his head, laughing.

“What’s so funny?” I ask, trying to frown at him, but my
head is hurting too much to make that facial expression work.

“You trying to hide yourself from me,” he says. “After what
we did last night.”

After what we did last night? What happened last night?

I give him a blank stare, as I try to remember the events of
last night. Never in my life have I had a blackout from alcohol
before. Never.

“What the hell did you do?” I hiss at him. “Did you drug
me?”

He raises his eyebrows. “Hell no, I didn’t drug you. You
took care of that yourself.”

“What do you mean?” I ask, pulling the blanket even closer
around me.

He looks at me with a skeptical expression, and then his
eyebrows arch with realization.

“You really don’t know,” he says. “Don’t you remember
anything?”

I slowly shake my head, ashamed of myself. Here I am,
completely clueless, naked, hungover, in the bed of a perfect-
looking stranger - and he has to fill me in on my shameful
decisions and actions of the night before.

 

 



Chapter III
Lux

 

 

She slouches over her drink, sucking on it as if she was
breathing in the drink and not the air around it, while her big,
shy eyes dart back and forth between me and the people
surrounding us. This is definitely not her first drink, and
probably not her second either. I could tell that she was
already quite buzzed when she was stumbling over to the bar,
but I didn’t think much of it. Everybody in here is drunk.

But I should have taken into account the kind of person she
is.

She’s the most delicate creature I’ve ever seen, so tiny, so
petite - and so strong at the same time. She’s more than just
athletic, every ounce of her seems to be made of muscle. Her
movements are somewhat unnatural, her posture too straight
and erect, and her steps too deliberate. Except when she was
dancing. It was as if she had rid herself of a shell, releasing the
wild beast lying underneath. There was a surprising strength
behind her dancing, and a wisdom that reflects impeccable
understanding of her own body and how to move along to the
beats of the music.

It was mesmerizing to watch her. I couldn’t take my eyes
off of her. There was something about this tiny, dynamic girl
that kept my attention more than any other girl in the club. She
looks so fragile, so pure and elegant - but at the same time
boasts a fiery energy. Her attributes are clashing in a
deliciously exotic way.

I’ve never had a girl like her. I can’t help but picture her,
naked in front of me, riding my cock like a good girl.

I bet she can be a good girl. The kind of good girl who
won’t submit without a fight.

Fuck, I need a challenge like her.



But right now, she’s giving me nothing but that fearful and
confused look. Her body is swaying ever so slightly, and I’m
beginning to worry that she might just collapse on the table. If
she loses consciousness, then that was it. Necrophilia is not
my thing.

“Stop inhaling that drink,” I tell her.

She stops immediately. Her lips let go of the straw
reluctantly.

“Or else?” she asks, her eyes flickering.

I like her already.

“Do you really want to find out?” I ask her, while waving at
one of the few waiters roaming through the VIP area to bring
us some water.

“Suck on that instead,” I tell her once a giant glass of ice
water is placed in front or her.

She looks at me through narrowed eyes, contemplating how
she feels about being ordered around like this. I can see the
thoughts forming in her head. Eventually, she decides to obey
and takes the straw out of her vodka cranberry drink and
places it in the water glass instead.

“Good girl,” I praise her. “Finish it.”

“I’m gonna‘ be sick,” she says.

“You will if you don’t finish it.”

She pouts with the straw still between her lips. It’s the
cutest expression, and it makes her look so young that I find
myself worrying for a moment.

“How old are you?” I ask her.

She doesn’t answer right away, but only because she’s still
busy following my last command and finishing her water. The
glass is filled with so many ice cubes that I knew it wouldn’t
be that much of an effort for her to drink all of it.

“Why?” she asks once she’s done drinking.

“I’m curious,” I say. “Are you even allowed to be here?”



She frowns at me.

“I’m old enough to drink,” she hisses. “Do you think I’m a
teenager?”

I shrug. “Just making sure.”

“I guess I’ll take it as a compliment,” she says, shrugging
her shoulders.

Her black hair is falling down her shoulders in ruffled
waves, sticking to her sweaty body in an unusually sharp
contrast to her white skin. She’d look like Snow White, if her
lips were painted red. But as far as I can tell, she’s not wearing
any lipstick. What a pity. I bet it would look divine on her
porcelain skin.

“Why am I here?” she asks abruptly. “Why did you buy me
a drink? How come you have access to the VIP room?”

“So many questions at once,” I reply. “And you should
know the answer to one of them. Why do men buy drinks for
women?”

“To get in their pants,” she shoots back.

I laugh. “Exactly.”

She raises one of her eyebrows and tilts her head to the
side, visibly surprised at my honest reply.

“Then there’s only one question, really,” she says. “Why do
you have access to this room?”

“Why is that interesting to you?”

She rolls her eyes. “So this is your game. Never giving a
straightforward answer to a question.”

I shake my head. “Only to the ones that bore me.”

“Fine,” she says, leaning back in her seat and crossing her
arms in front of her small chest. She’s wearing a black blouse
that falls loosely around her slim shoulders and would reveal a
good look at her cleavage - if she had any.

I can tell that she’s regaining her spirit. Ordering the water
was a good idea.



“Who are you?” I ask her.

She furls her eyebrows again, shaking her head.

“And that’s not a boring question?” she asks back.

“Not to me,” I say.

“Well, it is to me,” she says. “And a very vague one at
that.”

“What’s your name?”

“Sara.”

“Nice to meet you, Sara.”

“And you are?” she wants to know.

“Lux.”

“Wow!” she exclaims. “A straightforward answer! I don’t
know if it’s a truthful one - because, seriously, what kind of
name is that? But at least you didn’t mock me again.”

She’s a cheeky one, I should have anticipated that.

“I never mocked you, young lady-”

“Young lady!” she interrupts me. “I have no idea who you
think you are, but trust me, you’re not much older than me.
I’m twenty-two!”

I cast her a smirk, half annoyed and half impressed. She’s
older than I thought she’d be, but if anything, it’s a relief. If
what she says is true, I at least won’t have to worry about
picking up an underage girl.

“That’s still young,” I tell her. “Don’t be offended by me
stating the obvious.”

She huffs and takes another sip from her vodka cranberry
drink.

Without permission.

My hands twitch involuntarily. She deserves a spanking for
this. I didn’t tell her that it was okay to drink from that glass. I
didn’t allow it. She didn’t ask for permission.

But she also doesn’t know that we’re playing this game.



“I didn’t give you permission to drink from that glass,” I
say, casting her a threatening look.

Sara arches her eyebrows, pausing for a moment, before
she takes the glass again and takes another sip of the drink, her
eyes fixated on me with a provocative expression.

“What makes you think I need your permission?” she asks.

“I paid for that drink, didn’t I?” I remind her.

She rolls her eyes. Again.

“To get in my pants,” she says, trying to sound cool and
nonchalant. But her voice is shaking, and so are her hands, as
soon as she doesn’t have them wrapped around the glass in
front of her.

She looks at me, her eyes flickering, as she ponders what to
say next. I can tell that she’s curious and intrigued. She didn’t
jump up from her seat, leaving me after erupting in an
outraged outburst at my impertinent suggestion.

Sara is different. She wants to know what this is about, and
a part of her may already sense the promise behind my words.
The promise for more. A promise that is associated with taboo
and a carnality that is enjoyed only by a few.

“So, that’s what you do,” she says, narrowing her eyes.
“You buy a girl a drink and then execute full power over
whether she may drink it or not?”

I suggest a nod.

“In a way,” I say. “I’m only acting in your best interest.”

She huffs. “Sure. My best interest.”

“You’re a dancer?” I ask, ignoring her remark and changing
the subject.

She purses her lips and tilts her head to the side. “How did
you know that?”

“I didn’t,” I tell her. “It was just an assumption. But I
appear to be right?”



Sara brushes away a particularly heavy strand of hair and
tucks it behind her ear, exposing her long, slim neck. I bet my
hands would look good wrapped around that neck. Or a collar.

“I’m an apprentice at Anaheim Ballet,” she says. She states
it in a matter-of-fact tone, as if being a ballerina at one of the
best ballet companies in the country is nothing special.

Her eyes fixate on mine, communicating a silent warning
not to ridicule her.

“A ballerina at Anaheim,” I say. “That’s quite impressive.”

She observes me, unsure whether I’m making fun of her or
not.

“I’m only an apprentice,” she adds. “So far.”

“Don’t belittle yourself,” I tell her. “From all I know,
getting into Anaheim is anything but easy. I’m quite
impressed.”

I’m just guessing here, but I want her to feel flattered. And
it works. A blushed smile travels across her pretty face, and
she moves her shoulders up to her ears, as she tries to think of
something to say in reply to my compliment.

“I could tell you must do something physical,” I continue.
“You must be limber as fuck.”

She blushes again, before a cute little frown appears on her
face.

“First of all, ballet isn‘t only just physically challenging,
it’s just as much a mental challenge,” she says. “And second of
all-”

“I bet you can do the splits,” I interrupt her, leaning
forward. “Oh, the possibilities…”

She straightens up, her eyes wide open, cheeks flushed and
mouth half opened. What a cute little doll she is. I bet she’s
already wet, trying to make sense of the tingling sensation
between her legs. She doesn’t say a word, she doesn’t move,
she doesn’t walk away - she just stares at me, waiting for
more.



And more she will get.

 

 

 

 



Chapter IV
Sara

 

 

It all comes back to me as he starts talking. How he bought
me a drink and led me back to the VIP area of the club. But we
didn’t spend much time in there. I remember him forcing me
to drink water and forbidding me to finish the vodka cranberry
drink he’d just bought me. I remember feeling dizzy and
confused, but it wasn’t only because of the alcohol. It was
because of the things that beautiful man said to me, the way he
looked at me, the way he adored and craved me more than
anyone ever had before.

Him! A guy like him!

I remember him sweet talking me into coming with him,
and the way he wrapped his arms around me when he pulled
me in for a kiss. That kiss  robbed me of my sanity and my
vision dimmed to black as a lazy, oscillating beat filled the
club. I remember grabbing my phone because I couldn’t find
Olivia or any of the others. I sent her a text to let her know that
I was okay. Still, it was probably her calling a few minutes ago
when my phone rang. It’s the first time that I didn’t come
home at night because I went home with a guy I had just met
at a club instead.

Did I just have my first one-night stand?

I think I did.

I remember getting into a car. It wasn’t a cab, but he wasn’t
driving either.

Does he have his own driver?

How rich is this guy?

Judging by this bedroom, he must be quite well off.
Everything, including the sheets I’m wrapped in, has a feel of
unobtrusive wealth. The interior is rather simplistic and cool,



very masculine, but if he decorated the place himself, he
definitely has great taste.

“We fucked, didn’t we?” I ask bluntly. “That’s why you
think it’s silly that I try to hide myself from you.”

A satisfied and confident smile appears on his face as he
nods.

“I did get a good view of that stunning body of yours last
night,” he says. “And I had my hands on you, and inside you.”

I blush, forcing myself to remember any of this. But I can’t.
It scares the hell out of me that I can’t remember any of the
things he’s telling me right now, but I do believe him. I can
feel it, the sweet soreness between my legs, the tender ache a
good fuck leaves behind. It’s been a while since I last had sex,
and from the feel of it, he was anything but gentle with me.

Oh, how I wish I could remember.

I lower my eyes, ashamed of myself - and angry. How
could I get so drunk? I’m not even mad at myself for making
such a rash decision and going home with him, but for not
remembering the things we did once we got here. I -
presumably – had great sex with the sexiest guy alive, and I
can’t remember any of it! How stupid.

“And I fucked you,” he adds, observing my face while I
wish I could just vanish into thin air. “Those pink lips were
wrapped around my cock within minutes of us getting back
here. You were so eager, so hungry for my cock. Such a
perfect little slut.”

I press my palms against my face in an attempt to hide from
my shame.

“You really don’t remember?” he asks.

I shake my head, trying to hold back the tears of shame. I’m
working on stage, I have a career that constantly asks me to
put myself out there, to work hard and to fail on a regular
basis. I’ve stumbled and fallen on stage, I’ve forgotten parts of
choreography in the middle of a performance, I’ve misjudged
jumps, and destroyed very significant parts of my dance while
hundreds of people were watching me.



Yet I don’t think I’ve ever felt as embarrassed as I do right
now.

“That’s a pity,” he comments. “We had quite a lot of fun,
until you passed out…”

I lift my face up to meet his and stare at him in horror. “I
passed out?”

He chuckles. “Why so horrified, baby girl?”

I gulp. “Where are my clothes?”

“They’re here, don’t worry,” he says, winking at me. “You
don’t want to go for round two?”

I frown at him.

“My head is killing me,” I say. “And I feel sick.”

“I’m not surprised, with the amount you drank,” he says.
“But I’m not letting you out of here without putting some food
in you.”

“But-”

“No, but,” he cuts me off. “You need to eat, and drink a lot
more water. You must be dehydrated as fuck.”

He stands up and walks around the bed to the dresser, then
opens a drawer and rummages around in it. My eyes lazily
follow him. I feel terrible on so many levels that I don’t even
know what’s worst. My hangover? The splitting headache?
The nausea? The shame?

He produces something that looks like a morning robe and
throws it on the sheets next to me.

“Wear this for now, if you’re shy,” he says. “Then come out
to the kitchen. I have some breakfast prepared.”

I squint at him in disbelief, as he opens the door and
disappears, leaving me by myself.

Breakfast? I never knew that was part of the plan with one-
night stands.

I clumsily climb out of bed, realizing that I am in fact
completely naked, and wrap myself up in the incredibly soft



robe he left for me. It’s thick and heavier than I expected it to
be, and it smells fresh and clean with a hint of fir branches. I
hug the robe and take in the scent, wishing I could take it
home with me.

Just as I plan to walk out the door to follow him for
breakfast, my phone rings again.

 

 

 

 



Chapter V
Lux

 

 

She enters my apartment, her legs seemingly weak and
wobbly, like a baby deer who just made it out of its mother’s
womb. I’m torn back and forth, unsure whether it was a smart
decision to bring her home with me. Even after forcing all that
water in her, she’s still more drunk than I’d usually be
comfortable with.

But at some point, it was too late. I was hooked as soon as I
kissed her. Even with the clumsiness caused by her
intoxication, she had a specific bite to her, an eagerness and
hunger that’s hard for me to resist. Her hand wandered to my
crotch while we were kissing, caressing the stiffness she
caused. The moan she let out when she realized how hard
she’d made me even drowned out the music around us. I
grabbed her wrist and took back control, unwilling to let her
take over like this. Her eyes flung wide open when I pushed
her hand back, my fingers closing around her dainty wrist in
an unyielding grip.

She didn’t say anything, and neither did I. I just took her. I
pulled her behind me, darting out of the club and towards my
car. I always have my driver waiting outside on nights like
these, because getting a cab is below me, and I sure as hell
won’t drive after indulging on hard liquor all night.

Little Sara stumbles through my living room, her eyes and
mouth wide open, as she gapes around, taking in the vastness
of the room.

“You’re rich!” she exclaims, as if that hadn’t been obvious
before. “You’re freaking rich!”

I don’t like the way her voice squeals when she says it and I
approach her, taking off her coat from behind.

“And you’re fucking beautiful,” I whisper in her ear, as I let
the coat slip down her shoulders.



She giggles and shakes her head.

I put her coat away, and as I walk back to her, ponder what
to do next. She’s standing in the middle of my living room,
folding her hands in front of her belly and trying very hard to
maintain balance. My eyes catch her drunken gaze, and she
winks at me.

I think she’ll be okay.

“I’ve never seen a naked ballerina,” I tell her in a soft
voice, my hand finding its way to her shoulder, traveling up
her neck and to the back of her head, where I grab a fistful of
her thick, black hair. She moans when I tilt her head back, so
she’s forced to look up at me. What an extraordinary face she
has, such a cute porcelain doll, with surprisingly light, steel
blue eyes that clash with her onyx hair.

“Who says you will tonight?” she asks, trying to be cheeky.

“Oh, I’m pretty sure, I will,” I say. “Because you will
undress now, in front of me, one item at a time, slowly.”

Her eyes flicker with excitement, and suddenly, she’s fully
awake and at attention.

Good.

“Come,” I say, leading her out of the living area to an open
staircase that leads up to the second floor of my penthouse.
This place is way too big for just me, but I enjoy having all
these rooms and the possibilities that come with them. How
can anyone live with just one bedroom? Have one bed to fuck
and sleep in? That’s unappealing to me. It’s also the reason
why I prefer to take my girls home with me instead of
following them to their places.

Sara will only see one of those bedrooms, and it’s not the
one I sleep in.

She obediently follows me up the stairs and her steps sound
reassuringly secure.

I stop in front of the closed bedroom door and turn to her.

“Undress,” I command her.



Sara looks up at through her dazed, blue eyes, her mouth
forming an O as she processes this surprising order.

“You’re not getting in there with your clothes on,” I tell her.
“You’re only to step inside naked, completely naked.”

“I, er-”

“I won’t negotiate,” I interrupt her. “Show me that sexy
little body of yours, and I’ll promise to take good care of it.”

Sara huffs, and I can tell that she’s working on a sassy reply
instead of following my orders. She’s a feisty one, I knew it.

But not too feisty to bypass any trouble before we’re even
getting started. A sense of satisfaction runs down my spine
when she lifts her hands and begins to unbutton her blouse, her
eyes still fixating on me.

What a good girl.

The blouse slides off her bony shoulders, revealing a small
chest and the tiniest waist I’ve ever set my eyes on. She’s
almost a bit too slim for my taste, but she makes up for it with
her fit shape. She’s a ballerina, so of course she’ll be dainty,
but she’s not frail or weak in the slightest. When she reaches
forward in an attempt to hand her blouse to me, I can see the
muscles flex in her arms.

“I’m not your servant,” I say, but I still take the blouse as
she gives it to me.

“Well, I don’t want my clothes on the floor,” she says,
biting her lower lip, as she casts me a sly look.

“Don’t worry, this floor is as clean as it can get,” I say,
letting her blouse drop to our feet. “I have someone to take
care of that, and she’s very thorough.”

She glares at me.

“Why would y – ?”

“Go ahead,” I interrupt her. “Completely naked, I said.”

She groans and rolls her eyes.



Fuck, this aggravates me. I should grab her by the hair, rip
the rest of her clothes off of her body, and put her over my
knee right here and now. The thought alone causes my dick to
swell.

I take a deep breath, my hands clenching into fists as I work
on restraining myself.

Despite her opposition, she continues to undress. She does
it painfully slowly and with no regard to elegance, which I’m
sure she’d excel in as dancer, but not in her current state. I can
still see she’s intoxicated when she steps out of her pants and
starts to stagger. She learned from her earlier mistake, and
complies by dropping her clothes on the floor at her feet.
Before she reaches back to unfasten her bra, she casts a look at
me, asking for reaffirmation.

I nod, beckoning her to continue.

Her breasts are small and perky, just as I expected. I can’t
wait to suck on her pink nipples and see how much torture she
can handle. They’re hard and standing erect, the same as my
cock that’s pushing against its fabric cage.

She lowers her eyes, evading my gaze when she pulls down
her panties, exposing perfectly shaved lips between her
muscular thighs. Her whole posture changes now that she’s
this exposed in front of me. She slouches and tries to cover her
private parts with her hands.

“No reason to be ashamed,” I tell her in a soft voice,
stepping closer. “You’re perfect. Beautiful. Don’t try to hide
yourself.”

I can tell that she has to suppress the urge to move away
from me, but when I lift my hand, touching her face instead of
her body, she leans into it and starts to suck on my thumb
when I push it between her partly opened lips.

“Good girl,” I praise her.

Her eyelashes flutter when she looks up at me after I say
those words. She likes hearing them, that’s for sure. But I
wonder how much she’s willing to do to get praised like this.

We’ll have to see.



I keep my hand on her cheek, while she continues to suck
on my thumb, and then I reach forward with the other, aiming
for the sweet spot between her legs. She flinches when she can
feel my fingers on the inside of her upper thigh.

But she doesn’t move away or try to stop me. Instead, she
places her feet further apart, spreading her legs for me.

I like to take my time in the beginning. The first kiss, the
first view of her naked body, the first touch, the first taste of
her pussy. All those firsts are too enjoyable to be rushed.

But my cock has other intentions. I’m so freaking hard that
it’s bordering on painful. I’ve had too much to drink to display
the kind of patience I’d usually prefer to have on a first date -
and I’m too turned on by her.

When I reach her center, I lose it. I carefully part her lips
with two fingers, while a third slides between them, my
actions rewarded with the most alluring moan escaping her
lips.

She’s dripping wet. We have barely done anything, but
she’s just as ready as I am.

Fuck this.

Against my original intentions, I attack her right here in the
hallway, reveling in her hearty groans as I start fucking her
with one finger first, soon adding another. She squeals and
starts to waver, holding on to my shoulder so that she doesn’t
fall over.

“Fuck me,” she pleads, the slick sounds produced by my
fingers plunging into her a telltale sign of her insane arousal.

I want to say no. I want to tell her that she’ll have to be a
good little girl and wait. I want her begging and yearning for
my cock. I want her on all fours, choking on my cock. I want
all of that before I shove my hard length into her dripping wet
pussy.

But I can’t.

Instead, I grab her petite ass and pick her up. She wraps her
legs around my waist, pressing that wet center against my



crotch and desperately grinding me, while I open the door to
the bedroom.

She presses her lips on mine and we’re kissing wildly when
we stumble into the bedroom. I lose my balance just in time to
throw her on the bed before I’m collapsing on top of her. Her
heavy breathing only fuels my hunger for her. When I hover
over her, she reaches for my crotch, but I slap her hands away.

“No,” I bark at her. “Just spread those legs for me, little
girl.”

She groans in protest, but complies with my wish. Her
flexibility allows for a splendid view as I free my erection,
stroking my cock as I watch her lying in front of me, her slim
body squirming with need and her legs spread apart, exposing
her wet center.

I reach for the condom I know is in my pants’ pocket, and
quickly rip open the package, pull it out and slide it over my
throbbing cock. I place my hands at the inside of her thighs,
spreading her legs even further apart while the tip of my cock
teases her entrance. She watches, her eyes widening as she
gets a look at the size of dick that’s about to fuck her.

“That’s right,” I whisper, as the head of my cock moves
between her wet folds. “I’m going to stretch your pussy like
you’ve never been stretched before.”

She casts me a fearful look, but lifts her spread legs, egging
me on to move further by pushing with her feet at my back.

“What a hungry little slut,” I comment. “Well, if you don’t
want to wait, neither will I.”

A pained shriek escapes her mouth when I thrust forward,
shoving my entire length inside her petite body. She’s tight,
but so wet that I slide in easily. I lower myself on top of her,
my cock buried balls deep inside her pussy.

She’s gasping for air, her entire body spasming and
squirming beneath me, as she takes my formidable size like a
good girl.

“I’m going to fuck you silly,” I promise her, before I start
plunging in and out of her, rocking her entire body as I fuck



her with violent force. I know I won’t last long. She’s too
much for me, it’s too late, I’m too influenced by those damn
drinks we had.

She’s squealing with every shove, her face a perfect picture
of pain and pleasure.

I wish I could fuck her all night, in more positions, tied
down, with a toy plugging her perfect little ass adding
pleasure, and her skin reddened from a good spanking.

But neither of us can last this long tonight. Way too soon I
can feel her muscles clenching around me as she climaxes
with a mind shattering cry, taking me with her over the edge
within seconds.

 

 

 



Chapter VI
Sara

 

 

I turn around, realizing the sound of my phone is coming
from a pile of clothes - my clothes - under which I find my
purse after rummaging around for a few moments.

“Hello?” I answer breathlessly, without first checking the
display.

“Sara!” Olivia shouts out in relief on the other end. “Shit,
thank God you’re alive!”

I reflexively squint my eyes in pain and move the phone
away from my ear. The sound of her shrill voice felt like
someone was drilling right into my head.

“Yes, I’m okay,” I lie. “I’m sorry, I didn’t-”

“Where the hell are you?” she interrupts me, clearly
distressed.

I don’t know. I don’t know where I am.

“Are you still with that guy?” Olivia asks. “The one you
went home with?”

“Yeah, I’m still with…”

Another bolt of shock travels through my body when I
realize I have no idea what the guy’s name is.

Fuck.

He must have told me at some point last night, but it
slipped my memory just like a lot of other things did.

“…him,” I complete my sentence. “I’m still at his place.
I’m okay.”

“You don’t sound okay,” Olivia argues.

“Well, I’m hung over,” I admit. “Had a bit too much.”

Olivia sighs audibly.



“Don’t blame me for that,” she says. “I drank just as much
as you did. Not feeling so great myself, but I always
underestimate how little you can handle. You need to develop
a higher tolerance.”

Sure. That’s my biggest concern right now: being able to
drink more.

“I’m sorry you worried,” I say. “I texted you, though! Just
like we said we would.”

“Yes, yes,” she says. “But have you seen your texts?
They’re all over the place with typos, so unlike you. I tried to
call you like a billion times. Seriously, I was this close to
calling the police!”

I grimace at her overreaction. “The police? Why?”

“This is so… unlike you,” she says, worried.“You’ve never
just gone home drunk out of your mind with a random guy.
Who says he didn’t kidnap you and was the one typing those
texts?”

“Olivia, your fantasy…”

“Whatever,” she says, adding a sigh. “I’m just glad you’re
alive. Where are you at? Where is his place? Do you know
how you’ll get home?”

I have no idea. I have absolutely no clue where I am or how
I will get home.

“He’s taking me,” I lie. “After breakfast.”

“Uuuh,” Olivia pipes. “He’s making you breakfast? Fancy!
I need to hear all about this!”

“When I get home,” I appease her. “Later.”

“Bye, girl,” she says. I can practically see the grin on her
face just by the lilt in her sassy voice. Olivia will be all over
me once I step inside our apartment, I can be sure of that.

I sigh as we end the call, absentmindedly putting my phone
in one of the robe’s pockets.

This is a fine mess. How can I not even remember this
guy’s name? And how can I ask him without coming across as



the stupidest slut alive?

What must he think of me?

How could I let myself go like this? Why did I drink so
much? Why did I go home with him in that messed-up state?

Maybe it wasn’t all my fault? Maybe he drugged me? Who
knows, maybe he slipped a roofie in my drink when I wasn’t
looking?

However, he doesn’t strike me as a guy who’d have to
resort to this method to get a girl to go home with him. Far
from it. He‘s insanely attractive, and judging from the looks of
his penthouse, he’s pretty wealthy, too.

Whoever he is, he’s waiting for me, and I’m not making
things any less awkward by lingering in his bedroom while
he’s out there waiting for me with breakfast. I place my hand
on the doorknob and slowly turn it, unsure what way to go
once I leave the room. I pause for a moment, looking to my
right. There’s nothing there but a hallway with a lot of closed
doors on both the left and right. I decide to turn left, and
realize there’s a staircase leading down to another level. My
breath catches when I reach the top of the steps and am
confronted with the most beautiful view. The open stairway
leads down to a gigantic open living space with cathedral
ceilings and a floor-to-ceiling window extending the entire
length of the farm wall with a panoramic view of the city
skyline.

Beneath me, I can hear him rummaging around in what
must be the kitchen. I know I’m gawking as I slowly make my
way down the stairs, but I don’t care. This is insane. How
loaded is this guy? What kind of job must one have to be able
to afford a place like this in a city like this?

It’s hard to turn my attention away from the window and
the magnificent view. When I finally shift my attention to my
right, I find him standing behind a bar-like island separating
the open kitchen area from the living room pouring coffee.

He glances up at me, raising a handsome eyebrow.

“Couldn’t find your way?” he asks.



“I’m sorry,” I mumble, approaching him.

I feel so shitty and look so bedraggled, and he’s looking all
clean and coiffed and way out of my league. Why am I still
here? What does he want from someone like me?

It appears he’s prepared some eggs, bacon with toast, all the
food plated on the counter in front of him. He’s pouring me a
cup of coffee, beckoning me with his eyes to sit down at one
of the high stools in front of the bar.

I woke up in the most beautiful home I’ve ever been in,
slept with a man who’s exquisitively handsome, and who is
acting like a gentleman the morning after, greeting me with a
much needed breakfast.

I fit just weren’t for these splitting headaches and that
feeling of shameful regret.



Chapter VII
Lux

 

 

Well, this is a first. Me preparing breakfast for one of the
girls I dragged home from the club. I don’t know if my parents
would be proud or appalled at this.

Or if they would even care at all.

She comes fragilely down the stairs looking like a lost doll.
She’s wrapped in my robe that I left for her on my bed, her
hair still rumpled and make-up smeared from last night. It‘s no
longer disguising her porcelain skin and emphasizing her
delicate features, only blotches of it remaining from our wild
night. She gawks at my living room as she descends the stairs,
quickly entranced by the view from my panoramic window,
and it takes her a minute before she finally turns around and
sees me. Even without judging her by her clothes, her
instinctive reaction to my home tells me enough about her
background to know she wouldn’t be considered a suitable
match in my family’s eyes.

“Couldn’t find your way?” I ask her.

She purses her lips and shakes her head. “I’m sorry.”

I beckon her to sit down at the counter and place a mug of
steaming coffee in front of her.

She sits down on the high stool opposite me and assesses
the food, the coffee, and then her eyes find me.

“Did you drug me?” she asks hesitantly.

I furl my eyebrows. “Excuse me?”

“Did you drug me?” she repeats her question, now placing
both her elbows on the counter. “Did you slip me a roofie or
something?”

Her question disgusts me. Who the hell does she think she
is? She drinks herself into a stupor, suffers a blackout from her



irresponsibly stupid behavior, and then she dares to accuse me
of drugging her so I could bring her home with me?

“You’re welcome,” I say, glancing toward the breakfast in
front of her. “And no, I told you before, I didn’t fucking drug
you. That was all you, young lady.”

Her eyes flicker and she reaches for the coffee, bringing the
mug up to her lips without losing eye contact with me.

“You poisoned yourself, and if anything, you should be
grateful to me,” I add. I place a plate and a cup of coffee for
myself at the seat next to hers, and then walk around the
corner of the bar to sit down, deliberately touching her slim,
muscular thigh in the process.

“Eat,” I tell her.

She sighs, but reaches for a slice of the buttered toast.

“Not the healthy ballerina choice, I know,” I say. “But you
need something real inside your stomach to soak up that
residual alcohol.”

“No, it’s great,” she says, turning to me. “I bet I could
surprise you. Dancers actually eat a lot more than most people
think. We work out a lot and need the fuel.”

I smirk at her. “You’re right, you do surprise me.”

She smiles, a genuine glow sparkling in her eyes.

“You surprised me, too,” she says, nodding toward the
food. “I mean really, breakfast? That’s a lot of effort for a one-
night stand.”

“Who says this has to be a one-night stand?” I ask her.

She looks at me in surprise, her eyebrows arched, as she
slowly chews on a bite of toast. “It’s not?”

I shake my head, acting as if her assumption is absolutely
ridiculous, which of course, it’s not. Had things gone
differently, I would have long ago sent her home without even
bothering to remember her name. One night, one fuck - that’s
usually enough for me. There have been a few girls worthy of
a second and even third time, but they were sent off quickly



thereafter. I enjoy the hunt too much, the chase, the
conquering, the long dance leading up to a heated exchange
between strangers. Second and third dates only made sense for
the good girls, the girls who’d bend to my will, who shivered
with the need to drop down on their knees in front of me,
eager to please, eager to obey.

Eager to submit.

Sara may have this eagerness, but it’s hidden beneath a lot
of sass, a feisty attitude, and a strong will. All of this I can
only assume, as she was too drunk to truly be herself last
night. Last night, she was nothing but an easy fuck. Too easy,
too quick. And she cannot remember anything.

I may have fucked her, but I don’t feel as if I’ve had
everything she can give me, and I need to find out all she can
offer.

I need her to find out how much I can give as well. It’s
frustrating to fuck a girl and then not have her remember
anything. I can’t leave things like this.

The pursuit is not over with her. That’s why we’re having
breakfast, that’s why she’s still here, and that’s why I will ask
to see her again before I call a car to take her home.

“One-night stands are not my thing,” I lie. “It’s cheap and
unsatisfying. I would like to see you again.”

I pause, catching her blue eyes with my gaze, before I add,
“I want to fuck you again. And this time, you‘ll remember.”

She blushes at my words and reaches for the coffee mug, as
if it was a lifeline.

“I… I don’t know,” she stutters. “I don’t have a lot of time,
and the season is not over yet, and-”

“The season?” I ask.

Her eyelashes flutter as she looks at me, still holding the
coffee mug up to her face.

“Ballet season,” she says. “I still have performances.”



“So?” I say. “I’m sure you’re not on stage every single
night.”

“No, but-”

“So, then, you want this to be a one-night stand?” I
interrupt her, trying to remain calm and not let her see the
frustration that’s boiling up inside me.

She starts nibbling on the bacon and averts her eyes from
mine.

“It’s not… no, I don’t know,” she mumbles. “I just expected
it to be.”

“You don’t even remember having sex with me last night,”
I say. “I’m surprised you’re not even curious. According to
your memory, this,“ I motion back and forth between us with
my hands, “never happened. Maybe it didn’t.”

She frowns at me. “So you’re lying to me?”

“No,” I say, shaking my head. “But I could be.”

She huffs. “Maybe it just wasn’t memorable enough.”

Rage is playing havoc with my insides. If I didn’t have to
worry that it might scare her away, I’d grab her right this
instant, pull up that robe, and expose her tight, tiny ass for a
spanking she could never forget, sober or not.

I’m not going to beg, or even ask, to see her again. I’ve said
everything she needed to hear, and she’ll either bite or she
won‘t. I’m not going to woo her. It’s long past that. We did all
of this at the bar. This is the moment where she’s supposed to
jump at the tiniest opportunity I give her. It’s her turn to want
more, to beg, even.

“Finish your breakfast,” I hiss. “I’m going to call you a car
once you’re done.”

She casts me a confused look, but obeys, turning her
attention back to the food in front of her. There’s no asking, no
begging, no exchange of information until I send her off,
convinced that I will never see this girl again.



Chapter VIII
Sara

 

 

I’m sitting in the car that he called for me. There was no
point in arguing, and he made a very good point when he said
that I don’t even know where I am. Besides, it’s so
comfortable and convenient to be driven home like this, a
luxury I don’t usually get to enjoy – actually, a luxury I never
have enjoyed until now.

The crushing pain in my head is torturing me, even though
breakfast helped a lot, a reminder of last night.

He may be a nice guy, nicer than I first assumed. But of
course, I’m running away from him, too.

I made a resolution to myself not all that long ago, to stay
away from the bad ones. The bad boys who I have always
been attracted to, drawn in by their tattoos, their fuck-it-all
attitude, their rule breaking and rebel actions.

They are the exact opposite of my everyday life, my
routine, my job, my passion. Ballet is strict, rule-oriented, with
its movements not allowing for even the slightest misstep. It
fascinates me, and there’s something oddly reassuring and
relaxing about it, both at the same time. I’ve been drawn to
dance since a very young age, and the strict rules and thought-
out sequences were part of the reason why.

But it wasn’t enough for me. I didn’t just want to follow the
rules and bathe in their comfort - at some point, I started
wanting to break them. I wanted to be a rebel, or at least be
someone who knows that she could be a rebel, if she wanted
to.

I needed an escape, a dark secret dangerous enough to give
me a much needed thrill, but still safe enough not to endanger
my big dream of becoming a professional dancer.



I didn’t want to become a bad girl, but I wanted to be close
to someone who knew how to push the limits in a way that I
could never do. That’s why I started to go after them, the bad
boys. I was drawn to them like a moth to a flame. But I lacked
the time and the freedom to date as I pleased. Most boys who
crossed my path were fellow dancers, and they were just as
goody-goody and well-behaved as I was. Plus, I had a
reputation to maintain.

Olivia was the one who introduced me to a different
lifestyle. She’s a theater actress and moves in a different social
circle than I do. When we became roommates a few years ago,
we were in a similar situation, at the start of an artistic career
and both struggling financially. Not a lot has changed in that
regard, but we both have different ways of handling the stress
that comes with our careers. She parties and drinks a lot - I
dance and date. However, the latter is a secret of mine.

The first time I went out with her, Olivia introduced me to
the world of dating apps.

“It’s so convenient,” she said. “Especially for us girls. You
can get a date, hook-up, and if the guy‘s not what you’re
looking for, it’s not a big deal if doesn’t turn into anything
more serious.”

She was drunk when she first showed me, and we were
swiping through a ridiculously long list of boys on her phone,
giggling and judging. I only installed the app because she
made me, but I never told her how much I’ve used it since
then.

Because I feel ashamed about it.

I feel sick at the thought of it. I’ve dated more guys than I’d
ever be willing to admit, and I’ve done some very questionable
things, just to get that short-lived rush. It wasn’t even about
the sex. It was more about doing something that was different,
naughty, and something I’m sure most of my friends would
never expect me to do. It was fun and it was easy. I don’t have
a lot of extra time to date, and I could never commit to a
serious relationship, so it was perfect for me.



But it also made me feel bad about myself. Not while it was
happening, but afterward. It was a weird circle. I’d be feeling
lonely and in the mood for an adventure, so I’d pick a guy who
I wanted to accompany me on that adventure, meet him, fuck
him—maybe once, maybe twice, sometimes more than that.
Some of them turned into flings that I could call up almost any
time, that is until one or the other of us got bored with the
whole thing and was ready to find someone new.

I always picked a very specific type. Nice boys don’t do
this kind of thing, so the guys I went for all had this taste of
wrongness about them. They’d all be considered terrible
boyfriend material, which was fine by me. They were rough,
bruised, fucked-up just enough to still be okay, but not entirely
sane. The sex with them was often brutish, sometimes boring,
and sometimes so violent that I started to doubt my own sanity
for liking it this way.

But it was all okay, it was fun, it was intense, it was my
dark little secret.

Until one of them hurt me. Physically.

It wasn’t intentional, and I think he was the one who
freaked out more about it than I did. He was one of the
roughest guys I had ever slept with - and one of my favorites.
He always left bruises all over my body, and he enjoyed
working with a body as small and lightweight as mine. He
grabbed me, held me up, and threw me around while we were
fucking, as if I was a ragdoll - and I loved it.

However, one of those times, he threw me a little too far
and used too much force. His intention was to throw me on the
bed, but he underestimated his strength combined with my
light weight and instead of landing on the mattress, I crashed
right against the bedpost. I hit my head and scratched my leg
up so badly that blood was gushing all over the covers. I
almost ended up breaking my wrist as I tried to cushion my
crash on the floor, too.

I will always remember that night. The fall, the bone-
crushing pain, the horrified look on his face as he realized



what had just happened, the blood all over the floor and the
sheets…

He was an ex-convict and on probation at the time. Of
course, he thought I’d accuse him of raping me, hurting me on
purpose, and he’d get sent back to prison. He was the perfect
mix of being fucked-up with a resentful heart, packaged in a
ripped body of someone who wanted to do better, to be better.
And then that happened.

It’s been months since that night, but I still choke up at the
memory. My eyes are glued to the streets outside the window
as the car travels along unknown roads on the drive home. I try
to blink away the tears.

I never blamed him. I knew it was an accident, it could
have happened to anyone.

But it didn’t happen to anyone. It happened to us, an ex-
convict who couldn’t control his own strength and a young girl
whose entire life plan was built on maintaining her strength. It
was only a scratch, a deep one, but nothing more than
superficial injury. My wrist didn’t break, but it still hurt for
almost a week.

Worse things could have happened. And they almost did.
He could have broken my wrist, or my ankle. I wouldn’t have
been able to dance for weeks. It happended during the middle
of ballet season. How could I have been so reckless?

I almost let something as minor as sex endanger my career
because I insisted on sleeping around with guys like him. Guys
who know nothing but how to be rough, who would fuck me
in a way that I needed, but who also failed to control their
strength, because it was driven by aggression and a deeply
seeded fury.

I couldn’t go on like this.

That’s why I stopped - or so I thought.

This season had been going very well in many aspects, and
I ascribe some of it to the fact that I no longer followed my
bad dating habits. I hardly dated at all, but when I did, it
usually just involved having an innocent drink with another



dancer. I’ve only had sex twice this season - until last night
that is - and in both cases, it was a very vanilla version of my
previous encounters.

It was safe. It was kind and sweet.

It was mind numbingly boring.

I should have known that nice guys aren’t my thing, but I
was still surprised to see how little I enjoyed their company.

And the guy last night? He looks like a bad boy, that’s for
sure. He talks like one, too, and from what little I remember
from last night, he’s certainly not a gentleman. But while he
had a pretty straightforward way of talking to me, he treated
me very nicely this morning. He made breakfast for me, and
he made sure that I was feeling okay before he called a car to
take me home.

A truly bad boy wouldn’t do that, would he? Unless he had
some ulterior motives that I don’t know about.

He confuses me, and I’m shocked at myself for what I did
with him. I pledged to stay away from trouble like this, and
instead of keeping up my attempt at being good, I lose control
all over again and end up stumbling into the end of the season
with a blackout and a risky encounter with God knows who.

I blame him for this. Despite his oddly caring behavior this
morning, I don’t feel like I can trust him. A nice guy never
would have let this happen. A nice guy never would have
taken a girl home when she was as drunk as I was last night.

A nice guy wouldn’t do what he did.

This man screams trouble, and I vow I’m going to stay
away from him.

 



Chapter IX
Sara

 

 

“Finally!” Olivia comments upon my return, as soon as I
close the door behind myself.

I find her sitting in the kitchen, curled up in her usual
corner on our bench, still wearing her pajamas. She’s
mindlessly browsing on the tablet we share as she waited for
me to get home. It was a Christmas present from both of us to
both of us, since neither one of us was willing to save up long
enough to buy one. It’s probably the biggest investment we’ve
made since moving in together.

“You look terrible,” she adds, raising her eyebrows and
casting me a reproachful look.

“Thanks,” I reply. “Do we still have some aspirin?”

Olivia shrugs and watches me as I open the cabinet next to
our fridge to look for some.

I sigh with relief when I find one last Advil in the bottle.
Olivia’s eyes are fixated on me as I proceed to get myself
some water to wash it down. I know she’s dying to hear my
tale from last night.

The good thing about not remembering most of it is that I
won’t have to lie to her.

I’m met with her expectant face looking at me when I turn
around and lean back against the kitchen counter.

“Hung over?” she asks, even though the answer should be
obvious.

I nod. “I haven’t felt this shitty since… well, ever.”

Olivia lets out a disdainful laugh. “Oh, Sara, you’re so cute
sometimes.”

I roll my eyes at her and take another sip from my water
glass.



“So, how was it?” Olivia adds another question, a rather
intrusive one, if you ask me.

I cast her an indignant look. “Nice. Nice enough. He made
me breakfast.”

“Breakfast?” she asks, raising her eyebrows. “What a
gentleman. And what a hottie! Damn girl, he looks hot! I’m
not gonna‘ lie, I was a little jealous when I saw him. He looks
like someone you can buy.”

She pauses and chuckles, shaking her head. “However, he
did not look like the kind of guy who’d make you breakfast
the next morning.”

“You saw him?” I wonder out loud, just now realizing that I
can’t remember how we left the club either.

Olivia tilts her head to the side and purses her lips.

“Yes, I talked to him,” she says. “You were standing right
next to us! You were about to leave the club, and I followed
you guys to make sure you were okay. You introduced him to
me, I exchanged a few words with him…”

She stops talking, observing my face as she furls her
eyebrows in suspicion.

“You don’t remember?” she asks, incredulously.

Fuck.

No, I don’t remember. I don’t remember anything about
anything. And I can see that the same suspicion I had is now
growing inside Olivia’s head.

“I drank too much,” I admit. “I… I may have had a little
blackout.”

“A little blackout?” she asks, her eyebrows still furled.
“Are you sure he didn’t put anything in your drink?”

No, I’m not sure. I can’t be sure of anything right now. But
I want to trust him when he assured me that he didn’t.

“Pretty sure it was just the alcohol,” I say, casting her a
look. “The shots. I shouldn’t have had so many shots, really.”



Olivia leans back in her chair and raises her hands up in
defense. “Don’t blame me for that!”

It would be easy to blame her for making me drink this
much, but I know Olivia would never have forced me. I could
have said no, and she still would have been my friend, albeit
my disappointed friend.

“I’m not blaming you,” I say. “I’m only blaming myself.”

“Well, I’m glad you’re home and safe,” she says. “And you
did have a good night, didn’t you?”

I huff. “As far as I can remember, yes, I did.”

“Will you see him again?” Olivia wants to know.

I shake my head. “I don’t think so.”

“Why not?” she probes. “Are you just one-night stand
material to him?”

The disgust is audible in her voice.

“No,” I say. “But he is to me.”

“Oooh!” Olivia exclaims, her face changing to a wide grin.
“Damn girl, harsh! I didn’t think you had it in you.”

That’s only because she doesn’t know me as well as she
thinks. If Olivia was aware of my erratic dating behavior, she
would not be surprised at this as much as she is now.

“Have it in me, huh?” I reply to her. “So, it’s cool when I
want it to remain a one-night stand, but not if he does?”

She laughs. “Gender equality, Sara. You know how it
works.”

I don’t know what she means by that, but I let it go. I
shouldn’t be dwelling on all of this any longer. I have another
performance coming up tomorrow night and need to be fit
enough to head to the dance studio as soon as possible for
practice. This hangover and everything that comes with it is
the last thing I need right now.

“I’m gonna‘ lie down until this Advil does its magic,” I
announce. “I’ve got to get to the studio today.”



“You’ll be fine,” Olivia says, her voice changing to a
motherly tone. “You always are. The season is almost over,
isn’t it?”

I nod. “Two more weeks.”

Olivia casts me a smile. “See! Soon you’ll be able to relax,
and we’ll head out for another night of fun. Maybe not as
much as fun as you had last night, though.”

She winks at me and my stomach turns.

I leave the kitchen and grab my purse off the side table by
the door on the way, trying to find my phone so I can set an
alarm to wake me up in about an hour. But it’s not there. My
hands instinctively wander to my jeans pockets, searching
there for the phone, but it’s not there either. My pulse speeds
up. Where is my phone? I can’t possibly have lost it?

There’s one more option, and I head back to the hallway,
rummaging through my coat hanging on the rack. My search
remains unsuccessful, and my thoughts begin to race, tracing
back through the morning as best as I can.

Then it hits me.

I left my phone in the robe I wore this morning. I
completely forgot about it when I got dressed because I was in
such a hurry to get out of there.

My phone is with…him!



Chapter X
Lux

 

 

I wasn’t going to do it. I wasn’t going to go after her. I’m
no fucking Romeo who can be bewitched by some random
chick that easily. Sure, it sucks that she didn’t turn out to be
who I was hoping for, a good little slut who bends to my will
even though it disagrees with everything she believes in. But
I’ll be okay without her. There are plenty of other pretty girls
just waiting for a man like me to break them in - and then drop
them once he’s done with them.

But then her phone rings. I’m confused when I first hear the
ring tone. Classical music isn’t something that’s played very
often in my apartment, if ever. Even though the melody sounds
familiar, I cannot place it, nor do I even know the source of
where it’s coming from at first.

I’m just getting out of the shower after a hard workout
when I hear the music coming from my playroom, the
bedroom in which she spent the night. When I open the door
and step inside the room, my confusion only grows once I
realize the muffled sound isn’t coming from any of my
electronics, but from the robe I had given her to wear. She left
it on the floor, right next to the bed I fucked her on. For a
moment, I’m aggravated that she just dropped the robe on the
floor and didn’t even have the courtesy to leave it on the bed. I
pick up the robe from the floor and a phone that’s definitely
not mine falls from the pocket.

I glance at the screen of the older model, rather beat-up,
phone. Unknown caller appears on the lighted display. The
musical ring tone continues to play. Once it finally stops
ringing, I turn the phone over in my palm and find a bunch of
girly stickers plastered all over it. How old did she say she
was? Twenty-two? This phone looks like it could belong to a
12-year old.



I sigh as I sit down on the edge of the bed, observing the
phone in my hand. It’s gone silent, and whoever tried to call
her must have given up. Maybe it was even her. She must have
noticed by now that she left her phone here.

What a nuisance. Now I have to see her again.

Maybe she left it on purpose? It would be the most pathetic
attempt to see me again any girl has tried yet.

I switch the screen back on to see whether she’s smart
enough to protect her phone with a PIN. I know I shouldn’t be
doing this, but once I realize I have access to a bunch of
private information that’s usually inaccessible to strangers, I
can’t help but dig for it. The obvious move would be to look
for nudes in her gallery, but I’m not desperate enough for
something that adolescent. However, there’s one thing that
pops right up when the screen lights up: her calendar.

“Studio at 2,” it reads for today, followed by another entry
that is far more interesting.

She has something scheduled tomorrow evening. It only
says two words: Swan Lake.

It’s one of the few ballets I’m familiar with, but I wonder
whether she’s attending a performance or participating in it.

I get up from the bed, taking her phone with me. If what
she told me about herself is true, the answer may only be a
short Google search away.

I don’t even know what I’m doing, but I can’t ignore the
little leap my heart does when I sit down in my leather office
chair and boot my laptop to life. Staring at my computer
screen as the theater’s website opens, I realize she is indeed on
stage tomorrow, and will be performing in one of the most
famous ballet performances known to man. She’s listed as a
member of the corps de ballet, and while she only told me her
first name, I’m relieved to discover there is only one Sara
listed for the performance. Sara Crane.

“Well, Miss Crane,” I whisper, my lips forming a thin
smile. “Seems like we’re not quite done with each other.”



It’s short notice, very short notice. But nothing is too short
notice for someone like me. It’s true that money can’t buy
everything, but it can get me where I want to be tomorrow
evening.

The best part of the show, though, will take place after the
final act — when I pay a personal visit backstage.

 

 



Chapter XI
Sara

 

 

We’re nearing the end of Act II. I’m standing offstage,
watching and waiting as the group of Swans finishes their
dance. My heart is racing, pounding against my ribs, as it
always does at this point of the performance. Act II, the fourth
movement of number thirteen, the famous Dance of the Little
Swans. Four identical-looking swans, moving in perfect
unison, as they make their way across the stage, all eyes on
them - and I am one of them. It’s an honor to perform this
dance, an honor I earned through years of grueling practice
and hard work. A lot of sweat, pain, and tears have gone into
this short dance, those ninety seconds in front of the spotlight.

I can’t believe I almost endangered having my chance at
this opportunity with my stupid behavior. Adonis or not, good
boy or bad boy, it doesn’t matter. He shouldn’t matter. I still
can’t remember most of our night together, but the guy is still
trapped inside my head. I left my phone at his place – so
stupid of me – and I’ve tried to call several times in an attempt
to get it back, but he never answered. I sent text messages, too,
but he never responded to those either. Does he intend to keep
my phone? Has he even found it? He can’t be a thief, can he?

Well, wouldn’t that be a new low? Getting drunk out of my
mind, spending the night with a complete stranger, and then
being robbed by him.

The idea doesn’t make sense to me, though. From
everything I’ve seen, it’s safe to assume that he’s insanely
wealthy. Why would he steal an old phone from some nobody
girl like me?

Why would he? It seems that I have quite a few questions
about this man starting with those exact words.

I shake my head, trying to get rid of him—thoughts of him,
the image of him, the smell of him, his gorgeous eyes.



I need to focus.

We’re standing in position, waiting our turn, and I know
that the other three girls feel exactly the same as I do right
now. We’re all part of the corps, and this is the one
performance where we have a chance to stand out, to put
ourselves in the spotlight, front and center, and bathe in the
kind of attention that is usually reserved for soloists.

I love it. I live for these moments, for these ninety seconds.
But they’re also the most challenging ninety seconds of the
entire performance.

“Ready,” Isabella whispers. She’s standing to my right and
will be the first to enter the stage, I’ll follow her next, and then
the remaining two swans, Lisa and Sophia, come last.

I’ve looked up to Isabella ever since we started with the
company. We’re the same age and the same level, but
somehow I’ve always felt inferior performing next to her.
She’s so talented, so elegant, and rather tall for a ballerina,
which doesn’t help with my feeling smaller next to her. It’s a
surprise they let us dance so closely to one another, as the
height difference alone between us disturbs the synchronous
unity between our group of four.

Odette and Siegfried finish their beautiful but sad dance
together, and as they leave the stage, we wait for our cue to
enter. Once Isabella is taking the first step, me following right
behind, it seems like there’s a switch turned on inside my
head. I’m no longer aware of anything but the music, the
stage, and the four of us. The rest of the swans are lined up
next to us in one of those excruciatingly strenuous standing
poses that’s so hard to maintain, yet receives so little
appreciation. We take position, connected to each other by
holding hands, our heads turning right and then slowly moving
to the left in a big circle, as our feet take us to the right in
perfect unison. Almost perfect, I should say. I’m sure no one
in the audience notices, but there’s always a little something
that doesn’t go exactly as planned. Someone moving a leg too
fast, turning a head too slowly, or sometimes too much
distance between two of us, when we should always remain in
line, moving at the exact same pace.



Minor errors like these are hard, if not impossible, to
eliminate. Tonight, I’m the one messing up at one point. When
I almost meet the eyes of Lisa, the swan to my left, I realize
that the circle of my head movement was too fast.

I hate when these little mishaps happen, but I’ve learned
not to dwell on them, especially while I’m still on stage. Our
magical ninety seconds feel as if they last for an eternity, and
yet they’re over way too soon. Before I know it, I find myself
on one knee, elegantly leaning forward, stretching my arms as
far forward as possible. The tension runs all the way up to my
fingertips, even though it appears that I’m displaying an
effortless elegance. Nothing about ballet is effortless, but we
have to make it look that way.

As we stride off the stage, our arms still extended like the
wings of the beautiful swans we’re embodying, I can’t help
but smile. My heart is racing and sweat is running down my
neck, my small chest heaving beneath the tight and
uncomfortable costume. My muscles are trembling from
exhaustion, the chronic pain of continuous stress traveling
through my legs and feet - but I couldn’t be happier. Nothing
is easier than exhibiting a gorgeous, flying swan when I’m
feeling as high as I am now. Nothing in the world can give me
this feeling, and I feel sorry for those who never get to
experience it.

We retreat behind stage and catch our breath, as the next
group of swans enters for their performance. We’re only about
halfway done with the performance. I always get a little sad
once the second act is done because it is by far my favorite. I
love our costumes, and I love the role of the swan, preferring it
above almost every other role I’ve ever played.

Of course, my repertoire is still rather small, especially
because I’ve only ever been part of the corps. I have yet to be
cast in a role as a soloist, and I cannot wait for that day to
happen.

Act III and IV pass by, and by the final bow, I’m breathing
heavily, sweating profusely beneath my heavy make-up and
extravagant costume. We’re a sea of white, an ever-moving
group of skinny girls in white tutus, white feathers gracing our



heads. The headpieces are my favorite part of the costume. I
love how the pure white color clashes with my black hair,
making me look and feel like an actual swan.

“That went well,” Isabella pipes next to me as we disappear
backstage, our tutus rustling in the crowd of ballerinas.

“I skipped a beat in Act II,” I say, trying not to sound too
whiny because I know that Isabella hates self-pity.

“No one noticed,” she replies, tapping me on the shoulder.

“You did,” I say, winking at her.

She huffs. “I was dancing right next to you, how could I
not?”

“Sara!” I hear a voice calling out behind us. “Sara! Sara
Crane!”

I turn around, confused as to who’d be calling for me here
and now. I see Miss Bellaforte, the conductor’s assistant,
waving for me from across the hall. She’s taller than most of
us dancers and sticks out, as she’s the only one not dressed
entirely in white, or in a tutu, for that matter.

What does she want from me now? Did I forget something?
I instinctively touch my headpiece, trying to figure out if I
might have dropped a pin or a feather or another part of my
costume. Things like that happen all the time, especially to me,
and it’s the only reason I can think of why Miss Bellaforte
would be calling for me.

I make my way toward her, meandering through the other
swans walking in the opposite direction.

“Yes?” I ask, as I reach Miss Bellaforte.

“There’s someone here to see you,” she says, pressing her
thin lips together. “A young man, very insistent. Lucas
Abrams.”

“Lucas Abrams?” I ask. “I don’t know anyone by that
name. Did he say what he wants?”

Miss Bellaforte raises her eyebrows. She looks utterly
annoyed, which is a little reassuring, because I don’t think



she’d look at me like that if she had bad news to deliver.

“He said it was urgent, that’s all,” she says. “I told him to
wait for you right off stage.”

“But, can’t I change before I-?”

“Sara, I don’t have time for this now, would you please go
and talk to him?” Miss Bellaforte interrupts me.

I don’t understand why she’s being so harsh with me, but
decide not to argue, even though I’m dying to get out of my
costume. As much as I love how it looks, it’s awfully tight and
uncomfortable, especially after a performance.

The backstage area is clearing out, as more and more
dancers make their way back to the dressing rooms.

Who the hell is Lucas Abrams? If he has access to this area,
he must somehow be connected to the company, but I’ve never
heard his name before. Is he some kind of talent agent? Does it
happen this way? I perform, he watches me, notices me among
all the other, identical-looking swans, and then picks me out
from among all the others to offer me a position as a soloist?

My heart jumps with excitement at the prospect, but when I
reach the area right off the stage, I realize that I couldn’t be
more wrong.

Even in the dim light behind the closed curtains and all the
rummaging that is still going on with the stagehands around
us, I instantly recognize him. He’s wearing a suit, standing tall
and confident, his hands buried in his pants’ pockets. He’s
standing halfway turned away from me, but I can see the
outlines of his many tattoos peeking out on his neck just above
his shirt collar. He’s wearing sneakers that clash with his
otherwise dressed-up ensemble, but his hair looks more in
place than it did back in his apartment.

It’s him. The one night stand guy from the club.

“Lux,” I breathe.

 



Chapter XII
Lux

 

 

She looks different, so very different from the last time I
saw her. I mean, of course, she does. She’s in costume, dressed
as a swan, looking more bird-like than human.

But it’s not just that. As I turn around to see Sara standing
just a few feet away from me, her eyes widened with surprise,
I notice she’s carrying herself differently, too. Her posture is
different, the way she moves, even the way she slightly tilts
her head to the side as she observes me from a distance.

“What are you doing here?” she asks, suspicion running
deep in her voice.

She approaches me with awkwardly wide steps. It may just
be the costume and the way it dictates her movements, but
even when she walks, she reminds me very little of the
drunken, sassy girl I picked up at a club two nights ago.

“I still have your phone,” I tell her, suppressing the urge to
touch her. She looks so exotic, so strangely beautiful. Her
make-up has been so convincingly applied that it’s hard to see
the girl hidden within, but nothing can hide those riveting steel
blue eyes. I’m surprised to see how intact the make-up still
appears, even though it’s evident that she’s been sweating
quite a lot. Strands of black hair are sticking to her temple, just
below the white feathers of her headpiece, a clear telltale sign
of the strenuous exertion she just went through.

“Oh, right!” she exclaims. “I tried to contact you about that,
too. Several times!”

She comes to a halt in front of me and crosses her arms in
front of her small chest, shifting her weight on one leg while
extending the other to the side, her eyes fixating on me as she
pouts. It’s the cutest look, especially in her current get-up.



“Why didn’t you pick up when I called?” she asks,
defiantly lifting her chin toward me and narrowing her eyes
just a bit. “I thought I’d never see my phone again!”

I shrug. “I wanted to deliver it to you in person.”

She arches her eyebrows. “Even so. Here? Now? How did
you find me anyway?”

“I thought, why not kill two birds with one stone,” I say,
taking a step closer to her, shrinking the space between us.
“It’s been a while since I’ve been to the ballet.”

She rolls her eyes.

“Oh, come on!” she groans. “Admit it, this is the first time
you’ve ever been to the ballet! You don’t strike me as a guy
who goes to cultural performances. How did you even get a
ticket to this performance on such short notice? It was sold out
weeks ago. And who did you bribe to get back here?”

Her eyelashes are fluttering. I can see that my presence
makes her nervous. She could just ask for the phone and walk
away, never having to see me again. Instead, she’s standing
here, asking me all these silly questions, when I know she
must be exhausted and eager to get out of that tutu and wash
off her make-up.

Her eyes are still fixated on mine, and that doesn’t change
when I lift my right hand to touch her face. She flinches just
the slightest bit as I caress along her cheek, gently following
the outline of her feminine jaw, before traveling to her
trembling lips. She may not even realize it, but her lips part as
if by command, allowing the tip of my finger to slide between
them, if that’s what I wanted to do right now. But I don’t.
Instead, I place my thumb at the corner of her mouth and my
palm on her cheek, allowing her to lean into my touch, which
she does.

“Money can buy you anything, at anytime, anywhere,” I
simply say. “And you know, I’m - as you put it - freaking
rich.”

The hint of a smile appears on her face, but her eyes
narrow.



“I want my phone back,” she whispers, her voice barely
audible with the commotion around us. “That’s why you’re
here, right? To give me my phone back.”

I nod.

“You’ll get your phone back,” I say. “But I want a date in
return.”

She furls her eyebrows. “Are you blackmailing me?”

“Such an ugly word,” I say. “And no. I’m not. In fact, I’m
offering you two things: your phone and a date with me. A
proper date. One that you will remember.”

She stares at me through her still narrowed eyes,
contemplating the suggestion, her cheek still leaning against
my hand. I can feel her shivering beneath my touch. She looks
so delicious, so exquisite, in this costume. If it was up to me,
I’d take her right here and now, and make that little swan
dance just for me.

The images are burnt deep inside my head. Her, in that
dress, dancing on stage. I couldn’t figure out which ballerina
she was at first, even though I was sitting in one of the front
rows. She was hidden among a sea of white tutus. Dozens of
girls, all dressed in the exact same costumes and looking eerily
alike, all sharing the petite and strong features of dedicated
dancers. But it didn’t take long for me to find the only swan I
wanted. Even among all the others, and with her rather short
stature, she managed to stand out from all the others right
before my eyes. They were glued on only her, watching
mesmerized as she danced with such admirable passion and
perfection. This girl was born to be a dancer, and I hate that
she wasn’t the one in the lead role. There was only one dance
in which she could truly shine, could stand out, because she
was only competing against three other swans. When they
entered the stage for that particular act, I spotted her at once.
She was the second one to enter the stage, the one who at one
point moved her head a bit faster than the others, as if
excitement took over, causing her to rush through a sequence
that I know must have been the most important for her tonight.



It was breathtakingly beautiful - and so fucking sexy. While
the pure and innocent good girl vibe has always gotten to me,
this was a whole new level of purity, and I wanted to claim it –
I wanted to claim her – for myself.

Now that she’s standing right in front of me, still radiating
that mystical appearance, I have to hold myself back from not
taking her right here and now. Images keep rising up in my
mind. Images of her in that dress, completely naked
underneath, chained to the bed, and submitting her perfect
little body to me. I will make this happen. I have to.

“So,” I whisper to the little swan standing in front of me.
“When can I take you out?”

“I still have performances,” she mumbles. “Two more.”

“Just tell me a night,” I urge.

She bites her lower lip.

“Friday,” she says. “In two weeks. Two weeks from
Friday.”

“That’s unacceptable.”

She frowns at me. “But that’s when the season is over!”

“What are you doing tonight?”

Her eyes flicker. “It’s late. I’m exhausted.”

“But there’s no performance tomorrow, right?”

“No, but-”

“Just a night cap,” I say. “And I promise, you won’t have to
move much tonight. I’ll help you to wind down and relax.”

I lean forward and plant a soft kiss on her trembling lips.
This is not how I kiss, ever. Careful, gentle, inquiringly. We
are standing in a dark corner, just right off the stage, and we’re
surrounded by people cleaning up, fixing lights and preparing
the stage for another group’s performance the following day,
but none of it matters. I’ve been ignoring the distractions the
entire time we talked, but it’s even easier now that our lips are
glued to one another. She welcomes my kiss with a surprising
eagerness, and her tutu brushes against my leg as she leans in



closer, yearning for more. A soft moan escapes her throat
when I end our kiss and retreat.

“I wish I could take you home like this,” I give voice to my
naughty thoughts. “You, in this costume. I’ve never fucked a
beautiful swan before.”

She giggles, and I’m sure she’s blushing underneath all that
make-up.

“It’s not mine,” she says. “The costume belongs to the
company.”

She pauses and looks up at me. “It’s very expensive.”

“Expensive,” I reply, huffing. “As if that ever matters to
me.”

“Show off,” she says, winking at me.

She takes a step back. “Will you give me a moment to
change?”

“If I must,” I reply. “I can help you with that.”

She smiles at me, shaking her head. “You’d rip the fabric.
And besides, I’m sharing my dressing room with the entire
corps de ballet. We wouldn’t be alone.”

“I wouldn’t care.”

“I would,” she says. “Wait for me in the lobby.”

She turns around and I watch her walk away, carefully
placing one foot in front of the other, while the tutu nods
around her narrow hips.

 

 



Chapter XIII
Sara

 

 

“I’m sorry,” I feel inclined to say when I meet him outside
in the lobby. “I know this isn’t as glamorous as my stage
outfit, but I didn’t expect to go anywhere but home to my
bathtub tonight.”

I’m wearing a loose-fitting gray sweater, white leggings
and my soft black suede winter boots, an oversized scarf
wrapped around my neck to protect myself against the chilly
evening wind. My hair is tied back in a bun. I washed my face
and replaced the smeared stage make-up with a swipe of nude
eyeshadow and thick mascara, something I wouldn’t have
bothered with if Lux hadn’t shown up.

I know I shouldn’t do this. Just a day ago, I swore to be
better, to never do stupid things like this again. Spending
nights with men who are a bad influence on me, losing myself
to the short-term pleasure they promise - and all of that while
the season is still going. I still have performances coming up,
even though the next one is not for another three days. I
shouldn’t risk this, especially for him, the guy who took me
home with him, even though I was obviously drunk.

But when he showed up like this, backstage, looking like he
did in that suit, looking at me with that controlled hunger. His
demeanor is so confusingly charming and erotic. And he wants
me. Me. Why would a man like him want a girl like me? I
know that my athletic body is alluring to a lot of men, but I’ve
often been told that I’m funny-looking, with my light eyes,
black hair and child-like size. I’m not the kind of woman that
turns men’s heads on the street, especially when I’m dressed
the way I am now, which is most of the time.

“You look perfect, little dancer,” he says, placing one hand
at the small of my back as he gently leads me out of the
auditorium. “Besides, you won’t be wearing much once we get
to my place.



He’s so self-assured, so confident that I will just follow him
wherever he leads and have sex with him again, even though
our last night together didn’t exactly end on a positive note.
His confidence is strangely enticing, and yet I feel obliged to
resist.

“I’m really tired,” I say. “Don’t expect any special moves
from me tonight or-”

“I’m not expecting anything,” he says. “And I’ll make sure
you won’t move much at all.”

“What?” I ask, looking up at him with big eyes. “What do
you m-?”

“Get in,” he interrupts, as he opens the door of a black
limousine parked right in front of the entrance and motions for
me to slide in.

“Is this yours?” I ask stupidly.

“Why would I ask you to get into another man’s car?” he
says, gesturing with his eyes for me to obey his instructions to
get into the car.

I follow his command and slide into the backseat. He closes
the door behind me and walks around the car, taking his seat
on the other side, right next to me. Only now do I notice
there’s someone sitting in the driver’s seat, hidden behind a
tinted wall of glass that provides us with privacy.

“You really are freaking rich,” I muse.

He knocks against the glass shield in front of us and the
driver starts the car.

“My family is,” he says. “But yes, I have my ways of
multiplying our wealth.”

“Your name is Lucas Abrams?” I ask. “Why did you tell me
it was Lux?”

“Because that is what I’m called,” he says. “No one but my
mother still calls me Lucas. I’ve never liked the name.”

“What’s wrong with Luc-?”



“It’s Lux for you,” he interrupts, casting me a warning look.
“Call me Lucas one more time, and I might have to punish
you.”

“Punish?” I ask. My heart skips a beat at his words. Why
does this excite me? I don’t even know what he means by
punishment.

Except I do. I have a very clear idea of what kind of
punishment he might be talking about.

Is he that kind of guy?

If he is, I’m in bigger trouble than I thought I’d be with
him.

“Why did you seek me out like this?” I ask, realizing the
question implies I’m fishing for compliments.

“Because you left your phone in my apartment,” he says.
“And I thought this wouldn’t have happened if someone didn’t
want us to meet up again.”

“Someone?” I ask. “Me?”

He casts me a look. “You. Me. An almighty power. Fate.
Call it what you want.”

“You don’t strike me as a religious guy,” I say.

“I didn’t say I was,” he replies, shrugging. “But some signs
need to be pursued, and I felt this was one of those times.”

We sit in silence for a few moments, as I ponder what to
say next, or rather, how to phrase my concerns. I shouldn’t be
presumptuous, but if I’ve learned anything from my mistakes
in the past, it’s that I need to be careful and look out for
myself.

I need to protect myself.

“You can’t hurt me,” I whisper, not daring to look at him.
“Please don’t hurt me.”

I must sound so stupid.

I can feel him looking at me. His eyes are locked on me,
observing me as he processes my words. I know he’s waiting



for me to turn my head to look at him, but I can’t.

“Who says I want to hurt you?” he finally asks.

“No one,” I hurry to reply. “I’m just saying… you can’t.
My body… I need to be able to perform.”

“And so you will,” he says. “I take no joy in breaking bones
- or poisoning little girls to a point where they can’t remember
their own decisions the next day.”

I blush as he reminds me of my own irresponsibility.

“I didn’t want to imply anything,” I utter. “It’s just… I’ve
made mistakes in the past. And I swore to myself I wouldn’t
let it happen again.”

“Mistakes?” he asks. “Was I a mistake?”

I look at him, surprised to see him look at me with a
somewhat pained and disappointed expression.

“I wouldn’t be in this car if I thought you were a mistake,” I
say. “But I don’t trust myself sometimes.”

“Do you trust me?” he wants to know.

I hesitate, unsure how to reply. I don’t know if I trust him
yet. I know his full name now, he has shown up at my
performance, he must have talked to Miss Bellaforte, maybe
she even knows him? She said his name as if I should
recognize it, as if he was someone people knew.

“I want to trust you,” I say. “But you confuse me.”

He casts me a cocky smile. “Good.”

“Good?”

“That means I’ve grabbed your attention,” he says.

“You certainly did,” I admit. “I think it would be easier to
trust you, if I knew a little more about you.”

He raises one eyebrow, twirling his hand to beckon me to
continue talking. “What do you want to know?”

“Who are you?” I ask. “I mean, what do you do?”

“I run a business,” he says.



“Could you be more specific?”

He sighs. “It’s a tech start-up, really not that interesting. We
help companies secure their computer systems against
hackers.”

“So, you’re an IT nerd,” I tease him.

He reacts to my remark with a little chuckle. “I guess you
could say so.”

“And that’s how you became this rich?” I wonder out loud.

“I told you, I was born rich,” he says.

“So, your father is the one who’s running the business?”

“No!” he says with such vehemence that it startles me. “No,
my father has nothing to do with this. This my own business. I
may have used my trust fund to start it, but I’m the one who’s
in charge, and the one who made it as big and as successful as
it is today.”

He pauses, trying to calm himself down. Mentioning his
father has visibly upset him. They don’t seem to have the best
relationship.

“My family lives at the East Coast,” he continues. “I grew
up in Manhattan, but fled there when I left for college. Their
world is very different from mine. I don’t like it one bit.”

“I’m sorry,” I say, reaching over to touch his hand, but he
pulls away from me.

“Why would you be sorry?” he wants to know, furling his
eyebrows.

“For assuming that you’re only benefiting from your
father’s efforts,” I explain. “That was presumptuous.”

He looks at me, arching his eyebrows. “You’re right. It
was.”

“I’m not getting punished for that, though, am I?” I ask,
looking at him with a coy smile, attempting to lift the mood.

He smirks at me.

“No,” he retorts. “It’s not going to be that easy, little girl.”



 



Chapter XIV
Lux

 

 

She’s walking steady this time when we reach my place,
taking long, graceful, and well thought-out steps. Even in
casual clothes, she still carries herself with the elegance of the
swan she was impersonating just a few hours ago.

When we reach my place, I close the door behind us and
watch as she stands and turns around in my living room,
taking in everything as if it’s her first time here. Then she turns
around, looking up at me with expectant eyes.

“What would you usually do after a performance?” I ask
her, as I remove my suit jacket.

Her eyes glow with pleasant anticipation, but she’s wrong if
she thinks I’m going to be the one getting naked first. That’s
not how things work around here.

I hang my jacket on one of the hooks at the wardrobe to my
left and approach her, while Sara lowers her eyes and smiles
sheepishly.

“Honestly?” she replies. “My feet are killing me. I usually
let them soak in ice water for a while, while having a glass of
wine. Then I draw myself a hot bath and let my body relax…”

She pauses and looks up at me, as if she was asking for
affirmation from my side.

“Ice water, huh,” I remark. “That can be arranged. I don’t
want your feet to suffer. But I have one condition.”

She purses her lips and tilts her head to the side. “And that
is?”

“There’s something you need to know about me,” I begin,
approaching her. I place my hands on her shoulders, delighting
in her reaction as she shivers beneath my touch.



“I like to take control,” I say. “Unconditionally. My word
counts, you do what I say, and if you don’t obey-”

“There’ll be punishment,” she completes my sentence. “I
had a feeling it would be like this.”

“Are you up for this?” I want to know. “Will you submit -
for my pleasure and your own?”

She contemplates for a moment, biting her lower lip. My
hands start wandering, first up to her delicate jaw, my thumbs
tracing along the outline of it, and then my hands move further
until I’m framing  her face with my hands. I lean forward, my
face so close to hers that I can feel her breath on my skin.

“I… think so,” she says.

“That’s not good enough,” I reply. “I need you to confirm
your desire to submit to my will. Otherwise, this won’t work.”

She furls her eyebrows.

“I’ve never done this before,” she interjects. “How am I
supposed to know if I like it? Or if I can do it?”

“Never done it before?” I ask, somewhat surprised.

“Not like this,” she confirms.

“Okay, then tell me this,” I say in a softer voice, leaning in
closer until our lips meet. She’s ready to kiss me, eagerly
opening her lips for me to claim her, but that’s not what this is
about. Instead of going in for a full kiss, I plant little pecks on
her trembling lips, slowly making my way along her left
cheek, leaving little kisses that are merely a suggestion. Her
breathing accelerates, rapidly turning into a faint panting.

“How does this feel?” I whisper close to her ear. “Do you
want more?”

“Yes,” she breathes.

“What would you say if I told you that only good girls get
more?” I want to know. “Would you be a good girl for me?”

“Mmhmm,” she replies, biting her lip. I’m barely touching
her, just letting my proximity, the hint of my lips’ touch and



my voice do the work, but she’s reacting to it just as I
expected.

“Good girls obey,” I remind her. “Obeying will get your
rewards. Is this what you want?”

“Yes,” she breathes out in a hoarse voice.

Her blue eyes are fixated on mine as she suggests a little
nod. It’s all I need, to know that she’s ready, awaiting her first
order. I plant a kiss on her lush lips and straighten up, taking a
step back while I observe her.

“Undress,” I say, voicing my first order.

“Here?” she asks, her eyes scanning her surroundings, as
we stand in the middle of my living room.

“Yes, here,” I confirm. “Now.”

She gulps and takes a deep breath. She lets her bag fall to
the floor, and starts unwrapping her ridiculously big scarf. She
lowers her eyes when she lets the scarf drop next to her bag,
which reminds me of another condition.

“Look at me,” I tell her. “The entire time, you have to look
at me.”

She sighs, but nods, willing to go along with the order.

It shows that she’s a dancer and able to hold her balance
even in the most awkward positions, and while keeping her
eyes focused straight ahead. She gets rid of one item of
clothing after another, never wavering, even when she steps
out of her tight-fitting leggings. By the time she’s only
wearing her underwear, this becomes a challenge for me just
as it is for her. My eyes want to wander and take in the sight of
her perfect, petite body, but I refrain. It’s not time yet. Patience
is a virtue that many men don’t possess in a situation like this.
Having a beautiful girl like Sara undress in front of you, her
consenting eyes focused the entire time on you, just waiting
for you to take her, to claim her - it takes a lot of restraint not
to succumb to the natural, arousing urge building up inside.

Of course, she hesitates. They all do at this point.
Underwear is similar enough to a bikini to provide the



minimum sense of comfort. Getting completely naked in front
of another person is a very different thing.

I expect her to wait, to ask me if she’s to continue. Most
girls need a reaffirmation at this point.

Sara merely needs to take a deep breath, before she moves
her hands behind her back to unfasten the clasp of her bra. I
confer her an affirmative smile, which she reciprocates with
one of her own. Even when her bra falls to the floor, my eyes
never leave hers. We’re locked in place, sharing an intimacy
that has very little to do with the fact that she is basically
naked at this point.

Her hands move down to her slim hips, where she pauses
for another moment, before pulling her thong down, not
wavering one bit when she lifts up the first leg, then the other,
to get rid of her last piece of clothing.

“Good girl,” I praise her.

The way her eyelashes flutter at my words is almost more
enticing than having her standing naked in front of me.

I break eye contact to take in the vision before me, the
dainty-looking body that I’m about to play with. Her skin is
pale, and there’s almost an anemic quality to her. I’m sure she
bruises like a peach, but I also assume that she doesn’t want
me to leave any marks. It would show. She’s dancing around
in see-through tights and a pure white costume on a regular
basis. A bruised swan would give cause for concern. It’s a pity,
because I like leaving my mark on my little play things, but I
will respect her wish.

“Don’t hurt me,” she had said in the car. “You can’t hurt
me.”

I won’t take anything from her that she’s not willing to
give. But I will make her mine.

I give her my next command. “On your knees.”

The hint of a frown travels across her face before she utters
the only word I don’t want to hear from her lips. “No.”

“On your knees,” I repeat.



And she responds with the same word. “No.”

She’s impossible to read. I did not expect any defiance. She
seemed so eager, so ready to please.

“What have I told you before?” I ask her, trying to
understand her motive for denial.

“Good girls obey,” she whispers. “Bad girls get
punishment.”

“Is that what you want?” I ask. “Punishment?”

A sassy smirk graces her pretty little face.

“What would that look like?” she asks.

Oh, so she’s curious.

Well, two can play at this game.

She gasps in surprise when I dart toward her, wrapping my
arms around her tiny body to lift her up. There’s no resistance,
no fighting on her part, as I carry her through the hallway,
heading for the play bedroom.

There are so many things I could do to her right now, but I
opt for one of the most simple and quickest options by
throwing her on the bed. She’s a true lightweight and has
excellent control of her body, catching her own fall with
exquisite grace.

She’s in no mood to follow orders, so I don’t wait for her to
obey my words, but take up the reins by flipping her over on
her belly.

“Ass up!” I command, surprised at the volume of my own
voice.

To my surprise, she immediately obeys, hollowing her
back, protruding her ass up in the air for me. I pin her down
with one hand, while caressing the small curves of her perky
ass with the other. She’s trembling under my touch, fueled by
anticipation. She knows what’s coming.

The first smack is more like a gentle pat on her light skin,
but she yelps nonetheless.



I use more force on the second one, leaving a faint print on
her cheek and causing her to retreat.

“Oh, no!” I warn her. “Keep that ass up. Take it like a good
girl.”

She inhales audibly and returns to her hollowed position
from before.

Another smack lands on her cute little behind, and when I
add another one, the skin begins to turn red. I rest my hand on
her curve, my palm almost covering her right cheek entirely.
Sara moans and - to my surprise - leans into my touch.

“Are you enjoying this?” I ask.

Instead of giving me an answer, she buries her face in the
sheets, evading my eyes.

Smack! Smack!

Each slap is accompanied with a cute little yelp escaping
her lips, suffocated by the duvet cover as she continues hiding
her face. I pause for a moment, caressing her reddened skin,
while she’s quivering with combined fear and lust.

Smack!

Sara groans into the sheets, clenching her little fists as she
clutches to the fabric.

Smack!

This one must have hurt. She flinches, squirming beneath
me as she deals with the pain. But she never loses position.

I give her a few seconds to process the sensation, before I
add the final blows. A sequence of hard slaps lands on her
perky ass, deepening the red color and sending tears to her
eyes as she shrieks in response to each one of them.

“You can yell all you want,” I hiss, leaning close to her ear.
“You wanted this.”

She moans into the sheets, shaking her head. “No.”

Again, that word.



“Don’t lie to me,” I say. “I know you’re lying. Do you
know why?”

She squeals and moves her athletic body as my hand travels
between her legs.

 



Chapter XV
Sara

 

 

No, not there! I want to fight him off and close my legs to
prevent him from touching me, but my body betrays me.
Aimless squirming is all I manage, and while my mind battles
with his intrusion, I find myself hollowing my back, craving
his touch.

My ass is on fire, still tortured by burning pain when his
hand caresses across my skin before traveling further down.
Despite my inhibitions, my legs move apart for him. I’ve
never been spanked like this before, and I’m confused by the
effect it had on me. Tough handling, choking, hair pulling - it
all had its own allure, but this was new. The tingling between
my legs is new. I’ve never been this aroused without having
been touched right where it counts.

He parts my folds and doesn’t hesitate intruding further,
sliding along my entrance with one finger, a satisfied hum
accompanying his actions.

“You little brat,” he says in a soft voice, right next to my
ear. “I think you misunderstood. This was a punishment - but
you clearly enjoyed it, didn’t you?”

I don’t even know if he expects me to reply to that. What
am I supposed to say? I don’t know why my body is reacting
this way. I don’t know where this prickling and tingling is
coming from, why I’m burning with lusty heat and
involuntarily grinding against his touch, yearning for more,
groaning with pleasure when he lets one finger slide inside of
me, then another one.

I don’t know how he could get me here this fast, by doing
what he did.

I just know that I want this. I crave it. I crave him.



“I should be proud,” he adds, still toying with my sensitive
sex. “Such a good little girl, all wet and ready for me, taking
her punishment like a champ and turning into a bitch in heat
just for me.”

I moan helplessly, unable to respond any other way.

“Turn around,” he snaps, withdrawing his hand from my
entrance so suddenly that I flinch in surprise.

This time, I don’t hesitate to obey. I wanted to test him, to
see what he would do if I didn’t go along with one of his very
first orders, and it got me here. The spanking hurt, but it left
me in a needy frenzy, willing to do whatever he asks of me.

I grimace as I turn around and my ass is pressed against the
sheets beneath me. I know he restrained himself. With the way
he looked at me, it was obvious there are  more things he
wanted to do to me, worse things. Things that would leave a
lasting impact.

He reciprocates the display of pain on my face with a
naughty smile.

“Hands above your head,” he orders next, and as I lift my
arms, he starts loosening the tie around his neck.

I was hoping to finally get another glimpse of his
undoubtedly well-sculptured chest - and the sexy tattoos
adorning it - but the tie is the only piece of clothing he’s taking
off. He leans over me and uses the tie to bind my wrists
together before attaching them to a rod at the head of the bed.

“Stay,” he commands, as if I have a choice.

He bends over me, his eyes never leaving mine until our
lips touch and we entwine in a greedy kiss. I can’t help but
moan, greedily arching my back as I yield to my yearning for
him, silently asking for more than he’s willing to give me at
this point.

He ends our kiss, and my eyes follow him as he climbs off
the bed and walks across the room, heading for the dresser
next to the door. He opens one of the upper drawers and
rummages for a moment, and then he takes something out. I
can’t see what it is until he comes back to the bed and holds it



up in front of my eyes, reveling in my reaction when I inhale
sharply.

He’s holding a steel handle with a little pinwheel at the top.
The wheel has evenly spaced radiating sharp pins that rotate as
he rolls it across the back of his hand. My eyes widen with
worry.

“This won’t leave any-”

“Do you trust me?” he interrupts me, his eyes burrowing
into mine.

I look up at him, nodding. “Yes, I trust you.”

He smiles at me and climbs back on the bed, placing
himself between my legs before I get a chance to close them,
protecting myself from whatever he may have planned. I lie
naked and exposed in front of him, my hands tied up above my
head to the bed, keeping me in place.

My eyes widen when he moves the pinwheel closer to my
leg, his eyes searching mine for confirmation, just before the
steel comes in contact with my skin at my lower thigh. I
inhale, preparing for the worst, when there’s not even pain. He
doesn’t apply pressure when he rolls the pins along the inner
side of my leg. It tickles and causes me to let out a girlish
giggle at some point, but the closer he moves up to my center,
the more sensitive I get.

He slaps against the inside of my upper thigh, beckoning
me to move my legs further apart, and I comply immediately,
exposing myself even more. I don’t know if he increases the
pressure of the wheel against my skin, or if it is merely the fact
that he’s approaching a more sensitive area of my body, but
the pins’ sting gets worse with every inch it moves.

Just before he reaches my core, he stops and lifts the
pinwheel, repeating the same procedure on my other leg. I’m
trembling, waiting for the pain that doesn’t seem to be
happening. The sting of the pins is bearable and feels like
more of a tickle than an actual ache, but I know that’s just
because of the way he’s handling the wheel so far. He’s in



control, he’s moving the pins across my skin, and he decides
how much of it I get to feel.

He surpasses my most sensitive area, playing with my head
as he circles around my mound, almost approaching my labia,
but retreating every time he gets too close, turning directions
and traveling along the side of my torso instead.

A moan full of worry leaves my lips when he moves the
pinwheel across my breasts, closing in on my sensitive nipple.
I hold my breath, knowing what’s coming. He pauses for a
moment, observing my reaction before he moves the wheel
further and lets the pins dance across my left nipple.

I can’t suppress a little yelp when he does it. This hurts. My
nipples have always been the most sensitive area of my body,
tender to any touch. But just like before, my body doesn’t
react to the pain the way I expect it to. Instead of retreating,
moving away from his prickling, I find myself leaning in, my
chest heaving as if I was asking for more.

I gasp with worry when he moves over to the other breast,
threatening to repeat the same thing on the other side. I hold
my breath, trying to control my racing pulse, but it doesn’t
work one bit. When the wheel travels across my breast, biting
into my soft skin, I groan in pain and squirm in agony. I try to
accommodate myself by shifting into a different position,
trying to evade the ache, but relishing in it at the same time.

This feeling is so bewildering. I’m hurting. There’s nothing
pleasant about the pain he’s inflicting on me as he’s doing it,
but as soon as he lets go, I find myself wishing for more. I
don’t know if the sigh that leaves my lips when he withdraws
the pinwheel from my nipple is a sign of relief or regret.

He puts the tool aside and leans forward, cupping my tiny
breasts with his big hands.

“You did great,” he praises me. “What a good girl you are. I
knew you’d like this.”

I bite my lower lip, speechless once again.

He kneads my breast, gentle at first, prolonging the faint
throbbing that’s been left by the stinging pain. I moan, floating



in pleasure, as I realize what his treatment does to me. I’m
shivering, dizzy with arousal, as my hip shifts on the bed, my
legs spread so far apart that I couldn’t possibly be any more
exposed in front of him than I am right now. But I don’t care. I
want him inside me, and I want him to know that.

A sudden shock of agonizing pain rips me out of my
delightful vertigo when he takes each of my nipples between
his fingers and squeezes them so hard that it robs me of my
breath. I shriek, louder than I ever have before, casting him a
reproachful look when he lets go, leaving my nubs tortured
and erect.

“You f-”

“Hush,” he silences me by putting a finger to my lips. I
want to bite that finger, to give him back some of the pain he
just inflicted upon me.

Or suck on it.

But he’s faster than me, and his hand is gone as fast as it
got there, now traveling along the side of my torso. It tickles
and as I burst out in a giggle, I notice that this subtle gesture
was enough for me to relax after all the tension I endured
during the earlier distress.

My smile widens when he retreats his hands from my body
to unbutton his shirt, finally allowing me to see the alluring
view underneath. His hard muscles flex as he lets the shirt
glide down over his broad shoulders, presenting a display of
rugged looking tattoos painted on a chest that looks as if he’s
been carved out of stone.

Just as I revel on this gorgeous view, it appears he’s equally
pleased to see my reaction and rewards me with even more
when he begins unbuckling his belt. Finally.

His motions are painfully slow, and my curiosity is only
increased when I notice the bulge that’s hiding under the
fabric.

“This is all you,” he coos. “This is how hard you make me
with those sexy little moans. That pretty face, those helpless
acts of defiance.”



I cast him a sheepish look. “Don’t tease me.”

“Tease you?” he says, raising an eyebrow while he rubs his
impressive bulge. “Are you getting impatient?”

I find it best to reply with nothing but a seductive smile. It’s
time for him to lose it, I can’t wait any longer.

Thankfully, he appears to agree. I pant with excitement
when he finally pulls his pants down, revealing an erection
that is intimidating in size and even more impressive in girth.
That impression gets no less impressive when he wraps his
hand around it, slowly stroking his length as he observes me.

“I want to fuck you bare,” he announces. “Will you let
me?”

I nod, desperate with need. A girl with my dating history
would be stupid not to be on birth control, even though I rarely
let anyone fuck me bare. But I trust him. He’s considerate, so
he’s not a bad boy. Is he?

My diverting stream of thoughts is interrupted when he
places his big tip at my entrance, teasing me once more as he
waits, only parting my lips with the tip of his cock, even
though I yearn for more.

“Oh, come on,” I breathe, moving beneath him with frantic
motions.

He smirks and places his hands at the insides of my upper
thighs, spreading my legs to a split.

“I love how flexible you are,” he comments, his tip still
teasing at my entrance. “And so tiny. I’m going to rip you
apart.”

Just as I want to talk back to him, he silences me by
shoving his entire length inside my channel in one slow and
deliberately deep push, proving his words right. I gasp as I
take all of him in, my insides tensioning around his size.

He’s enormous. I knew that, I saw it coming - but feeling it,
especially with the way he’s stretching me now, is an entirely
different thing. It’s a sweet kind of ache, different to the stings



of the wheel on my breasts or the spanking. This is just pure
bliss.

“Fuck me,” I beg, ashamed at my own words.

And he gives me what I want by thrusting his rock-hard
cock in and out, slowly at first, the muscles in his arms flexing
as he holds on to my legs. I groan when his motions
accelerate, stretching me more. I can feel every inch of him,
filling me like no one has ever filled me before, and reaching
places inside of me that I didn’t know existed. I have never
been able to come without touching myself, but with the way
he’s making me feel right now, I’m awfully close already.

His breathing changes as he increases his effort, and soon I
see drops of sweat traveling down his sculptured chest, as he
continues plowing into me, burying himself deep inside of me
again and again. He never closes his eyes, instead keeping
them fixated on me the entire time, watching and noticing
every one of my reactions, even if it’s a mere flutter of my
eyelashes, while I accommodate his size and the force of his
thrusts inside of me.

When he commands me to come, it doesn’t feel like an
order but more like he’s granting me permission. My eyes
widen in disbelief when I realize my body once again responds
to him better than it does to me. My climax rolls over me in a
new fashion—my hands are nowhere near my clit—as I
explode in unmatched rapture. I’m robbed of my senses, my
muscles clenching around his thick, hard rod, as he follows me
into a joint state of bliss.

 



Chapter XVI
Lux

 

 

I don’t untie her hands right away, but let her calm down
and her breathing return to normal. Her hands are still up
above her head, as I lie down next to her, trying to process
what just happened.

My need for her escalated out of control. Fucking her bare?
Am I fucking insane? I don’t trust girls I barely know. They
can talk all day long and tell you it’s safe to fuck them, but
when you’re faced with the consequences of their betrayal,
you’re the asshole who ends up stuck with the responsibility of
your actions.

I have no reason to trust her other than the fact that I highly
doubt she’d risk a pregnancy at this stage of her young career.
She’s still young, even for a dancer, and she’s still working her
way up in the company. A pregnancy is the last thing she
would need right now.

As she lies next to me, her petite but ripped body heaves as
she processes the afterglow of her intense orgasm. I can’t help
but wonder if it was more than just this rationale, this belief in
her work ethic, that made me act this irresponsibly.

I wanted to feel her. I wanted to claim her fully. That first
night we shared together was hot and steamy… but too short.
We were like wild animals in heat, attacking each other in
lustful frenzy.

But tonight was different. Tonight was more than that. I
didn’t have a plan when I brought her here, I didn’t know that
I was going to spank her so early in the game, and I didn’t
know that I would bring the Wartenberg pinwheel into our
play. Everything came to me in the moment, as she was
sending me unintentional signals, displaying a craving not
only with her hungry eyes, but with her entire body that
begged for me to play with her.



I want to leave marks on her so badly. It drives me insane
that I can’t do it, but I’m proud I was able to restrain myself.

“I told you, you wouldn’t have to move much,” I whisper,
tickling the porcelain skin on her neck.

She opens her eyes and looks at me with a dazed
expression.

“You still wore me out,” she breathes, her voice so low that
it’s barely audible.

“Good.”

Her eyes wander up to her tied-up hands, and then back to
me, silently asking to be released. I open the knot of my tie
from where it’s clasped around her skinny wrists, and allow
her to curl up in my arms, another thing that confuses me. Her
body feels so tiny and weak against mine, but unsettlingly
comfortable. So natural and right.

“I can go home,” she whispers, as if she can hear the
worrying thoughts inside my head. “If you want me to.”

I don’t want her to go home, but she doesn’t need to hear it
like that.

“It’s late,” I say instead. “Only an asshole would send you
across town at this hour.”

She chuckles against my chest.

“True,” she says. “But you may be one of those assholes.
How would I know?”

“I’m not,” I lie, even though I know perfectly well that I
am. I never have women stay over, unless it’s necessary, like it
was in her case when she first came to my home and was in no
state to leave. But even then, I never sleep next to them, and I
don’t plan to make an exception with Sara tonight.

“You can stay here,” I tell her. “I don’t mind.”

That’s the understatement of the year, but Sara lets it go.

“Don’t you have to work in the morning?” she asks,
looking up at me with a curious sparkle in her oddly awake
eyes.



“I do,” I reply. “But you sleeping here won’t stop me from
that.”

“When do you have to get up?” she wants to know.

“Don’t worry, I won’t sleep in here, so you won’t be
disturbed by my alarm.”

“Oh,” she states, and a hint of disappointment fleets across
her doll-like face.

A few moments of awkward silence stretches between us,
and just when I’m beginning to think that she might have
dozed off in my arms, she speaks up again.

“You said your company is a young start-up,” she says
absentmindedly. “It’s just been around for a few months?”

“Pretty much,” I give a reticent reply.

“Then, what did you do before that?” she asks, her fingers
tracing the outline of my chiseled abs, taking in the result of
years of hard work with a gusto that charms me.

“I was in prison,” I give my surprisingly blatant reply. No
matter how perfect she may seem right now, she’ll be out of
my life soon enough, so I don’t see any reason not to be honest
with her.

She might even like it, this dark tint to my mysterious past.
Chicks dig shit like that.

Sara, however, doesn’t seem the least bit surprised or
shocked at my revelation. Instead, she huffs and gives me a
nudge.

“Haha,” she makes. “Good one. No, but seriously?”

“I am serious,” I insist. “I broke the rules, got caught, spent
some time behind bars.”

She freezes mid-motion, her hand resting on my chest as
her entire body tenses up.

“Are you serious?” she asks without looking at me. “If this
is supposed to be a joke, I’ll let you know, it’s not funny.”



She tilts her head back, looking up at me with furled
eyebrows, her eyes searching for the truth behind my words.

“Not funny at all,” she says, her words heavy with
emphasis.

The look on her face does something to me. It feels as if a
claw is closing around my heart, urging me to soothe her, to
tell that it wasn’t that bad, that she can trust me, that being an
ex-convict doesn’t mean that I would ever hurt her - I even
feel inclined to lie to her and say it was all a joke.

But it’s not. And shit, why would I suddenly care what she
thinks about me? This is stupid.

“I’m not joking,” I repeat. “I’d still be behind bars if my
brother hadn’t bailed me out.”

I don’t know why I just said that, because it does nothing
but worry her even further, I can tell.

“What did you do?” she wants to know, grimacing her face
in an expression laced with disgust.

I hate that face. I don’t want her to look at me like that. As
if I’m a monster.

“It’s complicated,” I say, directly evading her question.
“But I can tell you that I didn’t kill anybody.”

“Did you hurt somebody?” she probes.

“Not physically, no,” I say. “I’m not a violent brute.”

“What then?” she presses, distancing herself from me as
she pushes herself up on her elbows and regards me with an
impatient expression.

“What did you do that got you arrested and sent to prison?”

“I’m a hacker,” I say without trying to hide the pride behind
those words. “Or… used to be, rather.”

She huffs. “Of course. IT nerd.”

“If you call me that one more time, I’ll give you another
spanking,” I warn her. “So hard that you won’t be able to sit
for an entire week.”



She frowns at me, but blushes at the memory. No matter
how much she tries, she can’t hide that she loved it, that
naughty little minx.

“Used to be, huh,” she repeats. “So, you’re not involved in
that at all anymore?”

“No,” I say. “I’m not.”

This, however, may be a lie. It’s true that I’m no longer
actively engaged in hacking at the moment, but I don’t feel
like this part of me is gone forever. It was too good, too
satisfying and fulfilling, and not to mention, insanely lucrative.
Making money is a lot easier once one leaves the legit path
and starts to play by one’s own rules. I know that all too well,
and I hate the inhibitions that are put on me and my current
business.

It doesn’t help that I’m still in contact with Max, one of my
closest partners from that time. We were a group of four, but
we broke contact with one another immediately after we were
busted. That was always part of the plan, so that our
testimonies couldn’t be used against one another. But Max and
I have been in contact with each other recently. We were
always more than business partners. He’s the closest friend I
ever had - and the worst influence, which is probably what
draws me to him so easily.

Unlike me, though, he never even tried to walk the straight
path. He’s opened another cracking venture right after he got
bailed out by his safety guy, a friend who’s been entrusted
with a huge chunk of the money we were making, to ensure
that he could pay bail when and if it came to the worst. Max
was the only one who was well prepared when we got busted.
I never cared for a security net, it was all or nothing for me.

Also, a part of me may have expected my brother to jump
in when he did.

It’s hard to say no to Max, incredibly hard. The allure is too
big, the promise for real money too high, and the sweet taste
of deceit too tempting.



I’m not done with that world. And despite those innocent
blue eyes and the way this perfect little doll is dancing her way
through my head, I won’t let her fright influence my decisions.
She’s just a random girl; she’ll be gone soon.

No girl has ever left a lasting impression on me. Never has.
Never will.

 



Chapter XVII
Sara

 

 

I wish he was lying. I never wished for something as
ridiculous as this, but right now, it’s all I can think about.
Please let him be making a dumb joke instead of truly being an
ex-convict.

But he insists he’s telling me the truth.

I should have known. I’m naturally drawn to bad boys like
him, the kind that has more than just a few rough edges, with a
danger attached to them that I should stay away from. I knew I
couldn’t trust those sweet gestures, the breakfast, the romantic
overture of him showing up at one of my performances, faking
an interest in me that can’t possibly be there. If he’s willing to
break the law and be so blatantly open about it, as if he’s
proud of his actions, there’s no way he can have a heart pure
enough for me to find the peace and security I’m seeking. If
even.

But why am I so upset about this? This is hardly the time
for me to be looking for something serious with someone,
something real, a good boy who can wants to make me his
wife and a mother. It’s not the time for that. I’m focused on my
career, my will to become more than one of many swans on
the lake. I want to be the swan, I want to dance Odette and all
the other wonderful soloist parts that still seem so far away.

If anything, I should be glad. This will make things so
much easier for me. He’s an ex-convict, for God’s sake! He
says he’s done with those things, but why would I trust his
words?

This will just make it easier for me to stay away from him.

Starting tomorrow, that is.

He observes me, his face impossible to read. He doesn’t
seem to care a lot about what I might be thinking about him,



otherwise he wouldn’t have been so honest in the first place.

And he still radiates the same attraction for me, a heat
rising from his strong and inked body that I’m unable to resist.
I can still feel the impact his size has left inside of me. I will
be sore for sure, but pleasantly sore, for days.

“So, what exactly did you hack?” I want to know, putting
emphasis on the last word so that it almost sounds as if I’m not
taking him seriously. I wish I wasn’t.

He clears his throat and lays his head back into the pillows,
staring at the ceiling instead of looking at me.

“Ever heard the term cracking?” he asks.

“You dealt with drugs?” I reply, my heart jumping in shock.

He laughs, covering his eyes with one hand, while
squeezing me in his other arm.

“No, not that kind of crack,” he clarifies, still chuckling.
“Cracking means breaking into a computer system, more often
a network. It’s often done for profit, or just for the challenge of
it. Some people use cracking ostensibly to point out
weaknesses in a site’s security system. That’s basically what I
did.”

“You pointed out a weakness in other people’s security
systems?” I ask. “What’s so wrong about that?”

“Well, that’s not the bad part,” he adds. “The bad part is
that I did it without them knowing - and then blackmailed
them for the information I learned from the leaks.”

“Information?” I probe. “What kind of information?”

He casts me a quick look, pondering for a moment before
he continues.

“I didn’t exactly hack into charity organizations and
kindergartens,” he says. “The businesses I cracked were
usually not the pillars of society. They were not good guys and
had every reason to panic if I was to expose them.”

“So, you blackmailed the bad guys?”



He nods. “I made money off of them for being stupid and
lax with their security systems.”

“I see,” I mumble, unsure what to think of it. “You seem to
be quite proud of it.”

Lux shrugs. “Cracking doesn’t necessarily involve hacker
brilliance. It’s more about persistence and doggedly repeating
a handful of fairly well-known tricks to exploit common
weaknesses. Most hackers deplore cracking with a passion.”

“So, anyone could do it?” I want to know.

“I didn’t say that,” Lux interjects. “I just said you don’t
have to be a brilliant mastermind to do it.”

“Why did you do it?” I ask.

Lux lets out a deep sigh, signaling that he’s pretty much
done with this conversation.

“I don’t know,” he says. “Because I could? Because I
wanted to?”

I roll my eyes at him. “So you’re back to not answering  my
questions?”

“Oh, so you do remember some parts of our first meeting?”
he muses. “I’m glad your brain didn’t black out entirely.”

I stop short at his words.

“Yes, I remember that part,” I admit. “At the club…
before-”

“Your lights went out?” he teases, while winking at me.

“Um, well-”

“Let’s take a bath,” he interrupts, surprising me once again.

I look up at him, my eyes wide with question. He
reciprocates my gaze with arched eyebrows.

“Isn’t that what you said you needed after a performance?”
he wonders out loud. “Put your feet in ice water and then take
a hot bath?”

I nod. “Yeah, but-”



“So, that’s what you’ll get,” he announces, swooping me up
in his arms after he gets off the bed, both of us still completely
naked as he carries me out of the bedroom and across the
hallway to the bathroom.

 



Chapter XVIII
Lux

 

 

Sara sits on a little stool. She’s wrapped in the same robe I
gave her after our first night together, her feet drowning in a
foot soak filled with ice water, while I draw us a bath and
watch her fight the cold. She impresses me, as her face clearly
speaks of the willpower it takes her to expose her feet to this
extreme cold for an extended period of time, yet she doesn’t
complain or even make a sound. She endures what she has to
endure in order for her to be able to be the dancer she wants to
be. I admire ambition like that.

“The bath will feel extra nice after this,” she says, shivering
as the cold spreads throughout her entire body.

“You do this after every performance?” I ask her, as I sit on
the edge of my giant corner bathtub, a luxury I could never do
without - and luckily never had to.

She shakes her head. “I do this every day, performance or
not. My feet are subjected to extreme stress every day. I need
to do this so they don’t fail on me.”

“How long do you think you can keep doing this?” I ask
her. “If this much effort goes into maintaining your feet’s
health, I can’t imagine this is a long-lasting career.”

“Some dancers manage to do well until their forties or even
fifties!” she interjects. “But you’re right, that’s not the norm.”

She lowers her eyes, watching her tortured feet as she
contemplates her next words.

“I guess it depends on your general health, how well you
take care of yourself, how strenuous your daily training is…
and on your career itself,” she continues. “Soloists are paid
more than members of the corps, which may allow them to be
on stage less often, if they live a frugal life.”

“A frugal life, huh,” I remark.



She looks at me, tilting her head to the side.

“This is not a career for those who want to get rich,” she
lectures me. “I guess for that you better become a hacker.”

I raise an eyebrow at her, and then shift to check the stage
and temperature of the bath by letting my hand run through the
water surface.

Why did I have to tell her? I’ve never shared this much
about me and my past with any of the other girls. They were
just more or less an acquaintance after fucking them a few
times. It’s partly because no one ever asked, but also because I
like to keep things that should be kept private, private,
especially from some random chick who is nothing more than
a plaything for me.

I need to remind myself that that’s all she is and ever will
be. I won’t fall into the same trap as my poor brother. Settling
is not for me, it’s everything that’s ever been expected of me.
Playing by the rules, settling down with a good woman,
reproduce. All that shit. It’s hard enough to maintain a straight
career without being dragged back into the dark but enticing
shadows of criminal activity.

I fucking miss it. The thrill, the success, the feeling of
accomplishment once a security gate has been passed, and we
have gained insights about private information that were never
meant for our eyes. Nothing can compare to that.

I might have to give Max a call.

Once Sara is gone.

She looks at me with her surreal blue eyes, her black hair
ruffled from our fuck, my cum still dropping from her hot
pussy for all I know, the epitome of purity and innocence,
tainted by my hands, my cock.

I will have her again, if not tonight, it must be tomorrow
morning before she leaves.

“Shouldn’t the bath be ready?” she probes into my
thoughts, pulling me back to reality. My hand is burning from
being immersed in hot water for quite a while, and the bathtub
is about to overflow.



I hastily turn off the water and nod at her, watching as she
slowly removes one foot and then the other from the ice water,
her face clearly signaling the relief this retreat is giving her.
She gets up, casting me a sheepish smile that is cautiously
asking for help.

I come to her rescue, supporting her as she carefully places
one foot in front of the other, her face grimacing in pain as she
approaches the bathtub with the grace of an old lady.

“Very elegant, I know,” she comments, as if she’s reading
my mind. “Welcome to the reality of a ballerina. It’s not nearly
as glamorous as most people think.”

“You looked very glamorous on stage,” I remark as my
hand moves to untie the belt of her robe. “Especially in that
one dance, where it was just you and the other three swans.”

She turns to me, her eyes widened in an expression of joy.

“You noticed me?” she asks with apparent glee in her voice.

“Of course,” I reply, opening the belt to expose her naked
body. “You were the second from the left-”

“Second from the right,” she objects.

“Not from my perspective,” I insist.

“Oh, right,” she says, as she realizes her mistake.

I let the robe glide down off her shoulders, and revel in the
view of her beautiful body, as she steps into the hot bath. She
makes the cutest hissing sounds when her frozen feet come in
contact with the hot water. It must feel even warmer than it
actually is, and I can only imagine the hot prickle that is
traveling along her light skin as she subjects her body to
another extreme.

I wait until she is resting comfortably before I join her in
the tub, greeted with a shy smile, as if we’ve never been
intimate before. I can see where she’s coming from. It’s not
like I would usually ask a girl to join me in a bath like this,
unless there’s shower sex involved. There’s an intimacy to
what we’re doing right now that is on a whole new level.

And I don’t know if I like it, or not.



 

 

 



Chapter XIX
Sara

 

 

“I only got the part because the girl who was supposed to
dance sprained her ankle during practice,” I tell him, while
we’re soaking in the biggest bathtub I’ve ever seen. We’re
surrounded by mountains of bubbles, and I can’t get over how
sexy he looks with wet hair sticking to his temple. His edgy
undercut is less apparent in this state, and he looks a lot
younger than he usually does when he’s wearing his trademark
suit.

He looks at me, his eyebrows arched in question.

“The part in the dance of the little swans,” I clarify. “My
ninety seconds of fame. Someone else was supposed to dance,
but I got lucky.”

“Lucky, huh,” he says. “They wouldn’t have picked you if
weren’t good, even if it’s just as an understudy. I thought you
were brilliant.”

I lower my eyes and blush. His compliment may mean little
on a professional basis, but it still flatters me to no end.

“With all due respect, but what do you know?” I hear
myself say.

He huffs.

“I may not be a ballet expert, but I have eyes,” he says.
“You’re a passionate dancer, and that shows on stage. I
couldn’t take my eyes off you - it was how you caught my
attention in the first place.”

Now I’m the one looking at him with a big question mark
on my face.

“In the club,” he reminds me. “I saw you dancing. Very
different from your performance on stage, of course. But there



was something about it, it’s why I wasn’t surprised to hear that
you’re a professional dancer.”

“Oh, right,” I mumble, again feeling awkward by the
mention of that fateful night. I wish I wouldn’t have lost
myself the way I did. I wish I could remember more of it.
Judging by what he did tonight, our first night must have been
something to remember, but I still draw a blank.

“You said that dancing is not a way to get rich,” he says,
drawing my attention back to him. “But it can certainly make
you famous, right?”

I purse my lips and tilt my head to the side, contemplating
his question.

“Do you think that’s what made me do it?” I ask. “The
prospect of becoming famous?”

He shrugs. “Maybe?”

I shake my head.

“I’m sorry to disappoint you, but I never had aspirations of
that kind,” I say. “I just want to dance. It’s all I want to do. I
can’t help it.”

“But you don’t want to remain part of the corps for the rest
of your life,” he interjects. “You mentioned that before.”

“Did I?”

Lux nods, casting me a mischievous smile, as if he’s caught
me doing something naughty by revealing something about
myself in front of him that even I may not be consciously
aware of.

“Well, soloists and prima ballerinas certainly dance the
more interesting and more challenging parts,” I admit. “I
would love to dance a role like that someday.”

“When?” he wants to know.

I furl my eyebrows at him. “What do you mean, when?
You’re asking as if that decision is within my power.”

“Is it not?” he probes. “There must be certain things that
you can do to increase the chances of that happening.”



“Yes, sure,” I say. “Become better. I have to be the best to
be allowed to dance the best roles.”

I pause, huffing as I think of another aspect that may come
into play with this question. Just like in any other job, it helps
to know the right people, to get along with the producers, the
choreographers, and the heads of the company, the people who
decide who’s dancing the lead roles. It’s a lot about dancing to
perfection, but it’s also about networking and who knows who,
as it always is.

Also, I have a big disadvantage that has been pointed out to
me several times. I’m short. Too short, even for a ballerina.
Being too tall and too heavy would be more of a problem
because it makes things unnecessarily hard for our supports,
the male dancers. But being too short is also seen as a
problem, especially when one is supposed to stand out among
the big group of the corps. There appears to be that one perfect
height, that perfect body type, that gets chosen for the best
parts - and I don’t have it.

“I may have to work a little harder than others,” I give
voice to my thoughts. “Because of my short stature. A lot of
producers don’t want their lead to be shorter than most of the
other dancers, because they tend to get lost among the others
and have a harder time to fill the spotlight.”

“Is that so,” Lux says. “Even when you’re on your toes the
entire time.”

He winks at me, and I know that he’s trying to tease me.

“Well, but so is everybody else,” I add for consideration.
“Except for the men, of course.”

He nods. “Sure.”

Lux beckons me to come closer to him. Regarding how
close we were just a few minutes ago, we’re sitting awkwardly
far away from each other, making use of the giant space of the
bathtub. I can feel the muscles in my body relax, one by one
shutting down for the day. My tortured feet have stopped
prickling, and I’m beginning to feel drowsy.



I follow his gesture and move closer, the scented foam
parting as I make my way into his arms. Lux pulls me nearer
to him, gently cupping my small breasts as he wraps his arms
around me. Despite all the questions and the conversation we
just had, this is a reminder for me what this is all about. He’s
hard for me, I can feel his cock pushing against my back,
asking for the one thing this ex-convict wants from me the
most. He’s a good flirt and skilled at making a girl feel
comfortable in his presence, but he’s not someone to fall for.

I have to remember that. Especially now that my heart
begins to flutter and my core quickly joins in, throbbing with
need and desire for him.

“I can’t help it,” he whispers right next to my ear. “You
may have to take one more. Call it a night cap.”

“Do I have to move?” I coo, closing my eyes as he begins
kissing my neck. “I’m really worn out.”

“I promised you, I’d do the work tonight,” he says in a soft
voice, pausing his kisses just below my ear.

“You just enjoy this.”

 



Chapter XX
Lux

 

 

Fuck.
How did this happen?

A stinging shock shoots through my body as I realize I’m
not alone. She’s curled up next to me, her back turned to me,
only her black hair peeking up above the sheets. Sara and I not
only spent the night together, we spent it together in the same
bed.

How could I let this happen? How could I even fall asleep
with her lying next to me?

This is how it fucking starts! Those damn girls. They lure
their way into your bed, continuing their way crawling into
your heart, taking over everything you are until you forget the
person you’re meant to be.

Just like my damn brother, I seem to be about to lose my
mind over a girl. I fucking hate this.

At least we’re not in my bedroom, but in the playroom. I
was smart enough to bring her here, naked and freshly bathed,
her eyes dazed with drowsiness as she sighed against my skin.
Suffocated moans escaped her pouty lips as I fucked her from
behind, driving her tired head into the sheets, while ramming
my hard length over and over again into her petite body.
Despite her fatigue, she didn’t just let things happen, but
claimed her release by toying with her clit while I took what I
wanted from her. She didn’t ask for permission, and she didn’t
announce it, but I could feel her muscles tensing around my
cock when she found her last release for the night, and it was
impossible not to follow her over the edge.

By the time our orgasms had died down, she was almost
asleep, curling up snuggly in my arms as if it was the most
natural thing in the world. Her relaxed breathing soothed me



into a dreamless sleep, even though I had no plans of staying
with her through the night.

That’s how it happened.

It’s okay. It was super late, I was exhausted from fucking
her, dazed by the hot bath and her contagious fatigue.

It was a one-time occurrence, that’s for sure.

I hurry to get out of bed before she wakes up and turns
around, mesmerizing me with those damn blue eyes, inviting
me for some damn morning cuddles. Oh no, that’s not going to
happen.

I get out of the room as quickly and quietly as possible,
heading straight for my bedroom to put some clothes on before
I make my way to the kitchen. She’s not hungover today, so
there’s no apparent need to make breakfast, except for the fact
that I’m starving. I need some bacon and eggs, and coffee.

This is mainly for me. I’m no damn butler. But she can
have a bite once she wakes up. I’m not a total asshole, after
all.

“You don’t sleep much do you?” I hear her voice from
behind, startling me so much that I almost let the pan drop.

I turn around to find her standing at the kitchen counter,
wearing nothing but the same robe of mine that she’s worn
every time she’s been here that I’m inclined to call it her robe.
Her hair is not nearly as rumpled as it was the last time she
woke up at my place, and I notice that she’s washed her face
and even put on some light make-up. That’s good. She
shouldn’t get too comfortable around me.

Besides, she looks fucking alluring this way. If it was up to
me, she’d have her breakfast naked. As that thought crosses
my mind, a naughty idea starts to take shape inside my head.

“You just sleep too much,” I retort. “Hungry?”

She nods. “Starving.”

“Well, only good girls get to eat,” I announce, curious to
see her reaction. There are many way for her to respond to
this, but only one that would satisfy me.



Confusion, as it is painted on her face right now, is only
acceptable if it turns into acceptance once she understands
what I want from her.

I turn off the stove and walk over to her, taking her doll-like
face between my hands and tilting her head back, so she’s
looking up at me.

“Get rid of the robe,” I tell her. “I want you naked.”

“I’m hungry,” she insists, sounding a bit too infantile for
my taste. “I just want to eat-”

“And you will,” I promise her. “But I want you to be naked
while you do.”

Her eyes flicker as she ponders the implications of my
words. I can see her instincts fighting back, picturing and
analyzing all the different outcomes her reply could have. I
knew she wouldn’t be the kind of girl who drops to her knees
as soon as I tell her to. She’s defiant and new to this, but she’s
also curious to see how her body reacts to pleasing me by
following my commands.

“Alright,” she says, one of her eyebrows lifting in a
condescending expression. “If that makes you happy.”

“It does.”

I don’t like her tone, but am pleased to see her obeying, as
she lets the robe slide down and off her shoulders, her flexible
body winding in elegant motions, while she keeps her eyes
fixated on mine.

I want to touch her, but do the exact opposite by taking a
step back away from her. Surprise flickers in her blue eyes,
and that’s exactly what I wanted to see. I hate being
predictable.

“Sit,” I tell her, pointing over to the high chairs at the
kitchen counter. “You’ll get your food.”

She regards me with one last confused look, but then she
follows my order and takes a seat on one of the high chairs,
awkwardly shifting around as I bring her a plate with bacon
and eggs, and set it down next to a cup of steaming coffee.



“Thank you,” she pipes, casting me a nervous smile.

“Thank you,” I retort, reaching for her left nipple to tease
her with a quick pinch. She yelps when I take it between two
fingers, only twisting it for a split second, but enough to make
her jump with pain.

She’s panting when I turn around to get a plate for myself.

“Always good to keep the heart rate up,” I say, without
looking back at her.

“You’re a monster,” she utters behind me.

 

 

 



Chapter XXI
Sara

 

 

The last curtain for the season falls as we fly off the stage,
arms extended, salty sweat dripping down our exhausted
bodies, our feet crying in pain, still confined in the tight cage
that pointe shoes can become after a while.

“Done!” Isabella announces next to me, holding her hand
up for me to high-five her.

I follow her gesture, smiling, and still breathing heavily
from exhaustion. The season is over, which means I won’t
have any big performances for the next few months, but it
doesn’t mean that I will be on break, at least not the entire
time.

The end of a season always overwhelms me with a wide
range of conflicting emotions. It’s a relief on one hand,
because it means that I will have more time for myself and can
- theoretically - take things a little slower. I always gain a little
weight during off-season, which is okay with me because my
body always bounces back to stage weight once I start
preparing for the next season. Besides, it’s one of the perks of
not being in-season to indulge a little. Not on alcohol, though,
that’s for sure.

But I’ll also miss it. The stress, the bond that grows
between the corps as we spend even more time together than
we usually do, all of us working on the same goal - making
this performance a success. Most of the other girls will still be
there next season, but not all of them. The lineup changes
every year, especially as some of us seek out other
opportunities with other companies.

“You have anything fun planned?” Isabella asks me, as we
meander to the dressing room.

I shake my head. “Not really. I don’t have enough savings
to travel.”



She sighs. “Yeah, me neither. But I might lock myself in for
a week of binge-watching TV shows or something.”

“That sounds glorious,” I joke.

She grins at me. “I know, right?”

“Are you going to do some touring with the company?” I
ask. “I thought you were.”

Isabella nods. “Yeah, I am going to. You’re not?”

I shake my head, trying not to let it show how much this
disappoints me. I know they don’t necessarily ask everybody
to join, but it was something I had been hoping for, especially
after doing so well during this Swan Lake season. Money is
always tight, but it gets worse during off-season. I can still
consider myself lucky because I’m part of a big company, an
opportunity that comes with its own perks, but it also means
that getting up in rank is all that much harder because the
competition is more fierce than it would be in a smaller ballet
company.

Isabella is proof of that. We started at the same time and
we’re the same age, but she not only has that little bit of extra
talent, but also the physique to surpass me when it comes to
casting. She’s only a small step away from stepping up in rank
and becoming a soloist, and I know she has what it takes to
make it all the way up to principal.

Me, however… I might have to be content with remaining
in the corps for the rest of my career, even though I really
don’t want that. The fact that Isabella will be touring during
off-season while I’m not is disheartening, and only solidifies
my pessimistic outlook.

I have to think of Lux and what he said about me wanting
to become famous. I’m certainly not a limelight hog, but I do
want the spotlight, those wonderful lead roles, the rank of a
principal dancer, the only ones who can really call themselves
ballerinas.

But it may never happen for me.

While peeling myself out of my swan costume for the last
time this season, I find myself dwelling in sad thoughts about



everything that I’ve missed out on because I’ve been chasing
this dream. A healthy and long-lasting relationship is one of
those things, and just a while ago, I might have said that my
daring dating adventures were fun, but now I feel the desire
for something real growing inside of me.

Is it just because of him? It can’t be. I’ve decided that the
smart thing to do is to keep my distance from Lux. He’s an ex-
convict, and while his bad boy attitude is exactly what drew
me to him in the first place, I vowed to myself that I should no
longer seek this kind of thrill.

He screams danger, not only because of his criminal past,
which I’m sure he’s only told me the smallest bit about. His
domineering nature is what scares me the most. It’s a delicious
fright, something I know I crave. My body has won over my
mind several times when I was with him because of the things
he did to me. The way he looks at me, the way his voice
changes when he commands me to do things to please him, the
way my core pulses with need every time he does it - it’s all so
very alluring, tempting like a dangerous drug.

I know that he wants to do more, and now that the season is
over, I don’t have to be as careful as before, at least in regards
to leaving marks that would have shown through my pure
white costume. A part of me wants to tell him. I want to tell
him that now he can do whatever he wants with me, I want to
experience all the things we missed out on so far because we
had to be careful. I yearn for it.

But what if things go too far? What if he loses himself and
does more to me than just leave a few marks on my pale skin?

We haven’t seen each other since I stayed over that night,
and then the next morning eating breakfast completely naked
because that is what he ordered me to do. I blush as I recall the
feeling of the leather fabric on my naked behind, my core
tingling with anticipation while we ate, his eyes hungrily
taking in my entire body. His gaze was so intense that it felt as
if he was actually touching me. It’s enough for me to get
excited and aroused, waiting and hoping for him to lay his
experienced hands on me.



That morning ended with him telling me to scoot
backwards until my ass was jutting over the edge of the seat,
making my sex accessible for him, while he stood behind me,
fucking me roughly with his massive cock. I held on to the
counter as he drove into me, glowing with heat as my cheeks
blushed in shame  at my own arousal in response to his
controlling demeanor.

Even now, my heart is racing and my core throbbing with
need as I remember that morning - or any encounter with him.

So, he may not be great boyfriend material. And yes, I
should be careful and shield myself emotionally from him.

But he’s still by far the greatest sex I’ve had in my entire
life. And I want more of it.

Especially now.

Despite the somber mood that comes with the last curtain of
the season, I cannot help but smile when I get out of my
graceful swan costume and begin to remove the pins from my
feathery headpiece.

There’s room for a different me now.

 



Chapter XXII
Lux

 

 

“Another one?” I groan when my secretary Emily enters
my office, cowering as if she’s the one who’s causing me this
much of a headache. I almost feel sorry for her. She’s merely
the messenger of bad news, but that also makes her the person
who’s confronted with my rage first whenever things don’t go
the way I want them to.

And lately, this has all too often been the case.

“I’m sorry,” she says, casting me a consoling look as she
places another letter on my desk that has an attorney’s address
listed as the sender.

“This is not our God damn problem,” I hiss, reaching for
the letter, even though I know what it says. “It’s time for our
clients to understand that. Why do they keep sending that shit
our way? We have a clear disclaimer, freeing us from any
responsibility when they get in trouble.”

“I know, sir,” Emily replies, still cowering like a little
school girl, even though she’s several years my senior. “That’s
what I tell them when they call. I think they’re just helpless
and overwhelmed. Being sued is a scary thing, especially for
small companies.”

“You don’t say,” I mumble without looking at her. I know
very well what it feels like when the damn law comes after
you. That’s exactly why these attorney letters bother me so
much. I’ve been trying to avoid all of this shit, I’ve been
careful, doing the God damn right thing, being professional
and safe about our work, just like I was told to do. All my
company does is provide loopholes for other companies and
improve their security systems to make them less prone to
hacker attacks. Yes, we do sometimes circumvent regulations,
but bending the rules is not breaking them. Nothing we do is
illegal, and we have secured ourselves from any consequences



that may arise when our clients take advantage of the systems
we created for them. This is clearly stated in their contracts.

Yet I have to deal with more and more of these attorney
letters. Frightened clients are forwarding them to me – they’ve
done something unscrupulous or illegal and gotten caught, but
then they don’t know how to handle the ramifications of their
dubious actions that they thought were going to be hidden
behind the shield of our system.

It doesn’t endanger our own operation, but it is a nuisance
that costs me a lot of time and sometimes money. Some of
these cases may lead to us having to appear in court, which of
course is something I’d like to avoid by all means.

Why do I even bother with this? Why do the good thing,
when it’s not only less lucrative but also so much more tedious
than breaking the rules and doing my own thing?

Max doesn’t get it either. He’s ridiculed me more than once
for doing this, and I’m beginning to think he’s right. He’s
running a new operation all by himself, making more and a
quicker profit than I am with my legit business, and - most
importantly - enjoying himself while he does it.

Those were good times. Working in the shadows, not only
breaking the rules but standing above them, taking advantage
of a system that leads others to screw up and make bad
decisions when they try to circumvent it - that’s me. I loved
working with the boys, and I despise the spic and span
perfection that comes with slowed down progress of honest
business.

“You know what to do,” I tell Emily, who’s still standing on
the other side of my desk. “Give them the usual reply, make a
note in the client’s file and let me fill out the rest after the
weekend. I’m going home for the day.”

Her eyes widen in surprise. “Oh, already?”

It’s only 4:00 p.m., so she has every reason to be surprised
because I never leave my office before 6:00 p.m., but I have
plans for tonight, plans that involve a particularly slender swan
who needs to be wrapped around my cock and handled in a



way I couldn’t have her before. When Sara texted to let me
know that she’d like to see me again, she mentioned that her
ballet season was over, and I’m pretty sure she has a good
reason for mentioning that. There are things I can do to her
now that I couldn’t do before, and I’m not missing out on that
chance.

My pretty little fuck toy will get what she needs, and I want
to take my time with her without risking another sleepover in
the same bed. I’m not passing out next to her tonight, but I will
leave my marks on the canvas that is her perfect porcelain
skin.

She’d hate the idea of me working together with Max
again, but she will never know about it. Besides, why should I
even worry about what she might think? I shouldn’t, and I
don’t. This is none of her business.

All she needs to worry about is what we will do tonight.

Tonight, she’ll dance just for me.



Chapter XXIII
Sara

 

 

“I’m glad you’re enjoying your food,” he remarks, sending
me a little smirk across the table.

Tonight is all about me getting wined, dined and fucked, he
said. We’re still in the middle of the wining and dining part,
and I’m digging in like I never would during ballet season.
This is is one of the perks of off-season, and it’s not
uncommon for us dancers to become “fat and lazy,” as Isabella
once put it. Of course, that isn’t entirely true for the lucky girls
who will be touring, but for me it certainly is, to a certain
degree.

However, I’ve never been to as fancy of a place as this one.
I know Lux is swimming in money and this is nothing new to
him, but I still feel a bit weird about being taken to such a
luxurious restaurant. I’m wearing one of my fanciest and most
expensive dresses because I knew he’d take me out tonight to
somewhere special, but I still feel horribly underdressed,
especially in comparison to him.

I’m wearing a cute navy blue cocktail dress that I bought on
clearance, whereas he’s dressed to the nines in a custom-
tailored, dark gray suit that hugs his broad shoulders perfectly,
the fabric stretching just so over his muscular arms when he
reaches for the bottle of wine to top off my glass. We’re at an
Italian place, and the Calzone I ordered looks like it’s the size
of my head. I don’t even want to think about the nutrient value
of the rich Ricotta filling, so I won’t. This tastes too good to
spoil it by thinking about the ramifications of eating this much.
I will still hold back, but for other reasons. Our evening is only
beginning, after all.

“It’s amazing,” I tell him, nodding toward the plate in front
of me. “Best Calzone I ever had.”

“Do ballerinas ever eat Calzone?” he muses.



I huff. “Did I not tell you before? It’s a common
misconception that we don’t eat well. Sure, we have to watch
our weight, but because we work out so hard, we need a lot
more calories than you’d think.”

“Of course,” he says. “Fuel the machine.”

His attention returns to his pasta, and he absentmindedly
curls some spaghetti around his fork, twisting it into the
perfect twist using his spoon as the base. Something is
bothering him tonight, I can tell. He’s occupied and
withdrawn, and hardly seems to look at me, which is very
unusual.

“How is yours?” I ask, desperately attempting to keep the
conversation alive, even though it never really got going
tonight.

He looks at me, pursing his lips as he nods his head from
one side to the other.

“Decent,” he says. “Nothing special.”

“Do you come here often?”

He nods. “It’s very popular for business meetings.”

A question lingers in my head, but I’m not sure if I should
ask it.

“Did you ever bring another girl here?” I want to know,
opting for the arguably dumber option.

Lux puts his fork down, and for a moment I fear I might
have annoyed him too much with my question. He reaches for
his glass and takes a big sip of the quality vintage, taking his
time to ponder his answer, while I regard him with an
expectant look. I know he’s doing this to punish me for stating
such a dumb question. Of course, there can only be one answer
to this: that’s none of your business.

But he surprises me.

“No,” he says eventually, as he puts his glass back on the
table. “No, I’ve never brought a girl here. You’re the first
one.”



“Oh,” I say, unsure whether he’s telling me the truth or just
trying to flatter me. But why would he do the latter? There’s
no reason to flatter me because he’s not trying to win me over.
I’m just his fuck toy. Right?

“I feel flattered,” I admit, winking at him.

He responds with a short-lived smile. It disappears as
quickly as it appeared, and at this point, I’m beginning to
worry. What is bothering him? Why is he so distracted
tonight?

“Is everything okay?” I finally dare to ask. “You seem a
little off tonight.”

“Do I?” he asks back, his eyebrows arching in surprise. Did
he really think I wouldn‘t notice?

“Yes,” I say. “I mean… you don’t have to tell me, but
something seems to be bothering you. You’re very distracted
tonight.”

He looks at me, a concerned expression framing his face for
just a moment, processing my words as if they were meant as
an accusation.

Is it me? Did I do something wrong?

“It’s nothing,” he says, blocking my stream of thoughts.
“It’s nothing for you to worry about.”

“Who says I’m worrying?” I say, trying to sound
lighthearted. “I just noticed that you’re quite occupied tonight.
Maybe it will help you relax if you tell me about it?”

He shakes his head. “I doubt it.”

“Aha! So, there is something!”

He laughs as he looks at me, pointing my finger at him in
an accusatory manner.

“It’s just work,” he finally admits. “I don’t want to bore you
with it.”

“Work, huh? You’re not the only one who can be bothered
by work issues, you know,” I mumble, now reaching for my
glass of wine. It’s a Pinot Grigio and one of the best I’ve ever



tasted. I wish I lived in a world where I could drink wine like
this every day. People like Lux don’t know how lucky they
have it.

“Lets make a deal,” I say, looking at him over the top of my
glass as I take a careful sip of the lavish liquid. “You tell me
about your trouble, and I tell you about mine. We can be each
other’s trouble depot for the time being. It often helps to
unload and share your worries with someone else, especially
someone who has absolutely no connection to your work. And
let’s face it, we couldn’t be living in more different worlds.”

Lux huffs, casting me a smile that reaches his eyes and
melts my heart. He’s so freaking handsome, especially with
that expression, a soft smile, almost innocent like that of a
little boy. When he looks at me like that, I feel like I can
almost see the young boy he once was.

“Alright,” he agrees to my proposition. “But I have one
condition.”

“Yes?”

“No lecturing,” he says. “This is just for unloading. You
know too little about me and my business to give me advice.”

“Pfft,” I utter. “We’ll see about that.”

“No,” he objects. “We won’t see. You proposed a deal, I’m
agreeing to it, but only under this condition.”

He’s oddly intense, but at least he’s not withdrawn and
distant anymore. I’d rather take a fierce and dark look like the
one he’s throwing me right now than endure the absent chatter
we shared earlier. I like this side of him, of course I do. It casts
a different light on the rough and domineering side of him.

I would much rather have my chest throb with tension than
my mind wander off in boredom.

 



Chapter XXIV
Lux

 

 

“I don’t know if I ever told you what my company does,” I
begin, still struggling with the idea of telling this girl anything.
But she has a way of getting to me. I need to be careful, not
only for my sake, but for hers, too. But the way she probes and
shows a sincere interest in who I am and what I do is new to
me. No one has ever asked questions like these before, and no
one has ever looked at me the way she does. Her blue eyes are
locked on mine, eagerly awaiting my reply, and her expression
is mixed with a little worry because she anticipates that some
of the things I say will unsettle her.

“No, not in so many words,” she says. “I know far less
about your job than you know about mine, that’s for sure.”

I raise my eyebrows. “I guess you could say that.”

The waiter arrives to bring our dessert, and I pause,
collecting my words while he serves us. I can’t help but notice
the little spark that twinkles in her eyes when a plate of lava
chocolate cake is placed in front of her. It’s endearing to see
her so passionate about her food. No matter what she told me,
I’m pretty sure she has to relinquish a lot during ballet season.

“Well, we pretty much provide a system for other
companies to use, so they can improve their own security,” I
summarize.

“So they can protect themselves against people like you?”
she asks. “Hackers?”

I nod. “Yes, that, but also against other companies, and the
government.”

“The government?” she blurts out, freezing with her fork
hovering over the cake as she was just about to take the first
bite. “Why would they need protection from the government?”



I clear my throat, trying to find the right words. My heart is
hammering against my ribcage, and I have no idea why. Am I
seriously scared to tell her? Why the fuck am I so worried?

“Well, they don’t always play by the rules,” I begin.
“Sometimes, it’s easier for a company to succeed if they
circumvent certain regulations set by our bureaucracy and-”

“So, they’re doing illegal stuff?” she interrupts, arching her
eyebrows.

“To be honest, I couldn’t tell you,” I respond. “That’s not
the part we concern ourselves with, and I’m pretty sure most
businesses we work with are simply moving in a gray area,
bending the rules or surpassing them, but never really going all
the way into illegal territory.”

“Mmhmm,” she murmurs, regarding me with a suspicious
look. “What do you mean by not concerning yourself with that
part?”

“We have a clear disclosure,” I say. “Our legal department
was very careful to keep our name clear and safe. No matter
what our clients do with the system we provide for them, we
clearly state that it’s not intended for abuse, and we don’t take
responsibility for how they use our system.”

“What kind of things could that be?” she wants to know,
closing her eyes with relish. As she takes another bite from the
tiny cake, the look on her face is almost like the one she makes
when she’s orgasming.

“Tax fraud, mainly,” I say. “As far as I know.”

I try to play dumber than I am. Of course, I know pretty
well what a lot of our clients need our system for, and in most
cases, they’re more than just moving in a gray area. Some of
them are naive enough to discuss these things openly with me,
but I’ve never risked anything and made sure to never give a
reply - at least in written form - that could get me in trouble.

“As far as you know,” Sara utters, lowering her eyes. “So,
you give them the ability to do wrong, but then cleanse
yourself of sin by freeing yourself of any liability.”



“I don’t give them the means to do evil,” I correct her. “I
give them the means to protect their business.”

She rolls her eyes, a move that I will keep in mind for later.

“Yes, but still,” she argues. “You’re not exactly preventing
evil either.”

I shrug. “Who says that was my intention?”

“Right,” she responds, shaking her head. “Of course, you
wouldn’t be interested in that.”

“Don’t be so judgmental,” I warn her. “And I told you: no
lecturing.”

She arches her eyebrows and lifts a hand in defense.

“Sure, whatever,” she retorts. “But you still haven’t told me
what’s bothering you?”

“You might not like it,” I warn her.

Sara gathers the final crumbs from  her lava cake on her
fork while twirling her other hand in a motion beckoning me
to continue talking.

“Well, some of our clients are not as smart as I’d want them
to be,” I continue. “They feel a little too secure behind the
shield of our security system, which makes them act
carelessly. And even though we do have this crystal clear
disclosure that delegates any and all responsibility over to
them, they still try to involve us in their legal battles from time
to time.”

“You’re in trouble with the law again?” she probes, now
looking seriously concerned. She’s such a goody-goody, it’s
almost annoying.

“I wouldn’t go that far,” I say. “Like I said, our legal
department is pretty solid, and we’re smart enough to dodge
these bullets as they come at us. But lately, there have been so
many of them that it has stopped us from taking on any other
new clients.”

Sara tilts her head to the side. “Why? Because people don’t
trust you anymore?”



I shake my head. “It’s not that. If anything, news about this
may make us even more interesting to some businesses
because they all think they’d act smarter than the ones who get
caught. But we have to lay low for a while. I don’t want any
more attention on us right now, we’re too young to handle this
pressure.”

I pause for a moment, observing her reaction as she takes in
my words. Sara doesn’t look happy, but I can’t tell if the
concern on her face is directed at me or at her being with me.

“It hurts profit,” I say.

She purses her lips and nods her head to the side. “At least
you’re playing by the rules. Kind of.”

I snort. “You really think that’s the most important part,
don’t you? Playing by the rules.”

She narrows her eyes and slowly shakes her head, looking
utterly distraught. “No, not at all.”

“It seems like it is, though,” I insist. “You’re such a good
girl. I can see the fear in your eyes every time I talk about
these things.”

Sara harrumphs and reaches for her glass, finishing the
remaining wine in one big gulp, while she tries to calm herself
amid my accusations.

“I’m not scared of you,” she objects after finishing her
wine. “I just don’t admire people for getting in trouble with
the law. Fuck me, right?”

I huff. She’s so cute when she’s infuriated.

“That I will do,” I promise her. “After you hold up your end
of the deal.”

 



Chapter XXV
Sara

 

 

“I’m afraid my little troubles are boring in comparison to
yours,” I begin, shyly moving the empty plate away from me.
That was hands down the best chocolate lava cake I’ve ever
had, and I was sad to see it disappear off my plate so quickly.

“Try me,” he says. “But first, would you care for an
espresso or anything else?”

I look up at him, pondering the offer. I’d love to have an
espresso, but he’s already ordered so much for us. The wine
bottle alone must cost more than I spend on food for a week. I
can’t even imagine what the total check will look like. He told
me not to worry about it, but I can’t turn off that part of me.
I’m not used to being spoiled like this. The guys I’ve dated
before took me out for pizza and beer, if anything. I’ve never
been treated to so much by a gentleman like him.

Did I just call him a gentleman? I chuckle at my own
thought. Clearly I will have to make up my mind - is he a
dangerous bad boy or an old school gentleman? He can’t be
both. Or can he?

“So?” he probes, already waving for the waiter’s attention.

“An espresso would be nice,” I dare to say.

He nods, looking pleased. “I’ll have one, too.”

The waiter takes our order, picking up the empty dessert
plates and taking them with him when he leaves our table.
He’s wearing a suit that makes him look more like a butler
than a waiter, entirely fitting for this entire place. The
restaurant is rather small, only holding about ten to fifteen
tables, and all of them are occupied tonight. The lavish decor
consists of thick, red velvet curtains, accompanied by
elaborate stucco adorning the high ceiling above us. The



tablecloths are impeccable white linen, and they’re so thick
and heavy that it must take quite some effort to wash them.

Of course, I can only look at this from the service people’s
perspective. I don’t think Lux has ever given a single thought
to the ordeal of cleaning a heavy tablecloth like this.

“So, start boring me,” he says after our espressos arrive. He
looks at me, raising one eyebrow as he takes his first sip out of
the tiny cup, looking like a male model in a TV ad.

“Oh, it’s nothing really,” I say, realizing that I’m beginning
my story in the exact same way he did. “Nothing new, that is.”

“It may be new to me,” he says.

“Well, as you know, the season is over for now,” I begin,
awkwardly stumbling over my words.

“You mentioned that.”

“And during off-season, we’re not exactly getting paid,” I
say. “Most of us take on other jobs to get by, but some are
touring with the company. The latter doesn’t get you rich
either, but like I said, nothing in dancing does that unless you
become a superstar. But touring, that’s one way to get closer to
stardom. You’re paid, and you’re out there, on other stages,
performing, getting your name out.”

I pause, taking in a deep breath before I feel capable of
continuing. I didn’t realize how much this bothered me until
now. I’ve known about this for a while now. I knew that
Isabella was asked to tour, and I wasn’t. Why am I suddenly
struggling with it this much?

“Let me guess, you’re not touring?” he presumes.

I shake my head.

“I’m not, but one of my friends is,” I say. “She’s the same
level as me, we started at the company together. She was
actually one of the four  swans, the one to my right.”

He tilts his head to the side, trying to remember her.

“To my left,” I correct myself. “She was to my left from the
audience’s pers-”



“I don’t care,” he says, cutting me off. “And you’re
bothered by the fact that she’s been asked and you haven’t?”

I flatten my lips and shift on my seat.

“That’s not exactly it,” I say. “I mean, I like her, she’s my
friend and-”

“I didn’t accuse you of being jealous,” he interrupts me. “I
just made an assumption of how you feel about her being
asked to tour while you were not.”

I swallow dryly.

“She’s a brilliant dancer,” I interject. “Probably better than
me. And she has the perfect physique.”

His eyebrows dart up.

“For ballet I mean,” I hurry to clarify. “She’s taller than me,
and less weird-looking.”

At this, he has to laugh. I cast him an indignant look,
dubious whether he’s laughing about me or with me.

“Sorry,” he says. “But calling yourself weird-looking is just
funny to me.”

He pauses, clearing his throat before he places his elbows
on the table to support himself as he leans over to me.

“Make of it what you want,” he whispers. “But I think you
look perfectly beautiful, like a sexy, little doll.”

I blush at his words, but yet can’t help but object to his
flattering compliment.

“See, that’s exactly the problem,” I say. “I look too
childlike, too short and too odd. It’s not good for casting.”

He throws me a soft smile.

“Do you think that’s the reason why they didn’t ask you to
tour?” he asks.

I shrug. “I don’t know. Maybe.”

“Don’t you think you’re making things a little too easy for
yourself?”



I frown at him. “What do you mean?”

“Your appearance and stature is something you can‘t
change,” he says, stating the obvious. “If you blame your lack
of success on those factors, you pretty much take things out of
your hands.”

I don’t like where he’s going with this. Is he saying that I’m
lazy and not trying hard enough?

“It’s not just that,” I insist. “It’s just very hard to get a
higher rank, especially in a big company like Anaheim.”

“Would it be easier in smaller, less prestigious companies?”
he wants to know.

“Possibly, yeah.”

He leans back in his seat, finishing his espresso while
casting me a suggestive look.

“Maybe that’s something to consider,” he says.

“Changing to a smaller company?” I ask. “But that would
be a step backward!”

“Just thinking outside the box,” he says. “Do you want to
dance the big roles, or dance at a big company?”

I let out an exasperated gasp. “I want to dance the big roles
at a big company.”

I hesitate for a moment, my fingers nervously playing with
the tiny espresso mug in front of me.

“I want to be a soloist, or even a principal at Anaheim,” I
say, my voice so low that he can probably barely hear me. This
goal is so unrealistic for me to achieve, I hardly dare give
voice to it.

He nods. “That’s laudable. I admire people with high
aspirations, but stubbornness may bar the way to what you
want the most.”

Lux pauses for a moment, pondering his choice of words
before he continues.



“Let’s say you had to choose,” he says. “Either dancing the
big roles, or dancing at Anaheim, but remaining in the corps
for the rest of your career. Which would you rather do?”

He looks at me expectantly, crossing his strong arms in
front of his chest as he awaits my reply.

I take in a deep breath, my eyes scurrying through the
restaurant, jumping from one focus to another as if I was
chasing the answer to his question throughout the room
because I simply can‘t get a hold of it.

“I don’t know,” I say truthfully. “I really don’t know.”

 



Chapter XXVI
Lux

 

 

Sara is awfully quiet during the drive to my place. She sits
in the passenger seat, her eyes glued to the dark world outside,
barely acknowledging my existence. It won’t be easy to get
her out of that contemplative mood. I might have to spank it
out of her, since she’s very responsive to that.

Our conversation took a surprising turn after I agreed to her
silly deal. I shouldn’t have told her as much as I did, and I just
now realize that I didn’t go along with the only condition I set.

No lectures.

In the end, I was the one lecturing her. I don’t know why I
did it. Is it because I care for her? All I know is that the
thought of her getting lost in a mass of homogenous dancers
doesn’t sit well with me. She’s too good for that, too special. If
anything, her unusual appearance should be an advantage for
her. Why is she so interested in conforming to a standard that
is boring at best? I hate that she thinks something is so
fundamentally wrong with her that she won’t be able to dance
the big roles, ever.

Then again, I never understood why people would prefer to
float with the current instead of doing their own thing.

“I’m sorry,” she whispers out of nowhere, still looking out
the window as she addresses me.

“Sorry for what?”

“For this pensive silence,” she says. “You shook me up a
little bit back there.”

“Did I now?” I ask. “In a good way, or in a bad way?”

She sighs. “Hard to say, actually.”

“If I made you reconsider a few things, that’s a good thing,”
I say. “You should pause to think now and again.”



Now she turns to me. “Is that what you did after you went
to prison? Pause to think?”

“Yes, I had plenty of time to think while in prison,” I say.
“Not a lot else to do in there.”

“How long were you in there?” she wants to know.

“Not that long, just a couple of weeks,” I reply truthfully.

“Oh, then it’s not too bad,” she retorts.

I’m not sure what exactly she means by that. The duration
of being behind bars itself, or the act that put me there?

“Are you still on probation?” Sara asks further. She’s
phrasing the question in such a nonchalant manner that I feel
she doesn’t pose it for the first time in her life.

“No,” I lie. All conviction aside, she doesn’t need to know
everything, and I find it best to divert from this subject as soon
as possible.

I’m in talks with Max to partner up again, another thing that
I don’t want Sara to know about. Communicating with him
hasn’t been easy because we can never be sure that our lines
aren’t tapped. I let him know that I’d be interested in joining
up on his new project, and he said he’d get back to me in the
next few days. That was three days ago, and I haven’t heard
from him since. He didn’t even tell me how he’d get back to
me. We’ve been using encrypted texts so far because
conventional ways seem too risky. If I knew where he was, we
could meet up in person. That would likely be the safest
option, but I have no idea where he’s staying right now. For all
I know, he may live all the way across the country, or even be
right next door.

“Must’ve been shitty,” Sara says absentmindedly.

I cast her a questioning look.

“Prison,” she explains. “You don’t hear a lot of good things
about it.”

I let out a condescending laugh. “I shall say! It’s a fucking
hell hole.”



She looks at me, her eyes trying to catch mine. I keep my
eyes directed on the street ahead, feigning interest in our
safety, so I don’t have to return her gaze.

“So why risk going back there?” she asks.

“I’m not doing that,” I insist.

“Let’s hope so,” she mumbles.

“Even if I was, Sara, it’s none of your fucking business.”

She gasps. “What? Don’t yell at me!”

“I’m not yelling at you, I’m just-”

“Yes, yes, I get it!” she barks back.

I roll my eyes. This evening is definitely not going as
planned. We’re fighting like an old couple instead of fucking
like animals.

But I wouldn’t be me if I couldn’t turn this around.

We arrive at my place, neither of us having spoken another
word since my outburst. I’m done being a gentleman for
tonight, but she doesn’t let me anyway. Sara storms out of the
car before I even get a chance to open the door for her.

Yet, as we head towards the elevator in the underground
parking garage, I’m still  convinced that I can turn this night
around.

Until I see him.

I have no idea how he got in here, but there, right next to
the doors leading up to the staircase by the elevator, is Max.
He’s leaning against the wall with his arms crossed in front of
his chest, a broad smile plastered on his face. He looks
different from the last time I saw him – he’s lost some weight
and gained some hair on his face – but he’s still displaying that
same characteristic wisecracking grin.

I’d be happy to see him, if it wasn’t for Sara. She ignores
his presence, and is just about to walk past him when he
pushes himself away from the wall, approaching us.



“Lux, my old man!” he yells, walking toward me with his
arms wide for a hug. “So good to see you!”

“Max,” I utter, frozen with surprise.

He wraps his arms around me, and I do the same, adding
hearty slaps on each other’s backs as we reunite. Sara comes to
a halt a few feet ahead of me, turning around to us and
watching quietly as Max and I engage in our manly embrace.

“Man, it’s so good to have you back on board!” Max
exclaims.

I try to hush him with a warning look, nodding toward Sara,
hoping that he understands when to shut up. He seems to
understand, his grin widening as he sees her, standing there in
her cute little navy blue dress, her blue eyes gazing up at us in
question.

“And who’s this little lady friend?” he asks, taking a few
steps toward her with his hand extended for a greeting.

Sara arches her eyebrows at his choice of words.

“I’m Sara,” she mumbles, as she shakes his hand.

“You should have told me you’re coming,” I say, hating to
talk to my best friend in this cold tone. Max is a great guy, but
tonight his timing couldn’t be worse.

He turns back to me, laughing awkwardly.

“I guess so!” he says. “Sorry if I’m interrupting anything,
but you know it’s not that easy, what with the feds still on my
heels.”

Sara gasps in shock. “The feds?”

Her eyes dart back and forth between me and Max,
searching for an answer she doesn’t want to hear.

“Nothing to worry about,” Max interjects before I get a
chance to say anything. “I know how to outsmart them. We’re
being more careful this time.”

“We?” Sara asks, her eyes widening in horror, as she turns
her gaze back to me. “Lux, what is he talking about?”



“Nothing,” I say, my mind running wild.

I turn to Max, placing my hand on his shoulder.

“It’s good to see you back,” I say, acting as if the moments
before haven’t happened. “But not tonight. I’m busy.”

Max laughs heartily, placing his hand at the back of his
head in a gesture of embarrassment.

“Dude, so sorry about this,” he says. “But I’m only gonna‘
be in town for like two or three days. And I didn’t want to call
you, because you know-”

“Yes, I understand,” I interrupt him, before he says
anything else that could unnecessarily stir up Sara. “We can
talk tomorrow.”

“About what?” Sara chimes in. She approaches me in wide,
angry steps, her eyes flickering with fury. “What does he want
to talk with you about?”

She glares up at me, her eyes piercing into me with such
vibrant force that it almost feels as if she can read whatever
truth she’s seeking without me saying another word.

“Nothing,” I say. “It’s none of y-”

“You said you were not involved with this kind of shit
anymore,” she says, pointing at Max, who gasps with
indignation by her insulting gesture. “And now this guy, a guy
who’s chased by the feds, shows up in the middle of the night,
in your parking garage, congratulating you for being back on
board and wanting to talk to you about ‘nothing’? Do you
think I’m fucking stupid?!”

“Hey, now come on!” Max tries to calm her down. “You’re
being kind of unf-”

“Shut up!” she yells at him.

I almost have to laugh at the scene. Max is flinching as this
pint-sized girl yells at him, pointing her finger at him in an
accusatory manner, all while she’s trembling with rage. I had
no idea she could be such a little firecracker.



However, I would find it more endearing and entertaining if
I didn’t have this icy fear forming inside me.

The fear of losing her.

 



Chapter XXVII
Sara

 

 

“Sara!” he yells behind me, as I stride toward the exit of the
parking garage in wide angry steps. “Sara, wait!”

He must think I’m a fucking idiot. I try to get away from
him, but he quickly catches up to me, grasping and holding me
by the shoulder and forcing me to turn around to face him.

“Please, let me explain,” he says, as our eyes meet.

“What is there to explain?” I ask. “You lied to me! You lied
when you said you’re done with this shit. You lied just a few
minutes ago, in the car, when we talked about you not risking
going back to prison. You lied when-”

“I didn’t lie!” he insists, his voice echoing loudly through
the garage.

“And you’re lying now,” I say, ignoring his interjection.
“Please, Lux, don’t take me for a fool. It’s insulting.”

He presses his lips flat, throwing me an angry look, as if I
was the one who messed everything up tonight, even though
he‘s clearly to blame.

“I want to go home,” I say, my voice shaking as tears
threaten to break the solid exterior I’ve put up to protect
myself. “This had to end at some point, I knew that from the
beginning. You just gave me a good reason to end it now.”

Pain graces his handsome face, an odd expression that I
haven’t seen on him before.

“What?” he asks. “Are you serious?”

I gulp, suppressing the urge to cry.

“Yes, Lucas,” I say, emphasizing his name. The name he
asked me to never use again. The name he hates. “I’m done
with boys like you. Whatever I want to achieve in life,
whatever among the choices you laid out for me when we



talked earlier - I’m risking too much by dating self-proclaimed
renegades like you. I can’t have that in my life.”

His gaze darkens. “That’s so fucking stupid…”

“What you’re doing is fucking stupid!” I bark at him. “Just
let me go home.”

He sighs. “Sara, really. Why does any of this matter? It’s
not like we’re-”

“It’s not like we’re what?” I cut him off.

Lux stares at me, biting his lower lip.

I knew it. We’re nothing, we never would have been
anything, and he doesn’t have the guts to say it out loud, even
now.

I take in a deep breath, followed by a sigh, as he helplessly
shifts around on his feet. It’s so pathetic, I almost want to
punch him.

“Let me at least drive you,” he says eventually.

“No,” I insist. “I can make it on my own, thank you very
much.”

“Sara!” he yells anew when I turn around, once again trying
to march away from him. But this time, he doesn’t try to stop
me.

I call myself a cab, something I would never do because it’s
way too expensive for me. But the prospect of facing public
transportation all by myself, at night, traveling across half the
city, is just too much to handle. A sting of regret pricks into
my chest when I pay the driver and get out of the car in front
of my apartment, my head low and my shoulders sunken in as
I make my way up the stairs.

Olivia is home tonight, which is rare considering that she’s
usually either on stage or out partying with her friends. I hear
music coming from her room, and for a moment I fear that she
might have a date over. There’s nothing worse than listening to
your roommate fucking her date in the room next to yours
when you come home with a broken heart after a break-up.



But can you really break up with someone when you were
never officially a couple? Lux and I haven’t shared much
except for amazing sex, part of which I still cannot remember.
Tonight’s conversation may have been an exception. I felt
closer to him than ever before, even despite the unsettling
things he told me about himself, and the uncomfortable
questions he posed about my career. But still… it was mostly
sex.

Not just any sex, though. The intimacy we shared was
beyond anything I’ve ever experienced.

“What are you doing home?”

Olivia’s voice forcefully pulls me out of my thoughts, and I
flinch in surprise, dropping my keys to the floor as I turn
around. She’s leaning against her door frame with her arms
crossed in front of her chest. I didn’t even notice the music
getting louder as she opened the door because I was so
occupied with thinking about Lux. She’s wearing sweatpants
and no make-up, which suggests that she has no guy keeping
her company. Thank God.

“I thought you were out on a hot date with that club guy?”
she asks, concern running deep in her voice. “What happened?
Did he bail on you?”

I shake my head, picking up the keys and throwing them on
a little end table next to our entrance before scuffing along the
hallway, heading for my room. I don’t know what to tell
Olivia, and I don’t feel like talking about things at all, but I
know she won’t let it go that easily.

“He didn’t bail,” I say, falling down on my bed. Olivia
follows me into my room, joins me at the edge of my bed,
looking at me expectantly.

“Things just went awry,” I try to explain. “I had to go
home.”

“Had to?” she asks. “Why? What happened?”

“To be honest, I don’t really want to talk about it.”

Olivia sighs.“Did you fight?”



I gather myself to sit up straight, avoiding eye contact with
her. “Not really.”

“Did he do something stupid?” she follows up.

I huff. “Yeah, I guess you could say that.”

“What then?” she probes. “What’s so terrible that you had
to come home?”

“It’s complicated-”

“Oh, come on!” Olivia interrupts me. “Not that phrase! I’m
pretty sure even Facebook doesn’t allow that as a relationship
status anymore.”

I roll my eyes at her. “It really isn’t that simple.”

Olivia puts her hand on my shoulder, casting me an
empathetic look. “Nothing is ever easy when it comes to men,
Sara. Trust me.”



Chapter XXVIII
Lux

 

 

“I’m sorry, man,” Max says, after we clink the first of what
I expect to be many beers tonight. “Didn’t mean to cock-block
you like this.”

I glance at him from the other side of the couch, as I take
the first sip from my bottle. There’s nothing like a bottle of
Yuengling with my buddy after such a long time, despite the
unfortunate aftermath of his sudden appearance.

“Yeah, you could’ve told me,” I say. “Dropping in out of
nowhere like this. It never occurred to you that I might have
other plans for the night?”

He laughs. “Yeah, that was dumb. I should’ve known, you
old go-getter.”

Max looks at me, raising his eyebrows. “She was a cute
one, too. Bit clingy. I guess this wasn’t your first night with
her?”

“Well, thanks to you, it was certainly our last,” I say,
turning away from him, so he can’t read whatever my face
may give away about my inner turmoil right now. I don’t want
to dwell on losing Sara. Even more so, I hate the fact that this
even feels like a loss.

“Pity,” Max says, bringing the bottle up to his lips again.
“Didn’t know you liked ‘em slender and tiny like that,
though.”

“She’s a dancer,” I say. “Ballerina at Anaheim.”

Max lets out a low whistle, arching his eyebrows.

“Nice!” he congratulates me. “Bet she was bendy as fuck.”

I growl as a reply, trying to come to terms with the
unfamiliar anger his comment about Sara fuels inside of me.
We’ve always talked about our conquests this way, judging



their appearances, their abilities in bed, their overall value as a
fuck toy. Our interest was always more focused on the girl’s
deep-throating ability than her eye color, let alone her career,
or the way they walk depending on their mood.

Why the hell do I remember Sara’s walk? Or the way she
spoke, the way her God damn eyelashes fluttered when she
was either flattered or nervously anxious.

“Right?” Max probes. “She was, wasn’t she?”

I‘m startled, looking at him for a moment, before I
remember that I owe him a thorough description of Sara’s lithe
and lissom body as she  squirmed beneath me, details of how
far I could spread her legs, allowing for extraordinary leeway
and an image so arousing that my cock is twitching even now.

“Yeah, she was,” I mumble, unwilling to elaborate.

“Oh, come on, bro, you gotta‘ give me more than that,”
Max complains, giving me a punch from the side. “It’s been
too long since I’ve heard naughty Lux stories about the little
chicks he drags to his palace.”

It takes all my power not to return the punch he just gave
me with twice the force. I don’t want to talk about Sara,
especially not to him, and especially not like this. Why on
Earth does he not get that?

Because I’ve never been like this with a girl before.

I never cared. I fucked them, I got rid of them when I got
bored, and I never wasted another thought on them, even when
they broke down in tears in front of me as I was casting them
out of my life. It never got to me, none of them ever did.

Except for this one. Sara’s blue eyes are still piercing into
me, uncovering layer after layer with her silly concerns about
me and my business decisions.

Fuck that.

“Didn’t you come here to talk business?” I ask Max, trying
to divert the topic to something less gut-wrenching.

Max regards me with a look, scanning me as if he’s seeing
me for the first time. I keep a straight face, my eyes narrowed



and an expression of angry impatience on my face.

“Pussy,” he spits at me.

I frown at him. “What the fuck did you just call me?”

He raises his hands in defense, shaking his head.

“Never mind, big guy,” he says in a reconciling tone. “Let’s
talk business, if you’re up for it.”

“I told you, I am,” I retort. “This whole doing-the-legit-
thing is not working out for me. I want in on what you’re
doing.”

“It’s not working out?” Max asks. “Is it as hard as they say
it is to make money as an honest man?”

I shrug. “I’m making money all right, but not as much as
we did back then, and with far more trouble attached to it.”

“Don’t forget those damn taxes,” Max says. “Glad I never
had to worry about that shit.”

I chuckle, shaking my head at his words.

“A lot of people share that sentiment,” I say. “That’s
exactly what makes my company work at all, I’m afraid. Most
of our clients use our security barrier to take advantage of
loopholes for avoiding taxes.”

Max laughs and raises his beer to me.

“Playing on the side of the good guys, but still supporting
the true heroes,” he compliments me. “I dig that.”

“Leaving the shadows has its disadvantages,” I add for
consideration. “Not everyone likes you for it.”

He nods. “Sure. But what would life be without a little
risk.”

That’s not what I meant, but I’m not going to be dumb
enough to bring Sara back into this conversation. She’s gone.
I’ve got nothing more to lose. The benefit that comes from this
is the fact that I can go back to doing the things I really
enjoyed, together with Max.



“I don’t like risk,” I object. “If we do this, I need it to be
bulletproof. I don’t want to end up behind bars again.”

Max regards me with a skeptical look from the side.

“Won’t happen,” he says. “We won’t get caught this time.”

“What makes you so sure?” I ask. “And wouldn’t it be safer
to invest some effort into creating a back-up that will keep us
in the clear, even if the feds turn their attention on us again?”

Max shrugs, a gesture that I don’t like to see in response to
what I just suggested.

“You never thought about it?” I want to know.

He lets out an irritated sigh of exasperation. “No, I haven’t.
Because we will not get caught this time.”

“How can you be so sure of that?” I probe. “Tell me what
you-”

“Lux, buddy, are you in on this or not?” he interrupts me.
“Because you seem awfully wary for someone who was all
over this just a few months ago. I don’t want to get into details
unless I can trust you to be on board with this.”

“How can I be on board when I don’t feel like you’ve taken
the necessary precautions?” I ask. “You’re a little too lax for
my taste in regard to getting busted again. I’m not condemning
your operation, I just want to be safer this time. More careful.”

Max shakes his head and brings his beer up to finish the
bottle.

“Call me a pussy all you want,” I say. “But I’m not going to
jail again.”

“Maybe you really are a pussy,” Max returns. “Is it because
of her? The petite chick from tonight?”

A clamp tightens around my chest, causing my heart to run
in a wild storm.

“She has nothing to do with anything,” I say through gritted
teeth.



“I’m not convinced. Something has changed you, man,”
Max says.

I finish my beer instead of giving him a reply. Maybe he’s
right, maybe I have changed. But I refuse to admit that it has
anything to do with Sara.

“Okay, maybe I have changed,” I agree. “But if anything, it
was prison that changed me. Believe it or not, I don’t need that
thrill anymore. It’s the prospect for more leeway and freedom
that’s attractive to me, not the excitement of possibly getting
caught by the feds.”

Max sighs. “You can’t have one without the other.”

I look at him, realizing that I’m showered in a sense of
doubt that hasn’t been there before. Do I really want this? Is
the will to be different than my older brother, the desire to be
the black sheep of the family, the bad son, really strong
enough to jeopardize the things I have achieved? Does doing
my own thing really have to entail the danger of
imprisonment? Can you really not have one without the other?

“Maybe I can,” I say, meeting Max’s eyes as he turns to me
with a puzzled expression.

 



Chapter XXIX
Sara

 

 

“Okay, girl, this has to stop.”

Olivia is standing in front of me, arms crossed and her foot
tapping impatiently as she watches me lounging on the bed.

“What?” I ask, confused at her accusatory stance.

“This,” she says, waving her hand in a circular motion
toward me. “This dwelling, moping, sleeping all day-”

“I’m on vacation!” I protest, causing her to laugh.

“You’re on off-season, not on vacation,” she objects. “And
I’ve never seen you spend this much time in your room,
season or not. You’ve got to get over this whole heartache
thing you’re into right now and get back to living life.”

“Excuse me,” I exclaim. “I’m not into any heartache thing
right now. I’m fine! I’m just relaxing a little.”

Olivia rolls her eyes in exasperation.

“Let’s get real here,” she says, lifting her hand motioning
me to stay quiet as she explains what’s wrong with me. “This
is a classic display of a broken heart. And I know, you and this
guy, what was his name again… Lion?”

“Lux,” I correct her.

“Right, Lux,” she says in a couldn’t-care-less attitude. “I
know you guys weren’t like, serious or anything, at least you
say so, but you’re obviously hung up on him. I’ve never seen
you this mopey, especially not right after a season ends, when
you’re usually out and about, doing all the things you don’t
allow yourself to do while season is in full swing. Heck, all
you do is sit around in your room, binge-watch dumb TV
shows, and head out to the studio once in a while, so your
body doesn’t rot completely.”



I frown at her, pouting like a kid, as she continues to insult
me with her description of my alleged behavior.

“You’re exaggerating,” I say, but my voice is lacking so
much weight that even I don’t believe myself. I know Olivia is
right, but I don’t want to admit it, not to her and not to myself.

She comes closer, sitting next to me on the bed as I lower
my head, trying to hide the wrenching sorrow that thinking
about Lux causes.

“Look,” she whispers, placing her hand on my shoulder.
“I’m not trying to make you feel any worse here, I’m just
trying to help. At least speak about it, for God’s sake. You’ve
barely done, eaten or even said anything in over a week now,
and it just… freaks me out. I’m worried about you, that’s all.”

I shake my head, as if I was trying to tell the tears to stay
away. I’ve been on the verge of crying for days, but have
always managed to contain myself, suppressing any thoughts
about what happened between me and Lux, downplaying
whatever he may have meant to me, acting as if I didn’t miss
him like crazy.

Because I do. I haven’t realized before how close we had
become in such a short amount of time, how much all these
little things we shared meant to me. We had contact almost
every day since we first met, but it was all so natural, so
mundane almost, that it felt like nothing special at the time.
Now that he’s gone, not fighting for me one bit after I accused
him and left him in that parking garage, I can’t help but
sugarcoat every little good thing he did. It’s not even hard,
because there were so many of them.

But he was an ex-convict, and it doesn’t look like he’s
learned his lesson. The last ex-convict I hooked up with almost
broke my leg and ruined my career, and Lux has the same
brute attitude. He has restrained himself so far, but who says
that he won’t lose it one day? And who says that he’s not
going back to prison any time soon? Because with the way
he’s headed right now, that doesn’t seem to be out of the
question.



And he doesn’t care. He doesn’t care enough about me to
stop doing those things, to become a legit man, an honest man,
a man who is in charge of the rebellious tendencies that lead
little boys, but can only tickle a grown man.

I don’t share all of this with Olivia because I know it would
only worry her further. But I will have to tell her something.
Maybe she’s right and talking about it could help me to feel
better.

“I’m going to be okay,” I assure her. “It’s just… I don’t
understand why this is so hard for me. It’s not like he was my
boyfriend or anything.”

“But you liked him a lot, didn’t you?”

I shrug, too stubborn to admit the obvious.

“He was kind of rude, you know,” I say. “Trying to tell me
what I should do with my life, even though he has no idea.”

“How so?” Olivia wants to know. “What did he tell you to
do?”

I clear my throat and adjust my posture, sitting up straight
and with my eyes on her instead of the floor.

“Well, for example, he told me that I should lower my
expectations,” I begin. “Telling me to look for a smaller
company if I want to become a soloist, instead of trying to
move up in rank at Anaheim.”

Olivia raises her eyebrows, twirling her hand to urge me to
continue talking. “And?”

“And?” I retort. “Don’t you think that’s kind of insolent?
Assuming that I’m not going to make it and basically tell me
to give up now instead of trying?”

“Well, I don’t think that’s how he meant it…”

“But that’s what it sounds like to me,” I insist. “I mean,
okay, I may be reaching high, very high indeed, and okay, I
may not have as good of chances as other girls do, but I should
at least try, don’t you think?”



Olivia shifts around awkwardly, avoiding eye contact. Is
she agreeing with him?

“Do you think he’s right?” I ask with a hint of horror in my
voice.

She nods her head from one side to the other, biting her
lower lip as if she’s trying to keep herself from saying
something wrong.

“I’m pretty sure he was just trying to help you,” she says
eventually. “And you know, that’s basically what I did.”

She looks at me, her gaze implying a trace of accusal.

“I’m working at a smaller theater, on a smaller team, with a
smaller audience and smaller pay,” she says. “Because it was
more important for me to play the better roles, to be the center
of attention, if you want to call it that. I love my job, and I
wouldn’t want to be just one of many, even if it meant that I
could be part of a more prestigious institution. It’s all about
priorities.”

I pause for a moment, feeling bad about possibly insulting
Olivia by what I said. I know this about her, and I should have
considered it before telling her all of this. That was so
insensitive of me.

“I’m sorry,” I say in a low voice, casting her an apologetic
look.

She smiles back at me.

“Don’t be sorry,” she says. “I’m very happy with my choice
and wouldn’t do it any differently.”

“Even if you could be the star at a big theater?” I ask.

Olivia huffs.

“I’d never say no to that,” she admits. “But let’s face it,
those rare spots in the limelight are reserved for very few, and
there‘s no shame in not being one of them. Life is more than
work, even for artists like us.”

“Sure,” I agree, even though I don’t know of many things
that mean as much to me as dancing.



Maybe that’s exactly why I should reconsider Lux’s
suggestion.



Chapter XXX
Sara

 

 

It never hurts to look. The fact remains that Lux is not the
kind of man I should be with, no matter how much it hurts to
accept this. But he may have left me with some food for
thought. I’d be one of the very few to leave Anaheim for a
smaller company by choice, but if there was a chance for me
to stand out in a smaller company, I don’t want to miss out on
the opportunity.

It’s the first time in years that I’m researching possible
ballet appointments for myself. I was still a teenager the last
time I did research of this sort, and then I stopped because I
could stay at Anaheim and felt comfortable there, even after
the dream of getting a higher rank became smaller every
season. It could happen next year, or the year after that, but
chances are that it never will.

The more research I do, the less the idea of changing
companies repulses me. There are so many out there, even
locally. I never thought about moving away from LA, even
though it’s quite far from my family. But as sad as it may
sound, I don’t miss them a whole lot, especially since my
mother got remarried to this guy Steven, a car dealer who has
as little sense for ballet as one can have. She brought him to
one of my performances, and he actually fell asleep, afterward
shaking his head about those “silly frills” we were wearing on
stage. It was the first and last time that I ever had the two of
them sitting in the audience during one of my performances,
and I’m not even sad about it. My mother supported me in
pursuing my dream, but only after I received a scholarship to
attend classes at Anaheim and move to LA, and thus no longer
her responsibility. Our relationship is good enough to spend a
decent Christmas together - if I get the chance to actually go
home during that time - and that’s enough for me.



I’ve made this city my home. It’s where I’ve had the best
time of my life, where my friends live, where my dream took
shape. I don’t want to leave this place, unless I absolutely have
to.

But from the looks of it, I won’t. Some of the smaller
companies in the area currently have open casting calls, and I
reckon there will be even more once the next season
approaches. It can’t hurt to pay a visit to one or two of them.
Just a noncommittal peek at what they might offer.

Another thing that catches my attention is the fact that a lot
of them concentrate on contemporary pieces, something I’ve
rarely gotten the chance to do, even though they’re not
uncommon at Anaheim, either. This could be a new challenge,
a new way of dancing.

Alternative flows and choreographies instead of moving
within the strict constraints set by ballet standards.

Bending the rules instead of breaking them.

Isn’t that what Lux called it? He applied it to what he was
doing with his almost-legit business.

I’m sitting at our kitchen table, stretching my legs while my
eyes are glued to the screen of my laptop. It’s hard for me to
sit completely still. I always see a need to move in some way
and in most cases I resort to stretching. There’s no such thing
as too much stretching, and it’s also something that can be
done anywhere, anytime.

I wonder what he’d say if he knew that I’m actually
following up on his suggestion? Would he be happy? Would
he look at me with that condescending smile? Would he call
me a good girl?

Somehow, the last thought sends a shiver down my spine.
It’s a reminder of the need that’s seeded deep inside of me. A
need that he can fulfill, a need that he may have awakened
within me.

I shake my head violently, as if that could make the
thoughts about him go away. It’s a gesture that comes



naturally, even though I know that thinking about him can’t be
shaken off that easily.

It’s so ridiculous. Especially because he’s probably not
thinking about me at all anymore.



Chapter XXXI
Lux

 

 

“I don’t get it,” Max repeats, slamming his empty bottle on
the wooden counter.

We’re sitting at a bar that is known to very few people in
my world. It’s a shady and dark underground place, with cheap
beer and a clientele to match. I don’t come here often, but it’s
a great place to escape from the world I usually find myself in.

It’s also a great place to pick up chicks, based on my
experience.

“What exactly do you not get?” I ask him, raising two
fingers to the bartender to signal our wish for another round.

“This one-eighty you’re doing on me,” Max says. “Weren’t
you the one practically begging me to resume a new operation
that’s more to your taste?”

I nod.

“And weren’t you the one whining about how constraining
and dumb the legit world out there is?” he adds. “How your
business is not bringing in the profit you want to see, but
instead gets slowed down with this constant bullshit of people
trying to go legal on you?”

I nod again.

“And - just to get this straight - now you want me to get on
board with you?” he concludes. “Instead of doing something
awesome with me?”

Again, I reply with nothing but a silent nod, as the
bartender places two more beers in front of us.

We clink bottles and take a first sip of our third beer for the
evening. We’ve been here for a while, and it took me some
time to come up with the proposal I wanted to present to Max.



The fact remains that he’s the best buddy I ever had, and
despite his inconvenient intrusion on my date with Sara, I
don’t want this guy missing from my life any longer.

But I also don’t want to go to jail again, and the more I
spoke with him, the more I came to realize that it may not be
the illegal business itself  that I was missing, but just the time
spent together working with him. He’s smarter than he seems
at first, and he comes from a completely different background
than I do, which - in my eyes - makes it all the more
impressive to see what he’s capable of. He never had a big
trust fund or a prominent family that wanted to make sure he’d
land a position at the top. My brother was right when he said
that I was equipped with a good brain, but I was also backed
with a lot of money, unlike Max.

He’s smart and hard working, but also reckless in his
rebellious attitude. I’m pretty sure his little cracking activities
wouldn’t go unnoticed for too long. He’d get busted again, and
this time, he might not have the means to bail himself out.

“Yes, I want you to work with me,” I clarify.

“For you, or with you?” he probes.

“With me,” I insist. “I know I’d never get you to bend over
backwards or even follow the simplest of directives.”

“Damn straight I wouldn’t,” Max says, before taking a big
sip of his beer. “I’m not one of your little sluts.”

I sigh, pushing aside the thought that he just insulted Sara
as being one of those sluts.

“What’s in this for me?” Max wants to know. “I mean, why
on Earth would I do this, after you whined about how stupid
and lame it is.”

“If you call it whining one more time, I’m not gonna‘
extend the offer,” I warn him. “I was merely pointing out the
challenges and annoyances that come with doing real business.
I should have known that going clean wasn’t going to be easy.
There’s a reason why there are so many repeat offenders,
because it’s fucking hard to stop.”

Max nods quietly.



“I know it was hard for me,” I say. “It felt like I was losing
myself, forgetting who I am, giving in to the will of my
family.”

“Oh, right, the poor rich boy,” Max snorts. “Sorry, I can’t
feel sorry for you in that regard.”

“I’m not asking you to,” I interject. “I’m just telling you
what it did to me. I moved all the way over across the country
to get away from them, and when that wasn‘t enough, I started
doing something I knew they‘d really object to.”

“Pretty much every family would object to breaking the
law, dude,” Max adds for consideration. “Even mine.”

“True,” I say. “But with mine, I actually ended up as an
outcast. If it wasn’t for my damn brother, I’d still be in prison
just because I’m so fucking stubborn.”

Max regards me with a glance from the side. I hate the way
he’s looking at me right now. It reminds me of the way I was
looking at my brother just a few months ago. The tamed boy
who finally came to his senses. I swore never to be like that,
and now I find myself wanting just that.

With my job, that is. It’s a stretch to say that I have changed
recently, because I’m already running a fairly successful
business without breaking any laws. The fact that my clients
fuck up and get caught doing so, and then try to drag us
through the mud with them, is a different issue. I know I need
to strengthen our legal department, and I know Max won’t be
of much help in that area.

But he knows his stuff. He can code and he can hack like
no other. Plus, he knows how the mind of a criminal works,
because he’s one himself. Having him on board could be
useful in many ways, and I know I can pay him sufficiently.
I’ve already told him a number that made his eyebrows dart up
in appreciation.

He just needs to get over his ego, just like I did.

We could be just as great together in broad daylight as we
were in the shadows.



“Let me think about it,” Max says, nodding. “I’ll head back
tomorrow and think about it. If I say yes to this, there are a
few things I need to move around back home and-”

“I understand,” I say. “That’s all I’m asking for right now.
For you to think about it.”

I pause, fixating on him with an intense gaze before I
continue.

“But remember,” I say. “If you hop on board, you gotta‘ be
sure to clean up after yourself. Don’t leave any traces, don’t
bring any of that cracking business over to my company.”

Max growls a reply that I take for a yes. We spent a few
moments in silence, sipping on our beers and lazily scanning
the bar. It’s crowded tonight. The usual clientele is gathering
around the scattered tables and the only pool table, where two
guys about my age are trying to impress a bunch of girls with
their non-existent pool skills.

“Seems to me that you have some clearing to do yourself,”
Max mumbles next to me.

I throw him a quizzical look.

“That girl,” he says. “She’s still in your head, isn’t she?”

I narrow my eyes, defiantly shaking my head. “Don’t know
what you’re talking about.”

“The entire evening we’ve been sitting here, you haven’t
turned your head once to check out tonight’s menu,” he spells
out, gesturing toward the room by moving his arm in a wide
circle.

“I mean, these may not be the kind of chicks you pick up at
your club outings,” he adds. “But I know you. You were
always on the lookout for some new pussy. You’d find
someone worthy of your time, no matter where you were. And
lets face it, there’s some fine babes gracing this location
tonight.”

He’s right. The girls who are here for a cheap drink tonight
aren’t that bad, and some of them are downright gorgeous,



flaunting their luscious bodies in revealing outfits that leave
little to the imagination.

He’s also right about the fact that I haven’t noticed any of
them until just now, when he pointed them out to me.

“I’ve never seen you like this,” Max adds. “Sitting in a bar
full of pretty girls and not scanning around to assess which one
of them to take home. Could it be that you’re still hung up on
that little dancer?”

I press my lips together. “I don’t get hung up on girls.”

Max laughs. “You also don’t do clean and legit business,
remember? Things change, man.”

“Not in this regard,” I insist. “I’m not like my brother. He
may have fallen into that trap, but I won’t let it happen to me.”

“Man, you were right,” Max muses. “You are fucking
stubborn.”

“It has nothing to do with-”

“Yeah, it does,” Max interrupts me. “You know, when I
showed up that night and I saw you with that girl, I instantly
regretted showing up like that, at that moment, that evening.”

I snort. “Of course you did, no one likes a cock-block.”

Max fixates on me with his eyes.

“It’s more than that,” he says. “She called you by your
name, man.”

“So?” I ask, shrugging my shoulders.

“And the way she said it,” Max adds. “Stressing every
syllable as if she knew exactly what she was doing.”

“Again. So?” I press.

“I don’t know, man,” Max says, chuckling. “Something just
tells me you ain’t done with that girl. And she ain’t done with
you, either.”

I say nothing in response to his assumptions. It feels idiotic
to deny his words, but it would be even more pathetic to admit
that he’s right.



“Wanna‘ hear my opinion?” Max asks.

I shake my head. “To be honest, no.”

“Well, you’re gonna‘ hear it anyway,” Max continues,
ignoring my interjection. “You should go after that, after her. I
would. Shit like that doesn’t happen every day.”

“Shit like that?” I want to know.

He clears his throat, twirling his hand as if he was trying to
lure the words out of thin air.

“You know,” he growls in a husky voice. “Falling in love.”



Chapter XXXII
Sara

 

 

Sundays are the best days to get a good workout in because
I usually have the studio all to myself. It’s the one day of the
week when most of the other girls who book the studio for
their private training take a day off.

I hate taking days off, and I love working when everybody
else is not. My studio is on the uppermost floor of a high-rise
building, with windows all around, allowing for the daylight to
light up the entire room all day. There are two walls that are
completely covered with mirrors, allowing me to watch my
posture while I’m going through the different poses. The
reflection from the mirror also gives the impression that the
room is much bigger than it really is. There are barres going
all around, and my favorite place to work on positions is the
free-standing barre close to one of the windows. I can see the
city below while going through my positions and stretching.

It’s noon when I enter the studio, and the sun is beaming
through the room, almost blinding me with its intensity. I
shield my eyes as I close the door behind me, dropping my bag
on the floor before approaching the window to close at least
some of the blinds.

It’s chilly in here, as it always is, because of the air
conditioning. But the sun is providing a gentle touch of
warmth, which is why I decide to leave some of the blinds
open and change into my pointe shoes while sitting in a
sunbeam on the floor. I have turned on the ancient CD player
and let some soft piano music play in the background as I
stretch my legs and feet before putting on my shoes. I have
done this so many times that the whole process has become
routine to me. Preparing my feet and legs, sewing my shoes
and putting them on after I’m done stretching, listening to
music, all of this is almost like a meditation to get my body
and mind in tune.



My mind wanders as I stretch on the floor, calmly
following the same motions that I have done thousands and
thousand of times before. I don’t know if she’s fully aware of
it, but Olivia gave me the kick in the ass that I needed to get
back to being myself. I signed up for two casting calls at
smaller companies, and posted a notice that I was available to
teach private lessons. Giving pricey private lessons to young
kids just starting out with ballet, or preparing for an audition at
Anaheim, is a pretty typical side job for a lot of us during the
off-season. It’s not the most interesting job, but it certainly
beats having to part-time anywhere outside the industry.
Besides, teaching experience can come in handy once my
career as a dancer is over, and I ideally become an instructor at
one of the big companies.

I’m back in the game, my spirit lifted and diverted from the
hole that was left by losing Lux.

However, I still miss him. I have come to terms with the
fact that I will miss him for quite a while. No matter what I
wanted to tell myself, he was special. It was more than the
insanely good sex that was special about him. It was thanks to
him that I re-evaluated my life and the choices I needed to
make to succeed. Whether I will really follow up on his advice
and change companies is still not decided, but at least I’m
pursuing a curiosity that hasn’t been there before. I want to
explore what else could be out there.

I only wish I could explore it with him at my side.

Again, I shake my head as I try to shake off my somber
thoughts as I put on my pointe shoes. I get back on my feet,
holding on to the barre while staring out the window, slowly
moving from one position to the next, repeating a meditative
sequence that is part of my everyday routine. Even though the
exercises look easy and my limbs appear as light as air as they
move along, I break a sweat after only a few minutes. My
muscles warm up step by step, and I begin stretching them
even more with the help of the barre. I always listen to the
same CD while doing these first few minutes of stretching,
causing my motions to move along to the music, following a
familiar beat as I move further into my practice routine.



I’m so deep in thought that I don’t hear the door behind me
open. I don’t hear his steps, and I don’t notice his presence
until he’s standing almost right behind me.

“Am I interrupting?” his strong and confident voice breaks
through my focus.

I gasp in surprise, instinctively jumping away from the
source of the voice, even though I recognize him immediately.

“Lux!” I exclaim, holding my hand up to my racing heart in
a protective gesture. “What are you doing here? How did you
get in here? Who told you-?”

“So many questions again!” he cuts me off, laughing and
shaking his head with amusement.

He’s dressed casually today, sporting a black cashmere
sweater and matching dark jeans, both of which are probably
still more expensive than any item of clothing I’ve ever
owned. His hair is kind of messy today, which I’m sure is
because of the strong wind outside. It looks endearing and
doesn’t make him look any less attractive; if anything, quite
the opposite.

I, on the other hand, look completely lacking next to him,
dressed in my black leotard and white tights, topped with a
loose gray sweater and black leg warmers to guard against the
chill in here. I don’t want my muscles to cool down too much.
My hair is tied up in a bun, and I have on minimal make-up.

Then again, I didn’t expect to see him or anyone else for
that matter.

“How did you get in here?” I repeat. The door wasn’t
locked, so it’s no big mystery how he could get in here, but
how did her know where to find me?

“I tried to find you at home,” he says. “But only met your
roommate, and she told me I could find you here.”

I frown at him. Of course, Olivia would send him my way.
For whatever reason, she’s always been on his side, which can
only be ascribed to the fact that I haven’t told her everything
there is to know about Lux.



“Why are you here?” I repeat another question.

“I’m here because I wanted to talk to you,” he says.

“You could have just called,” I say.

“And you wouldn’t have picked up,” he says, assuming
correctly. I’m pretty good at blocking people from my life
once I’m done with them, and I’m pretty sure I would have
ignored his calls, thinking it was the smartest thing to do.

It probably would have been.

“Talk about what?” I ask, still holding on to the barre, as if
I was just about to resume my training.

He clears his throat, scanning the studio for a moment
before he turns back to me.

“Could we go somewhere?” he asks. “Have a coffee or
something?”

“No,” I say, tightening my grip around the barre. “I’m in
the middle of practice, as you can see.”

His eyes follow mine as I nod toward the barre, and he
smiles.

“Okay,” he says. “We’ll do it here then.”

“Do what here?” I want to know.

“Talk,” he says. “Or rather, I’ll talk and you’ll listen.”

He has this tone again, the tone that would command me to
my knees, the same tone that would remove my usual
inhibitions and help me find pleasure in doing whatever he
wants. I swallow hard, trying not to lose myself as I look up at
him.

“Okay?” I say. “I’m listening.”

“I’m here because I want you back,” Lux says.

“Back,” I repeat. “Back for what?”

His eyes narrow for a moment, annoyed at my interjection.

“I want to keep seeing you,” he clarifies. “And I’m willing
to become the man you need me to be in order to make that



possible.”

I sigh. “What does that even mean?”

“It means that what I was about to do with my buddy, Max,
is not going to happen,” he says. “I was about to join his new
cracking operation, and - as you correctly pointed out – risk
landing behind bars again. I don’t want that. I want you.”

My eyes fixate on his, trying to figure out the truth behind
his words.

“How can I trust you?” I ask. “You’ve lied before, so why
should I believe you now?”

He pauses, reciprocating my gaze with a determined
expression.

“Because things are different now,” he says. “I realized
something, and it changes everything.”

“What did you realize?” I ask.

He huffs. “Now you’re just fishing for compliments, aren’t
you?”

I blush as I understand the meaning behind his words.

“Well, so what if I am?” I tease him. “If you have
something nice to say about me, why hesitate saying it?”

He nods, a handsome smile gracing his face.

“You’re right,” he says, approaching me.

He places his hand on my cheek, and despite my
determination to be strong and not make things too easy for
him, I let it happen, obediently tilting my head back as my
eyes search for his.

His answer may not be a verbal one, but it’s crystal clear
nonetheless, as he leans forward and his lips meet mine in a
sensual kiss.



Chapter XXXIII
Lux

 

 

She looks stunning in her cute tights and body suit, tightly
hugging her slim and athletic body as she stretches her long
limbs on the barre. She’s on her toes a lot, stretching her lithe
legs even longer while her thin arms glide through the air,
looking limber and elegant. Her movements look so effortless,
but the subtle trembling of her muscles and the visible tension
on her face reveal the effort it takes for her to make it look like
this.

She’s so immersed in her practice, her eyes closed most of
the time, that she doesn’t notice me entering the room. She
also doesn’t notice me standing next to the door, watching her
for a few minutes before I approach her and make myself
known.

I know that nothing is said and done, but finally feeling her
lips pressed against mine again feels so right that I don’t want
to believe she’ll ever run away again.

Max may have been right. No other girl has caught my
interest since I met Sara. No other girl ever made me doubt my
convictions and consider changing. It was one thing to attempt
to do the right thing after my brother bailed me out of prison
and left me with a harsh warning, but now I want to change for
different reasons. I want it of my own volition, just like I want
her.

I should have realized it on my own. I’ve never been this
enthralled with a girl, so much so, that she steals my attention
away from all the others. Sara has only given me peeks at parts
of who she is and who she can be with me, but everything I’ve
seen so far has only made me want more from her. She has
bewitched me with her extraordinary looks, her fairy-like
dancing, her odd steel blue eyes, her onyx hair, and her
astonishing strength, both physical and mental.



Our kiss is long and greedy, an indication of the time we
spent apart. I’d be a fool not to admit that I’ve missed this girl.

My hands wander around her slender body, tracing along
her sides down to her firm ass, cupping it with both hands
while she moans against my lips.

“I missed you,” she breathes between our kiss, pressing her
dainty body against mine, squirming with need.

I am hard in an instant, my cock pushing against its fabric
cage. I didn’t know what to expect when I came up here. Her
roommate told me exactly how to get here, and she even
shared the code for the door downstairs. I was only a little
surprised that she would trust me, a complete stranger, with
such information, but then again, I know that I have a way
with women. They’re easy for me, and I know what buttons to
push to gain their trust.

Until I met Sara. She didn’t fly to me like a moth to a
flame. Well, she fell drunkenly into my arms, but I can’t help
but wonder how things would have turned out for us if she
hadn’t been stupidly drunk the first night I met her.

Sara is strong-willed and ambitious. I had to be prepared
for her to slam the door in my face, yelling at me and once
again emphasizing that she would never want to see me again,
not even giving me a chance to prove myself. All that could
have happened. I don’t know how I would have handled a
rejection as strong as that.

But now she’s reciprocating my kiss, melting into my hands
as I knead her perky ass. I didn’t plan for anything to happen,
but I’m always prepared, my mind always alert and open for
new ideas. Seeing her stretching like that in this studio made
my creative mind work in overdrive. I need to have her. Here.
Now.

I intensify the grip on her, pressing her lower body against
mine so she can feel the hardness she’s caused. She lets out a
sigh as she rubs herself against me, eagerly inviting me in for
more.



“You know I need to fuck you now,” I whisper, breaking
our kiss to make her understand.

She looks up at me, her clear blue eyes alert and flickering
with anticipation.

“Here?” she asks, her lower lip trembling.

“Yes, here,” I say, nodding. “You were the one who didn’t
want to go anywhere else.”

A flicker of insecurity dashes across her face as her eyes
dart to the door.

“Are you expecting someone?” I want to know.

She shakes her head. “No, but-”

I cut her off with another kiss, my hands working their way
up her slim frame, tracing along the deep outline of her low-
cut leotard. She’s not wearing a bra underneath, leaving her
small chest completely naked when I remove her sweater and
slowly pull the body suit down over her shoulders.

Her nipples are standing erect, an outcome of both the cool
air hitting them and her arousal.

She throws her head back, groaning with lust when I lean
forward, planting kisses along her neckline as I travel further
down, following her collarbone and reveling in her delight
when I move down to her heaving chest. A hungry sigh
escapes her lips when I take her left nipple between my teeth,
carefully gnawing on it at first, teasing her into oblivion,
before torturing her with a needy bite.

She shrieks in pain, panting desperately when I let go of
her. Her entire body is shivering now, preparing for the same
thing to happen on her right nipple. I don’t plan to disappoint
her, and languidly wander over to the other side, circling
around her pebbled nipple with my tongue, taking my time and
tormenting her with a promise for something that has yet to
happen. She fears and yearns for it at the same time, visibly
confused at her own feelings. I know it’s this exact dance of
fright and lust that makes an ache like this so enticing.



When I finally do bite her, she groans in such ecstasy that
she has to hold on to the barre behind her not to fall over.

“Good girl,” I praise her, while she’s still processing the
aftermath of the pain I inflected.

She whimpers with desperate longing when I lower the
body suit further, leaving her only in tights and the thick leg
warmers she wears around her calves.

I straighten back up, my right hand deliberately traveling
between her legs, rubbing over her lips, the fabric still between
us but noticeably wet. She shivers in response to my touch,
leaning into my hand and begging for more, but I’m not
willing to let her have it yet.

“Get down on your knees,” I whisper. “Now.”

She looks up at me, her eyes flickering with defiance. But
unlike the first time I asked her down on her knees, she’s
willing to obey today. She slowly sinks down to the floor, her
eyes never leaving mine, until she sits on her heels, her hands
placed on top of her thighs, her eyes up on me, waiting for
further instructions.

“Get my cock out,” I voice my next command.

Her gaze is dazed with lust when she follows my order and
begins to unbutton my jeans, caressing my hardness through
the fabric before she finally frees me. My hard length springs
free, almost hitting her against the nose, which she responds to
with a cute little giggle. It’s so damn alluring, I almost bend
down to kiss her, but I can’t break character now.

She looks up at me, pausing and waiting for permission to
go further, just like a good girl should.

“Suck on it,” I tell her.

Her eyes beam with glee, making my words feel less like an
order and more like a treat when she wraps her small hands
around me. They look even tinier in comparison to my length
and she can barely wrap them around my girth. I have to
restrain myself from not shoving my entire cock all the way to
the back of her throat in one brute motion when she finally
wraps her pouty lips around me.



She teases the tip, licking around it and pressing her tongue
against the lower side of the shaft, circling around the most
sensitive spot. I groan, pushing my hips forward and placing
my hand at the back of her head. This girl knows how to work
a cock. How could I not ask her to do this before? She’s
amazing.

“Fuck, Sara,” I breathe, realizing that this might have been
the first time I ever mentioned a girl’s name while playing
with her.

She smiles, the tip of my cock still between her lips. My
hand tenses around the back of her head, as I exert a gentle
push, forcing myself deeper inside her mouth.

She holds on to my legs, taking a deep breath before
leaning forward, swallowing my cock almost all the way, until
her lips are barely touching my pelvis. I moan, watching her as
she struggles to take my full girth, gagging and choking on it
until I pull her back, allowing her to catch her breath for only a
moment before I push myself back in, relishing the view of
her, the sounds she’s making, the feeling of the tip of my cock
pressing against the back of her throat.

I let her choke for a moment, waiting until she lets out a
suffocated cough before I pull her back. Saliva is dropping to
the floor as Sara gasps for air, casting me a cheeky grin that’s
asking for more. She’s enjoying this as much as I am. When I
drive myself back into her throat, she moans with passion,
moving almost on her own as she goes back and forth,
gagging, choking, and coughing, while her eyes begin to tear,
the salty water mixing with the saliva as it runs down her
cheek.

She wants to keep going, but I stop her, grabbing her tied-
up hair as good as I can to hold her back and bending down to
her, while forcing her head back into her neck. Her teary eyes
meet mine, asking for more.

“You’re such a good girl,” I praise her again. “Now get
back up so I can properly fuck you.”



Chapter XXXIV
Sara

 

 

My stance is unstable when I follow his direction and get
back up on my feet, wavering almost as much as I must have
done the first night we were together.

The barre is my support, and when I hold on to it, I can see
his eyes following my gesture, a mischievous idea hiding
behind his gaze.

He takes me by the shoulders, and before I know it, he has
me turned around, facing the open window as I hold on to the
barre, feeling his hands traveling down my back.

“Spread your legs,” he hums right next to my ear, his hands
cupping my ass.

I obey, stepping apart and creating leeway for him to
intrude between my legs. A voracious moan departs my lips
when he caresses my sex over the dampened fabric of my
tights.

“What a good little girl you are,” he whispers from behind.
“So wet and ready for me already.”

I bite back a sassy remark to his words and hollow my
back, hoping that it will egg him on enough to stop the teasing
and give me what I want. But Lux wouldn’t be himself if he
was that easy to taunt. However, my posture does evoke a
reaction from him that I didn’t expect. Instead of pulling my
tights down, he rips them apart in one sudden move, creating
an opening right where he needs it. I’m so stunned by his
actions that I can’t get myself to react, even when he repeats
the same move with my panties underneath.

It’s so wrong, so filthy. I’m standing at the barre, my eyes
glued to the same view I enjoy while stretching, holding on to
the most crucial equipment of my professional life, with my
throbbing core exposed and dripping with desire.



And then he asks me to get on pointe.

“Get up on your toes,” he says. “Like you did before. I need
your tiny ass to be higher.”

I blush, but do as he asks. Being on pointe is not as draining
and painful as it used to be when I first started dancing, but it
is still a challenge for my feet and legs. I hold on to the barre,
processing the weird sensation of being in a professional
stance like this, while my sex is pulsating with need and
feeling the cool air of the studio.

“Beautiful,” he assesses from behind, ripping my tights
further so that my ass is just as exposed as my entrance. I can
feel his hands wandering closer, spreading my ass cheeks and
provoking me to follow his motions by hollowing my back. He
lets go with one hand, his fingers playfully dancing across my
sensitive skin as he move between my lips, spreading them
apart with two fingers while another glides in between. A slick
sound reveals the extent of my excitement. I’m too fired up to
feel embarrassed about it, and rather relish the bliss his touch
causes when he begins to circle around my swollen nub,
sending shockwaves of thrill coursing through my entire body.

I need him so desperately, and he only fuels this demand by
adding another finger and letting it slip inside me, bending it
to find my sweet spot and pressing against it while still
working my clit. He knows exactly what he’s doing, and I
doubt he’d mind if I came on his fingers right now, but I don’t
want to find my release before I’ve felt him inside of me.

“Please,” I beg. “Fuck me.”

His reply is nothing but a chuckle. “Hungry little slut, so
impatient.”

I sigh in response, dizzy with arousal and clinging to the
barre. He continues to tease me, drawing circles around my
most sensitive spot, while I fight to hold my balance.

“One leg up,” his next command follows, accompanied by
another finger between my legs once I follow his order, lifting
my right leg and placing it on the barre for support. I could lift
it much higher, but as long as he’s not asking for a side



arabesque, I won’t risk my pleasure for this way more difficult
pose.

He seems pleased, humming with approval as I stretch
before him while he continues to finger me. I’m going to come
if he doesn’t stop this. I wonder if I should, I’m so close
already, and this is bordering on torture.

But then he retracts his hand, leaving me with a hungry
shiver as the cool air chills my hot and empty center. I want
him there, I need him there.

“Please,” I whimper, closing my eyes in shame. My left leg
is shaking, making my pointe unsteady and thus dangerous for
my ankle. The reminder of my delicate physique almost pulls
me out of my dazed bliss. I can’t risk my ankle’s health for
this, but just as I contemplate going down on my heel, he
grabs me by my upper thighs, supporting my stance and gently
lifting me up, easing the pressure on my left foot. He’s
carrying most of my weight as he boosts my hip back and up,
teasing my wet fold with the tip of his cock.

I accompany his invasion with a hearty groan, taking his
impressive size inch by inch, as he shoves himself inside in
one slow and considerable thrust.

“Yes,” I hiss through gritted teeth. “Yes, yes, yes.”

He groans behind me as I tighten around him, freezing in
position while I accommodate his enormous cock inside of
me. I can’t help but circle my hips around him ever so slightly,
relishing in the feeling as he stretches me like no one has ever
done before. He supports my motions by guiding my hips,
carrying almost my entire weight and lifting me to the extent
that my left foot even loses contact with the floor for a
moment. It’s a much needed release on my ankle, making me
feel secure with him. As sexy as it is to him, he seems to
understand the stress that being on pointe like this puts on my
foot, and he makes sure that I don’t hurt myself by complying
to his wishes.

I open my eyes, watching the sunlit city below as he begins
to fuck me, driving back and forth with deep and deliberate
thrusts. My vision is blurred, as his motions increase in speed



and vigor, causing my entire body to rock to his rhythm. His
pelvis clashes against the bare flesh of my ass, the sound
mixing with the solemn music that is still playing in the
background.

He has created the perfect picture, the perfect scenario to
show me what he’s capable of, to provide the trust that I need.
It’s the perfect mix of tantalizing pleasure with a taste of
danger and the security needed for me to lose myself.

His rhythm is steady, neither fast nor slow, but just the ideal
pulsation to evoke my climax in slow but exhilarating waves. I
don‘t erupt in an explosive rapture, but ride the waves of my
release in a gradual adagio, slow, long, and so imbuing that I
feel close to blacking out.

I’m still in the midst of unbridled joy when I can feel him
pulsating inside me, climaxing with the same steady intensity
that robbed me of my senses.



Chapter XXXV
Lux

 

 

I can’t help it. The fact that my cum is dripping out of her
as she still stands with her leg up on the barre, trembling with
satisfaction as I withdraw myself from her drizzling pussy, is
so fucking hot that it only makes me want her more, despite
the temporary post-coital content that’s taken hold of me just
now.

She slowly lowers back down onto her foot, moving her
other leg down from the barre and turning around to me, her
cheeks glowing with heat and her blue eyes full of that
delicious sparkle only a good fuck can leave in a girl’s
expression.

“That was…,” she whispers, hesitating as words fail her.

“It was,” I agree, pulling her in for a kiss. I’m still rock-
hard, pressing myself against her small body as I claim her
with another kiss.

She’s not going anywhere, I’ll make sure of that this time.
She’s mine. I need more of her, so much more.

I break our kiss, finding her looking at me with an
expression that is hard to read. A dreamy smile is gracing her
pretty face, her mind rattling as I know she’s trying to keep
herself from saying the words that are so clearly written on her
face.

“You did well,” she says instead, causing me to chuckle and
tilt my head to the side as I regard her with a quizzical look.

“I did well?” I ask, mocking the tone of her voice.

She giggles, shaking her head at her awkward remark.

“I’m sorry, I didn’t mean it like that, I…,” she utters,
stumbling over her words. “I mean, the way you held me,



watched out for me. You… took care of me when I needed you
to.”

I assume she means the way I held her while fucking her
from behind.

“I’m no fucking idiot,” I tell her. “Standing like that must
be strenuous.”

I lift my hand, stroking along her glowing cheek with the
tip of my finger.

“I like to challenge you,” I say. “But I don’t want the stress
to take away from your pleasure.”

“You’re perfect,” she replies, biting her lip and lowering
her eyes, as if there was anything to regret about her choice of
words.

“I’m not,” I object. “But I would like to be, for you.”

She raises her eyes, finding mine as she contemplates the
implications of what just happened.

“It’s not going to be too much for you?” she asks. “Being
cautious, all the time?”

I shake my head.

“I don’t find pleasure in destruction, Sara,” I tell her. “I find
pleasure in being with you.”

She smirks at me. “I didn’t know you could be such a
charmer.”

I smile, placing a kiss on her forehead.

“I have many sides to my personality,” I declare. “Just give
me a chance to show you. All of them.”



Epilog I
Lux

 

~ ten months later ~
 

 

“You’re late,” I bark at Kingston, as he hurries through the
entrance, followed by a reserved brunette.

“I don’t have control over this city’s insane traffic,” he
says, shrugging his shoulders in an it-can’t-be-helped manner.

“We’re really sorry,” the girl next to him adds, casting me
an apologetic look.

“Lux, this is Elodie,” Kingston says, introducing us to each
other. “The girl who managed to reel me in.”

He winks at her, and she nudges him in the side.

“You can only blame yourself,” she says, smiling at him
with loving eyes. “I never set the trap for you.”

I shake her hand, smiling at her politely as I’m once again
reminded how similar my brother’s and my taste is when it
comes to women. Elodie is not a pint-sized doll like my Sara,
but her features bear a certain resemblance to her. She’s just as
fair-skinned, her hair falling down in thick, brown waves over
her shoulders in a similar way to Sara’s black curls do when
she fixes it up. She’s also an artist, albeit in a different field
than Sara. Oddly enough, she could probably accompany
Sara’s dance with her piano skills.

“Nice to finally meet you,” I say. “I’ve heard quite a lot
about you.”

She blushes, casting Kingston a hurried look before turning
back to me.

“I have to admit, I haven’t heard all that much about you,”
she says. “But I’m happy to meet you, too.”



I raise an eyebrow at my brother.

“I’m not surprised,” I say. “You married the better one of
us.”

Kingston winks at me. “I agree.”

“This is a beautiful venue,” Elodie comments as she looks
around. “I really like the decor and their program. It’s so
unique.”

I nod. She’s right, unique is the perfect word to describe
this company. Sara picked it carefully after receiving not one,
but three, offers based on the casting calls she attended. I was
surprised when she first told me that she wanted to cast her net
wide and look to see what else might be out there for her, and
for a while, it didn’t really look as if she was serious about it.
She was reluctant, scared of rejection, and haunted by the idea
of giving up on Anaheim too soon. But even her modest
search introduced her to a new world of companies with
unusual programs and new pieces that she’s never danced to
before. Just as I grew into my challenge as a CEO of a legit
start-up, she gained a fresh curiosity for something novel and
innovative.

The fact that she eventually decided on this company was
mainly a result of that thirst for something completely
different, a new environment and a unique ballet that was
unlike her prior experiences.

“It really is an exceptional ballet,” I say to Elodie.

“Yeah,” Kingston chimes in, scanning our surroundings. “It
does have a special vibe. Very different from the places our
parents took us to when we were children.”

I grimace at the mention of those unpleasant memories and
check the time on my wristwatch, inhaling audibly when I
realize how late it is.

“Okay, no time for more pleasantries,” I say. “We really
gotta‘ hurry.”

I guide them through the lobby and inside the crowded
auditorium. The venue has been sold out for weeks, and the



only three seats still available are the ones reserved for us.
First row, right in the center, as always.

My heart is racing with excitement when the lights are
dimmed immediately after we sink into our seats, my brother
and his wife sitting next to me, and about to witness the
brilliance of Sara’s dance. They are the first of the family to
meet her. I’ve been putting a get-together with my family off
for as long as I could. My relationship with them is strained
enough, and I did not want to subject Sara to an uncomfortable
situation unless I was sure that she and I were ready for it.

This is a huge step for me. It’s no surprise that I feel sick to
my stomach, not because I worry that they won’t like her, or
that Sara won’t get along with them, but because I understand
the heavy weight implied by taking this step. I always told
myself that, if and when I was ready to introduce her to them,
it would mean that this is it. It would mean that she has to
become more than my girlfriend.

I am only one big step away from making this forever.

The curtain opens, revealing the star of the show, one of the
very few principal dancers at this company. Sara is standing in
pose, at the center of the stage, the spotlight hitting only her as
the audience goes stock-still in admiration.

My chest tightens and I’m about to burst with pride when
the music begins, and my girl begins her dance, slowly
moving her outstretched arm in a flowing circle, her beautiful
face bathing in blazing light as her eyes follow the motions of
her hand. This is just the prelude to the show, an introduction
to the main character, the girl around whom the entire story
revolves.

And she’s mine.

I watch her every movement, my eyes alternating between
her skilled feet, her dazzling face, and her exquisite limbs as
she flies across the stage, deluding the audience with her
passion and her impeccable talent.

When the first scene comes to an end and Sara bows in
front of us, before retreating behind another set of dancers



entering the stage, I turn my head to Kingston next to me. His
eyes meet mine and he gives me an approving nod as he
applauds the girl I am going to marry.

When the applause ebbs away, he takes advantage of the
short-lived moment of silence before the next song starts to
lean over and whisper something in my ear.

“I told you so,” he says. “You’ll know when it hits you.”



Epilogue II
Sara

 

 

“That was nice,” I say, as Lux escorts me out of the
restaurant. “Too bad we had to leave so early.”

“They have an early flight,” Lux replies. “They’ll be glad to
get some sleep.”

He’s been rather withdrawn all night, and I’m beginning to
wonder if something was up between him and his brother. It’s
their last night in LA before Kingston and Elodie fly back
home to New York. They spent more than a week with us, and
while Elodie and I got along right from the start, I noticed that
it took some time for the brothers to reconnect. Lux has told
me that they were never that close and their relationship has
not exactly improved after Kingston had to bail him out of
prison and lie to their parents about it. It was sad to see how
distant and cold they were to each other in the beginning, but
things visibly improved during the week we all spent together.

Tonight was a little different, though. I don’t know if it’s
just his way of dealing with having to say goodbye to his
brother after just warming up to him again, but Kingston has
been making snippy remarks at Lux all night. I noticed Elodie
nudging him at the side several times, smiling apologetically
at us every time it happened.

The car is waiting for us outside the restaurant, and I notice
that Lux’s hand is shaking as he opens the door for me and
beckons me to get inside.

“Is everything okay?” I ask, as he takes his seat next to me.

Lux throws a surprised look at me.

“Yes, sure,” he says.

“You seem a little off tonight,” I say. “And Kingston was
weird, too, making all those flippant jokes at your expense. Or
is that just his way of saying goodbye?”



Lux lets out a nervous laugh.

“No, that’s just his way of being my brother,” he says,
winking at me.

“Mmhmm,” I acknowledge, observing him with a skeptical
look.

“I told you, it’s not easy between us,” he adds. “But you
seem to like Elodie?”

“Yes, I do. A lot,” I say, nodding. “I mean, it’s no surprise
really. Did you know that she went to Juilliard?”

Lux shrugs. “Kingston may have mentioned it.”

“That’s quite a prestigious school,” I say. “She must be
really good.”

“I guess so,” Lux says absentmindedly.

“Maybe we can visit them in New York some time?” I
wonder out loud. “It was so nice of them to attend my
performance, I would like to return that gesture and attend one
of Elodie’s recitals.”

Lux shifts around, fidgeting in his seat. I know the idea of
visiting his family back home does not sit well with him,
which is why I’ve never brought it up before. But now that
I’ve met his brother, I feel like we’re halfway there and the
possibility of meeting his parents - despite all the bad things
he’s told me about them - is far more alluring to me than
introducing him to my own family was. They visited me a few
months ago and insisted on meeting Lux. While it was not the
most fun afternoon, I think the meeting went as well as it
could have, considering how little understanding my parents
have for my “bohemian LA life,” as they call it. I know that
meeting Lux’s family is a bigger issue, not only because their
relationship is strained, but also because there’s so many
expectations tied to their son’s dating life.

I understand why he’s been putting it off, I really do. But I
don’t know how much longer I’m willing to wait until I start
questioning his intentions with me.



We arrive at what has become our mutual home, and Lux
hurries to get out of the car before I do, circling around the car
to my side so he can open the door for me, a gentleman-move
that I haven’t seen him do in a while.

“Are you sure you’re okay?” I ask as he helps me get out of
the car, winking at him.

He chuckles. “Can’t a man hold on to some old school
manners without his woman getting suspicious?”

His voice is trembling in an unfamiliar nervous flutter.
Something is definitely up with him. I hope I didn’t cause this
stress by voicing my wish to meet his parents.

“I’m sorry,” I say, as we ride the elevator up to the
penthouse. “I didn’t want to put any pressure on you to-”

“You didn’t,” he says, smiling at me. “You’re right, we
should go to New York.”

I reciprocate his smile. “Okay.”

The elevator reaches its destination, the uppermost floor,
and I notice Lux taking in an extra deep breath, before he
punches in the code to open the doors that open right into the
penthouse. I really wonder what is up with him tonight.

Then, just a moment later, I understand.

The doors open, but instead of revealing our dark and
uninhabited living room, they give way to an ocean of warm
candle light. My mouth drops open as I slowly step forward,
feeling Lux’s hand at the small of my back as he gently guides
me into our home. Our steps are accompanied by the tunes of a
familiar song, as the stereo system switches on the moment we
walk inside. It’s the finale song of the first act of Swan Lake, a
calm and popular Andante that sets the tone for the sombre
and romantic scene of the tragic lake that is home to Odette
and her enchanted girls.

“Lux, what-?” I breathe, cutting myself off when I turn
around to see him kneeling on one knee in front of me.

He looks up at me with pleading eyes. He‘s holding a black
jewelry box that he opens in tune with the song to reveal a ring



with a petite twisted vine diamond.

I gasp in shock, bringing my hand up to my mouth. This I
did not expect.

“I always said I would never be chained to a woman,” he
says, his otherwise strong voice wavering with tension. “And I
never will be, because I’m freer and happier with you at my
side than I’ve ever been before. It’s no overstatement to say
that you’ve made me a better man, Sara.”

He pauses, swallowing hard as he prepares to continue.

“Seeing you dance is the most beautiful thing I’ve ever
witnessed,” he adds. “And all I want to do is to dance together
with you, at our wedding. Sara Crane, will you marry me?”

Tears are quietly streaming down my cheeks as I process
the suddenness of this turn of events.

There was no command, but I sink down on my knees of
my own accord, sobbing and nodding, as I wrap my arms
around the man who I am going to spend the rest of my life
with.

 

THE END
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TAMED
A Bad Boy Billionaire Romance



Prologue
Kingston

 

 

She tries to evade my touch, but I’m faster than her – and
more resolute.

There’s no denying it. She can act and pretend all she
wants, but I know that she wants me to touch her. Every fiber
of her being is calling out to me, begging me to take her.

I have her cornered and am pushing her back against the
wall with just the intensity of my sheer presence, placing my
hand right next to her pretty face and thus blocking her escape.
We’re alone, she’s at my mercy, and for a few blessed
moments, I can do whatever I want to her, whatever both of us
want to happen. 

Her green eyes wander up timidly to meet mine. I can see
they’re filled with fear – and lust. She’s afraid of her own
desires, because she knows it’s wrong. This isn’t supposed to
happen.

And yet it will.

“Please let me go,” she pleads, her voice so soft that it’s
barely audible.

Her eye fixate on mine, contradicting her words.

“I will,” I promise. “After I’ve tasted those pretty lips of
yours.”

Her eyes widen and a somber sigh escapes her lips when I
touch them with my thumb.

“Please,” she whispers. “We can’t…”

That’s just the thing I want to hear.

We can’t.

We shouldn’t.

This isn’t right.



I like a good challenge, and that’s why I like girls like her.
The more there is to overcome, the more I want them. Her
weak attempts at fending me off, combined with those
pleading eyes, it’s making it impossible for me to resist.

She is the most forbidden fruit ever to tease me. I want her,
and I always get what I want.

Her breasts are heaving under her heavy, gaspy breathing.
She’s clasping her music sheets against her chest as if they can
protect her from me.

I lean down, moving my face closer to hers, so close until I
can feel her breath on my lips.

“Please,” she pleads.

“Please, what?” I ask, knowing that she won’t be able to
reply.

My fingers wander along her feminine jaw line, barely
touching her skin as I travel down to her neck. I want to close
my hand around that slim neck and choke her.

What would she do? Would she enjoy it? Would she faint
from the climax that could come with it?

My cock twitches against my zipper at the thought of it. It
will be a while until I get to test her, but the wait will be worth
it.

But for now, I need to be patient. She’s not going to be an
easy one to claim.

And she still hasn’t given me a verbal reply. However, her
big green eyes tell me everything I need to know, as my finger
tips trail seductively along her collar bone.

I don’t ask for permission – I never do – but she’s giving it
to me anyway.

There’s no protest. She doesn’t try to fight or stop me when
I lean in even closer. A suffocated moan is all I hear when our
lips finally meet and my tongue invades her mouth.

She reciprocates, breathing faster as our tongues intertwine
in a wild and hungry dance. Her moaning adds to the



symphony of our first kiss, and when she starts squirming
towards me, I almost lose it.

My hand finds its way behind her back and as I pull her
body closer to mine, she lets go of the sheets of music. They
float down to the floor, spreading around our feet, as her hands
fly up to embrace me. She’s too short, but I realize her
intentions. She tries to reach the back of my head and grab my
hair.

That’s not going to happen. I’m in control, and the sooner
she learns this, the better.

I want to grab her wrists and push them down, but for now,
I prefer to feel her dainty body pressed needily against mine.

 

 



Chapter I
Elodie

 

 

This is the opportunity of a lifetime.

For once, Lady Luck has picked me. I still can’t believe it,
but as I walk out the doors of the main building of Juilliard to
cross over the bridge to my dorm, the realization slowly settles
in.

I got it! I got chosen for one of the best gigs that have been
posted since I started applying for paid performances. Of
course, I’ve played at various occasions before, and been paid
before, too, but never this much. The salary for this job is not
only ridiculously high to begin with, but it also comes with a
promise for more opportunities like it.

I have been asked to play at an engagement party being
hosted by two old money families on the Upper East Side. If
everything goes well and they like my playing, this gig will
lead to more – the rehearsal dinner, the wedding and who
knows what other associated events might need a piano
accompaniment.

It’s perfect. When two spoiled kids get hitched on a scale
like this, their families will makes sure everybody and their
brother attends. I will play in front of hundreds of wealthy
guests who hold occasions like this on a regular basis. Dinner
parties, more weddings, birthdays, reunions. If they like the
pianist who performed at the Abrams-Waldorf wedding, it’s
the equivalent of a glowing recommendation and they’re likely
going to ask the families for the pianist‘s contact information.

And that pianist would be me.

Never in my wildest dreams have I dreamt of performing at
such a large-scale event with so much potential. After all, I’m
still a student, and it’s unusual for students to be hired for an
event like this. But the Abrams family specifically requested a
student, for whatever reason. There are not that many second-



year graduate students in the piano program at Juilliard, but I
was still dumbfounded when our instructor, Mrs. Bellamy,
approached me with the proposal.

“They asked specifically for a classical repertoire with
some contemporary interpretations,” she said. “And I believe
you’re the best choice.”

I just stared at her, sitting on my hands and trying to
process the magnitude of the winning lottery ticket that had
just been handed to me.

“What do they mean by contemporary interpretations?” I
asked her.

Mrs. Bellamy just shrugged. “You’ll have to ask them
yourself when you meet them.”

That was about a week ago, and I’m scheduled to meet up
with the family tonight. Mrs. Bellamy let them know that she
had found someone, and they asked to meet me with me as
soon as possible. I’ve been nervous ever since, and
subsequently made sure to add a few extra hours to my already
full practice schedule. My scholarship only covers school
tuition, and since I’m not as privileged as most of my fellow
students, I had to take on a part-time job at one of the school’s
cafés to cover my living expenses. Having to work in addition
to going to school and doing homework cuts down
tremendously on the amount of time I have available to
practice, but there’s nothing I can do about it. I knew it
wouldn’t be easy.

I hate being poor. Who wouldn’t? Poverty has always been
a constant part of my life. One would think that I would have
grown accustomed to it, since I don’t know any different. But
it’s one thing to be poor when you’re still living in your little
microcosm across the river in Brooklyn, and it’s something
else entirely when you‘re plopped down in the middle of
privileged society. Everybody was poor where I grew up, we
were all the same, even though the degree of poverty varied. I
grew up in an area that most people from Manhattan would not
dare step foot in, let alone take a stroll at night, and I never
liked it there. I wanted to get out as soon as possible, and I had



a dream of how I was going to do it. I’ve had that dream ever
since I was seven years old and found a tutor who was willing
to take me under his wing, even though my father couldn’t
afford to pay the full amount he charged for piano lessons.
Having that dream made me an outlier in school, but I was
never treated any differently for it. We were all in the same
boat, and I’m sure there were quite a few others who secretly
dreamed of moving on to a life in Manhattan.

Only my dream wasn’t to live in Manhattan, per se. My
dream was and is to become a solo pianist. A solo pianist who
can make a living with just her art. I know how farfetched that
dream is, but I also knew that Juilliard would bring me closer
to achieving that dream, a lot closer. Getting accepted at
Juilliard was my number one goal all through junior high and
high school.

And I made it.

But here at Juilliard, I’m an anomaly. I couldn’t even attend
this school if I hadn’t been awarded enough scholarships to
cover the cost of my tuition, but even with that and the part
time jobs I’ve been taking, I can barely keep my head above
water. New York is too expensive. I’m one of the very few
graduate students who still live in the dorms. Most students
choose to live off-campus once they finish their undergraduate
studies. Graduate students, especially those in their second
year, are a rarity here in campus housing.

Unfortunately, one of them is my roommate and regrettable
three-night-stand Benjamin. Our paths cross as often as one
would expect with two people living right next to each other,
and even though it’s been weeks since our last interlude, it
doesn’t get any less awkward. He’s waiting to take the elevator
up to our floor when I enter the building. We make eye contact
before I can turn around and hide from him until he’s gone to
avoid an unpleasant encounter.

I come to a halt next to him and cast a smile his way. “Hi.”

“Hello,” he replies, his tone revealing how little he thinks
of me.



I stare ahead at the elevator door and roll my eyes,
oblivious to him. He’s studying at the Juilliard School of
Drama and the career path suits him so well.

There are eight people living in our simple suite on the 27th
floor, and Benjamin’s single room is right next to my double
room. People warned me that hooking up with one of your
roommates is probably one of the worst ideas ever. Of course
it is. But it’s easy to forget these things when you’re drunk and
just looking for some fun and a distracting hook-up.

I didn‘t think much of it at the time. I thought Benjamin of
all people would understand that dating comes secondary in
our current situation, especially when you’re me. I simply
don’t have the time to build and maintain a relationship
between all of my classes, hours of practice and part-time jobs,
but I’m not frigid. It’s only human to seek this kind of
intimacy once in a while, even when the sex isn’t really all that
great or special.

I regret my hook-up with Benjamin on more than one level.
It’s not only the repercussions that annoy me, it’s also the fact
that the sex was so vanilla. Again and again I tell myself that
I’d rather have no sex than bad sex. But how was I supposed
to know that beforehand? Benjamin appears tough and
masculine in public. How could I know that he turns into an
awkward little puppy in the bedroom?

My biggest mistake was to repeat our drunken adventure
again and again. For whatever reason, having sex more than
twice made him believe that we went from being roommates
to becoming a couple. I have no idea why he would think that,
we weren’t even that close before we slept together and we
never grew any closer after we started hooking up.

The ice cold silence that surrounds us as we share the
elevator upstairs is almost unbearable, so I decide to replace it
with idle conversation.

“How is your play going?” I ask, knowing that he’s
currently working on a major part in an upcoming
performance



“Good,” he says, his voice stern. “Heard things are going
quite well for you, too?”

I turn to look at him, but he evades my eyes.

“You heard about the Abrams-Waldorf engagement?” I ask
him, thoroughly surprised.

He nods, and glances at me from the side. “Yes. Kim told
me. Congratulations.”

I know that his congratulations are not sincere, but I don’t
waste much thought on it.

“Thank you,” I say, nonetheless. “I’m meeting up with
them tonight. I really hope they’ll hire me for the wedding,
too.”

We reach our floor and the elevator doors open, freeing us
from our unpleasant confinement.

“Well, good for you,” Benjamin snorts, as he strides
through the door of our suite.



Chapter II
Kingston

 

 

I watch as Gloria twists a strand of her platinum blond hair
between her fingers, absentmindedly staring at her phone
through her thick fake eyelashes. She’s sitting across the
drawing room from me with her legs crossed, dressed in a
sharp beige new women’s suit that I’ve never seen on her
before. I wouldn’t be surprised if she bought it just for this
meeting. Her earrings and matching necklace, both in that
heavy gold tone I hate so much, also look new to me. Her thin
lips are painted a deep red, matching her strong eye makeup
and the rouge on her young cheeks, making her look so much
older than she is.

Gloria is only 25 years old, but today her hair is styled like
that of a middle-aged high society lady. Too similar to our
mother’s hair. It looks fucking ridiculous, and I know she only
does it to please our stuck-up families.

She’s playing a game. We both are. But she’s so much
better at this than I am.

“Don’t you think we should be sitting next to each other?”
she says, without looking up from her phone.

I huff. “I doubt it’ll make a difference.”

She looks up, piercing me with her steel blue eyes.

“I think it does,” she hisses. “Fiancé.”

She pats on the cushions next to her, inviting me to sit
beside her as if I was a trained puppy.

I glare at her without moving an inch from my armchair on
the other side of the seating area. This whole arrangement is
ridiculous enough as it is, I won’t make it any more believable
by sitting next to the woman I’m supposed to marry per my
parents’ wishes. They both know that I don’t care for Gloria



the way a man should care for his wife-to-be – and it doesn’t
matter to them.

“It worked for us,” they keep saying. Marriage is not much
more than a business agreement in their eyes, and in the eyes
of the circles in which my family socializes. This is all the
more true for firstborns like me. My younger brother fled to
the West Coast when he started college, that lucky bastard.
The responsibility is not his to take on, and he pretty much
gets to do whatever he pleases over there.

It’s all on me. The main heir, my father’s successor to the
family empire.

I wouldn’t be doing this if my parents hadn’t threatened to
take this position away from me. They’ve been pestering me to
settle down and lose my promiscuous ways ever since I
graduated from college and became CEO of one of our
family’s shipping companies. I’m good at what I do, and I
enjoy being the boss. The way I see it, I’m not only able to
continue the company’s success, but make it even greater,
because unlike my aging father, I’m capable of changing with
the times. Things have changed, even in our traditional and
century-old business, but he doesn‘t understand most of these
changes. It‘s hurtful to the company, but every time I bring it
up in front of him, he gets enraged.

I can‘t have our fortune destroyed by old man failures, but
he refused to give me full control unless I‘m willing to get
married, settle down, and produce family heirs.

So, here we are. Gloria Waldorf and me. We’ve known each
other since childhood, and she’s one of the few women in my
social circle who I’ve never hooked up with. That’s how much
I loathe that woman. She’s superficial, manipulative, and
there’s not a single likable thing about her personality. She’s
shallow, and her snootiness and nosiness leads her to get
involved in other people’s business. Everything she says is
either gossip, spiteful comments, or commands, because she’s
used to being served and treated like a princess. She always
gets what she wants, and that includes a number of men. That
may be the only thing we have in common, the promiscuity.



It may be surprising that nothing ever happened between
us, even after our engagement was announced. However, next
to my dislike for her, we also grew up together, which makes
her seem more like a hated sister to me. Also, I’m simply not
attracted to her with her excessive jewelry, the fake lashes, and
the dyed platinum blond hair. The worst thing is that she
smells like my mother because they both bathe in a similarly
obtrusive stench of flowery perfume every day.

Yet, all of that makes her perfect to become my wife.

I know love is not for me. I haven’t worked on my body
this hard to be locked up in a cage, allowed to have just one
woman for the rest of my life. I’m a player, and I have my
looks and my wealth working for me. It’s almost too easy
sometimes because girls are easy. They all want the same
thing, and I can give it to them. Three nights, three fucks, and
never sleeping in the same bed - those are my limits. After
that, I’m done with them. Always. I don’t care if they’re not
done with me, but a few dodged phone calls usually gets the
message across.

Seeing as neither Gloria nor I are in this for the love and the
hellhole that’s monogamy, I don’t see why there’d be a
problem for both of us to continue our way of living, as long
as we keep it secret from our overly conservative parents.

It’s perfect. All I have to endure is the wedding and the
damn preparations and parties that come with it. Our families
are going all out with this, and we – the well-trained puppets
that we are - go along with everything they want.

I hate every minute of this bizarre circus, and I hate even
more that they want to include us in every single step of the
planning process, thus robbing me of valuable time that could
be spent elsewhere. Between a pretty girl’s legs, for example. I
picked up a particularly cute one at the VIP section in a club a
few nights ago. A cute brunette with huge eyes and firm tits
that she wants me to believe are real, but I can’t be fooled. I’m
not a fan of fake, but those perky tits drive me insane. I can’t
wait to see them bouncing up and down again as that little slut
rides my thick cock into oblivion.



Alas, I have to waste my Friday evening with this idiotic
meeting to discuss the details of our upcoming engagement
party in a few weeks. We already discussed the guest list and
parts of the catering menu today, both of which took hours to
decide because Gloria decided to suddenly have an opinion on
these things and engaged in long debates with both of our
mothers.

Gloria and I were the first to return to the drawing room to
discuss the last matter for today: the musical accompaniment.
My mother is a trained actress and attended Juilliard School
before she married my father. She feels very close to her alma
mater and insisted on hiring one of their students to
accompany the engagement party and possibly every event
that follows.

My father and both of Gloria’s parents were not supportive
of the idea, but they filed it under my mother’s well-known
whimsical traits and decided to let her have this one, if the
student managed to convince us with his or her skills.

That’s why we’re having this ridiculous get-together on a
Friday evening. I know Gloria and I share the sentiment of not
wanting to be here. She keeps checking her costly watch again
and again.

“Where is everybody?” she asks in a nagging voice that
drills through my skull.

However, her question is legit. Both of our parents are late,
which is very unusual for them.

The double door behind my back squeaks and Gloria lifts
her eyes. Her annoyed frown is instantly replaced by a bright
smile as she gets up from the sofa she’s been sitting on.

I follow her lead and get up myself, fixing my suit in the
process, as I turn around to face the door. Gloria’s parents
enter the room, greeting us with polite nods as they walk in.
They’re followed by my father and my mother - and her.

The girl who’ll rob me of my sanity.

 



Chapter III
Elodie

 

 

Mrs. Abrams is a sweetheart. My heart was about to jump
out of my chest when I rang the bell at the front door of the
Abrams‘ townhouse. To my surprise, it was Mrs. Abrams
herself who opened the door for me, welcoming me in with a
big smile. For some reason, I expected a servant to take care of
that. Isn’t that what super rich people spend their money on?

This family is beyond super rich, though. I knew this
before, but I haven’t been able to grasp the extent of their
wealth until now that I’m stepping into their home. Located
right between Park and Lexington avenues, the townhouse
boasts a large center entry set in a limestone base and white
brick upper stories highlighted by two large, arched windows
on the parlor floor. When entering, one steps into a large
entrance hall with stairs leading to the upper floors on the left,
next to an elevator. An elevator! This is a single family home
with five stories and its own elevator!

I try not to gawk as Mrs. Abrams introduces me to her
husband and another middle-aged couple who turn out to be
the bride’s parents. All four of them are the epitome of Upper
East Side high society when it comes to their looks. The
women are both dressed in suit ensembles, accompanied by
heavy gold jewelry that - no doubt - costs more than my
monthly rent. Maybe even half a year‘s worth of rent. Their
make-up and hairstyle are so similar that one could mistake
them for siblings, except for the fact that Mrs. Abrams‘ hair is
a dark auburn color while Mrs. Waldorf is a light blonde. The
fathers, both men with graying hair and round bellies, are
dressed in tailored suits and sporting clunky watches.

All four of them make me feel horribly under-dressed, even
though I’m wearing my most formal dress, a light beige
formal-type dress with a lace design that ends just above my
knees. I bought it years ago at a second-hand store and have



been using it ever since for most of my formal engagements,
even performances. It looks pretty worn-out by now, but
there’s nothing I can do about it, as I live from hand to mouth
every single month since I’ve moved to New York. It’s the
only formal piece I own, and if this family is to hire me for
more than one occasion, I will have to spend some of my
earnings to buy another dress so as not to embarrass myself.
The same goes for my shoes, an old pair of white ballerinas
that used to be chic about a decade ago. Both my dress and my
shoes are brand name products, but they were used when I
bought them and have suffered through many occasions and
performances throughout my time at college.

“So, you’re in your final year at Juilliard I hear?” Mrs.
Abrams asks in a high-pitched voice as I follow her and the
others to the back of the townhouse.

“Yes, I am,” I reply, incapable of saying anything other than
that, because my head is filled with “Holy shit!” exclamations
at every step we take. The entire home is penetrated by light
thanks to the insanely high ceilings, open spaces and windows,
and the decor is out of this world exquisite and surprisingly
tasteful. As the family leads me to the other side of the first
floor, I realize that the square footage of this building must be
a lot bigger than one would expect from the outside.

“You know, I’m a Juilliard alumnus myself,” Mrs. Abrams
says, catching my attention.

“Oh, I didn’t know that,” I reply truthfully.

She smiles at me. “Yes, very few people do. I majored in
drama, but I haven’t acted in decades.”

Mrs. Abrams pauses and lets out a nostalgic sigh.
“Sometimes I really miss it.”

Before I can come up with a reply, we pass through
beautifully adorned french doors, and our short conversation is
interrupted by the appearances of what I assume to be the
happy couple.

“Miss Hill,” Mrs. Abrams says, as we enter the room. “May
I introduce you to my son, Kingston, and his beautiful fiancée,



Gloria.”

She gestures towards the two of them, and I stand
awkwardly as they rise from their seats and approach me.
Neither of them looks particularly happy to see me. The
woman, who is probably about my age but appears to be much
older with the way she’s styled up, barely manages to smile as
she takes my hand, and the groom…

When he shakes my hand, squeezing it a little too hard for
my comfort, it feels as if he shoots an electric jolt through my
system.

He is devastatingly handsome.

I’ve tried not to gawk since I entered this home, but now
that I lay eyes on him, I can’t help but lose control of myself.
He’s too much, too much of everything. His black hair is cut in
a sideswept undercut, gelled to the side with a few strands
falling into his handsome face. Just like the fathers, he’s
wearing a tailored suit in dark gray, but the way his jacket
stretches around his arms and chest, it is a reliable telltale of
the buff stature hidden beneath. He fixates on me through dark
gray eyes, the hint of a smirk appearing on his face, as he
welcomes me.

“Pleasure to meet you, Miss Hill,” he says. I get weak in
the knees as his deep voice radiates through the hall-like
sitting room.

Holy shit. How on earth am I supposed to make a good
impression with this man around? And he’s about to get
married, too!

My voice is nothing but a hoarse screech when I try to give
him a reply, but no one seems to notice or care.

“Please, let’s sit down,” Mrs. Abrams says, gesturing
towards the seating area where the couple has been waiting for
us.

I hesitate for a moment, unsure where to sit, and so I wait
for everyone else to take their seats. As it turns out, there is no
specific sitting order except for the fact that Mrs. Abrams
gestures toward a noble armchair with white cushioning and a



wooden frame for me to sit in. The chair is placed next to an
array of two sofas and two other armchairs of a similar design,
all of them arranged around a white coffee table. I notice that
each of the parents sit together on the sofas, while Gloria and
Kingston quickly decide on the armchairs, sitting opposite of
each other - and closest to me.

I gulp and sincerely hope that no one notices my
nervousness. I’m carrying my music sheets with me in a black
folder and I place it in my lap, my fingers clasping around it as
if I’m holding on for dear life.

“No need to be nervous, Miss Hill,” Mrs. Abrams says,
casting me a warm smile. “We just want to have a little chat to
get to know you a little and exchange some ideas about the
event we intend to hire you for.”

“Sure,” I say.

I can feel his intense dark eyes on me and see him from the
corner of my eye. Why is he staring at me like this? When I
turn my head to catch his eyes, I expect him to look away, as
most people would do when they’re caught staring. But he
doesn’t. Our eyes lock onto each other for a few awkward
seconds, before I give in and evade his gaze.

“Tell us a little about yourself,” Mr. Waldorf, the bride’s
father, says. His tone is the complete opposite of Mrs. Abrams.
He’s firm and serious, not showing even the hint of a smile as
he speaks to me.

“Um, about myself?” I ask, unsure what these people need
to know about me other than what kind of music I can provide
for them. “Well, as for my repertoire, I-”

“No, no,” Mrs. Waldorf interrupts. “We’ll talk about that
later. Tell us a little about yourself. Where are you from?”

I regard her with a confused expression. I didn’t expect this
to be a proper interview and had prepared for playing more
than speaking.

“I’m from New York,” I say. “Born and raised. Brooklyn.”

“That’s not New York,” Gloria interjects, eyeing her thickly
painted finger nails.



“Gloria!” her mother says, casting her a warning look.
“Don’t be rude.”

Gloria rolls her eyes and throws me a disgusted look before
she goes back to examining her fingernails, not afraid to show
how little she cares about my feelings.

What a bitch.

“Brooklyn, that’s… nice,” Mrs. Abrams says, sounding a
bit helpless. “And your parents, are they also musicians?”

My mother was a drug addict who took off with her lover
when I was three years old, that is if I am to believe my father.
According to him, she may have died of an overdose not long
after leaving us. But I don’t know if I can trust his words,
considering that he’s an alcoholic himself and never forgave
my mother for leaving him alone with me. I have no memories
of her and never tried to find her. If what little my father told
me about her is true, I don’t think I’m missing out on
anything.

He took care of me as well as he could, but that doesn’t say
a lot about his parenting skills. I haven’t seen him for months,
and I only check up on him once in a while to make sure that
he’s still alive and doing okay. Our interaction is heavily
dependent on what kind of woman he is dating at the time. The
bitchier they are, the less I hear from him.

“Um, no,” I say, hoping that no one presses me on the
matter.

“When did you start taking piano lessons?” Mr. Waldorf
wants to know.

“Well, I didn’t take proper lessons until junior high school,”
I admit. “But I’ve played the piano long before that.”

My reply is met with awkward silence. I know that most
serious musicians started their lessons way younger than that,
often even before they started school, but I didn’t have that
opportunity. We had no money for lessons and no piano at
home. All I had was Miss Knight, an elementary teacher who
took pity on me and let me play the piano at our school. She
even bought me sheet music and taught me a few lessons for



free until I graduated. She was also the one who got me started
on applying for scholarships to finance my musical education
and finally take lessons at the age of fourteen.

“She made it into Juilliard, so she must be good,” Mrs.
Abrams comes to my rescue. “They only take the best.”

“I could play something,” I suggest, lifting the folder with
my sheets. “Just to give you an idea of my portfolio.”

I was told that the family owns a grand piano, as every self-
respecting family on the Upper East Side does. Aside from my
anxiety to meet the family, I have been looking forward to
playing on their piano, as I’m sure it must be a more exquisite
instrument than any other I’ve ever played.

And that assumption doesn’t even come close to the truth.



Chapter IV
Kingston

 

 

I watch as our little piano girl examines our Steinway
concert grand piano, her thin fingers caressing the keys, but
barely touching them, as if she was afraid she could hurt them.
All eyes are on her, observing her peculiar behavior as she
fondles the instrument. No one has said a word since we
brought her up to the music room, a room that features nothing
but the spic and span grand piano surrounded by white walls
and a few armchairs lined up against the wall opposite the
windows.

“This is a Steinway Concert Grand Model D,” the girl
gasps without turning around. Her eyes are glued to the piano
lid. “It’s so… beautiful.”

“Isn’t it?” my mother agrees, now walking closer to her.

“You know I took a few lessons myself while I was still at
Juilliard,” she says. “But I never came close to being any
good. It’s just a hobby for me.”

Miss Hill looks at my mother, her eyes wide with curiosity.

“So it does get played?” she asks.

My mother nods. “I toy around with it once in a while. Just
to relax, you know. Always playing the same few melodies. It
would be a pity if no one would ever use it.”

The girl nods. “Yes, it would be!”

“Kingston can play, too,” my mother adds, causing all
heads to turn in my direction. “He took lessons for a few years
while growing up.”

I shake my head. It’s true that I was forced to take lessons
as a child, but it must have been years since I touched a piano.

“Nothing to brag about,” I say, trying to divert attention
away from me.



 

My mother smiles at Miss Hill, and I can tell that she’s
completely in her element. Ever since my brother and I were
young children, she’s been talking about how much she misses
the world of the performing arts. She’s always been involved
in some kind of fundraising and charity activity to support
students of the arts, especially those who - like Miss Hill -
don’t have the monetary access to lessons. My father doesn’t
support her love for these activities, but there’s very little he
can say about it now that her burden as a mother and
homemaker has lessened.

“Please,” she says, gesturing toward the piano bench. “Play
for us.”

Miss Hill nods, clasping her black folder as she carefully
takes her seat on the bench. She places the folder on the music
rack and begins to adjust the bench, while my mother beckons
for the rest of us to sit down.

Again, I make sure not to sit next to Gloria. I don’t want to
deal with her exasperated breaths as she endures Miss Hill’s
performance. Until just a few minutes ago, I would have been
on the same page as her and have shown equally low interest
in this.

But that was before this girl showed up. This sweet,
innocent girl who is the complete opposite of the woman I am
to marry. She’s raw and pure, incapable of hiding how
intimidated she is by this whole situation. Her pale
complexion, the chocolate brown hair, and her big green eyes,
captured me from the very first moment I saw her.

She’s different.

And I like different.

She’s also as forbidden as can be, because messing around
with her could put this entire charade at risk.

And I fucking love forbidden.

She’s taken her seat on the bench and now looks up, those
big, beautiful eyes widened in question.



“Start with something simple and familiar,” my mother
answers her silent question. “Something classical that would
be a good fit for some mellow background music.”

“Debussy maybe?” the girl asks.

“Clair de lune!” my mother completes her suggestion.
“That’s a good one.”

Miss Hill nods.

I watch her face as she places her dainty fingers on the
keyboard. It’s hard to tell, but I think she lets out a faint sigh
as her fingertips touch the keys. I’ve never seen anyone taken
by a simple instrument as much as she is right now. It’s
hauntingly beautiful to watch.

And sexy as fuck.

It seems she doesn’t need her sheets for that one, as she just
starts to play right away. She flinches when the first few very
soft tunes echo through the room. As the melody speeds up,
she closes her eyes and it seems as if she’s the one following
where the song goes instead of playing it herself. Her brown
hair falls over her shoulders when she leans forward during the
louder middle path and her lips part as if she was singing
along. Her expression is so passionate that I cannot help but
wonder if that is what she looks like when climaxing.

I want to make her look that way while she’s pinned down
beneath my rock-hard body.

My cock needs to knock it the fuck off.

I shift around on my chair, changing my seating position to
hide the growing bulge in my crotch.

This is new. You’d think I’m suffering from blue balls, but
my encounter with that sexy brunette from the club was not
that long ago.

That’s not it.

Yet, I’ve never reacted like this to the mere sight of a
woman before. What the hell is happening here?



She doesn’t even look that sexy in a traditional sense.
Nothing about her screams sex like it does with the vixen from
the club. Her dress looks worn out and I know that neither
Gloria nor our mothers would ever want to be seen in
something like that. There are even a few threads hanging out
at the side right below her arm. I bet she didn’t notice when
she put it on before she came here. Her shoes look equally
used and are just as much a telltale sign of her poverty as is the
dress.

Her makeup is subtle and I’m sure she stepped it up a notch
for today. I’m sure her lips are naked and I’m looking at her
natural color, as I imagine them wrapped around my hard
cock.

Her play intensifies, and she’s long forgotten about our
presence in the room. She’s lost in the music, her upper body
swaying along with the melody and her eyes are still closed,
even at the sections I’d imagine are the hardest to play.

Her fingers remain on the last keys as she ends the song and
freezes in a bent-over position, while the last note echoes
through the room.

Even when my mother starts the applause and we chime in,
the girl doesn’t look up from the piano. Her eyes remain
closed for a few more moments, before she finally opens them,
casting a dreamy gaze across the piano lid. She almost looks
as if she cannot believe that she was the one who just played
that melody.

“Beautiful!” my mother praises, while Gloria barely lifts
her eyes from her phone.

Finally, Miss Hill looks at us, a shy smile appearing on her
face.

“A very common song, though,” Gloria’s father interjects.
“Do you have anything more out of the ordinary? More
complex?”

She looks at him, quiet for a few moments, as she ponders
her reply. Just as she opens her mouth to say something, she’s
interrupted by Gloria’s mother.



“Nothing too special, though,” she says. “There’s no need
to get too esoteric, we still want people to recognize the music
as their own. We’d like to play a few of their favorites.”

She casts her husband a warning look and he shrugs.

“Yes, absolutely,” Miss Hill says. “I have a few pieces in
mind that are perfect for a romantic musical accompaniment,
such as the 2nd movement of Beethoven’s Pathetique or some
of Chopin’s more docile salon pieces.”

“Chopin!” my mother sighs. “Oh, he is one of my
favorites!”

The girl’s face lights up.

“Mine, too,” she says. “Personally, I’d suggest some of the
Nocturnes - Opus 9 in e-flat major for example - or his
preludes in F sharp major, Ab major and maybe even the Db
major. Next to his waltzes, which could also be played to-”

“I think we get the idea, Miss Hill,” my father interrupts
her. “There’s no need to get too much into the detail. I think
Kingston and Gloria should have a say in this, as well.”

He throws expectant looks first at me, then at Gloria, who
manages just in time to fake interest in the whole conversation.

“What do you think?” my father asks. “Is there anything in
particular you wish to hear?”

I gesture toward Gloria, implying that she should be the
first to speak, but she just shrugs her shoulders.

“Classical sounds good, I guess,” she says.

“I could also play John Williams variations or Phillip
Glass,” Miss Hill says, trying to catch Gloria’s attention. “To
add a modern touch to the repertoire.”

Gloria furls her eyebrows. “Who?”

“Movie composers,” I enlighten her. “Especially Glass,
who has written a lot of piano pieces.”

From the corner of my eyes, I can see Miss Hill nodding.



“I don’t think we want to go in that direction,” my mother
interjects, speaking as if we just suggested turning the
engagement party into an alternative rock concert. “Just show
us a few more of your classical pieces.”

Miss Hill nods quietly and closes her eyes to devote herself
to another song.
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